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The Institute for Criminal Justice Executives will be examined 

primarily as a temporary system in and of itself: the planning, assump-

tions, processes and effects internal to the prog;tam. 

The very phrase "temporary system," however, implies two other 

systems: the one that created the temporary system and the one upon which 

the temporary system is intended to have an impact. The project will be 

examined, therefore, as it interacted with these two systems. Following 

are summaries of the conclusions and recommendations of this report as 

they relate to the temporary system itself, its parent system and the 
1 

system upon which it was intended to have an impact. 

The Temporary System 

1. The program was affected by absence of (a) optimal lead time 

and (b) appropriate administrative arrangements to compensate 

for the absence of optimal lead time. 

2. The data base for program planning was inadequate in terms 

of participant acad·emic and experiential backgrounds, 

expectations, attitudes, institutional locations, administra-

tive responsibilities, and level of sophistication in 

management. This resulted in (a) untapped resources and 

(b) impaired effectiveness of the planning. 

1 
This approach to exam~n~ng the Institute for Criminal Justice Executives 

was chosen to satisfy the needs of a variety of readers~ the Department of 
Justice's National Institute of Corrections a~d the Law Enforcement Assist
ance Administration, the Illinois Law Enforce~ent Commission, project 
directors of similar NIC-sponsored programs and the criminal justice executives 
who participated in the Chicago Institute. 

1 
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3. The selection of participants to attend was not altogether 

appropriate, as indicated by (a) the lack of representation 

. of judges and (b) the incluoion of different levels of 

. d " . " management in a program des~gnate for execut~ves. 

4. For optimal integration of the three educational components 

of the program--criminal justice, management, and evaluation-

to be realized required the blending of disparate conceptions 

of both subject matter content and educational process within. 

a restricted time frame. 

5. The lack of specific educational objectives stated in behavioral 

terms prevented the structure necessary for (a) developing the 

program, (b) guiding thle faculty, (c) integrating the three 

components, (d) developing evaluative instruments and (e) 

continuous modification of the program. 

6. At the outset, the involvement of "the learners in the educational 

process was more nearly like that which occurs in conventional 

secondary education than in adult education. As better adult 

educational practices WE~re employed, the participants felt that 

their experiences markedly improved. 
e 

7. The Participant Steering Committee played a major role, to 

which the faculty did not respond optimally, in moving group 

participation in the program from a less educationally 

desirable authoritarian model to a more educationally desir-

able interactive one. 

[ '- "] 
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Overprogramming tQe time schedule during Phase I led to the 

crowding of events, inability to discuss many important 

ideas suffiCiently, and general feelings of being rushed, 

not having enough time to think, and fatigue. 

9. Structural supports for important features of the program, 

such as (a) the means to be employed to identify potential 

leaders for the criminal justice field from among the partici

pants and (b) the means for making the extra-institutional 

arrangements adequately educational, should have been more 

specifically defined. 

10. The Phase II work projects undertaken did not constitute 

necessarily new ideas, but the program provided the neces-

sary stimulation for accomplishing them. 

11. In general, the participants liked the facilities and services 

of the Center for Continuing Education at the University of 

Chicago and the "cultural island" format. 

12. The level of management skill practiced by many of the 

partiCipants was raised as a result of attendance at the 

Institute, as indicated by (a) data from interview-." with 

the participants, (b) judgment of their work projecl:s and 

(c) the evaluation of the systems impacts of the program. 

13. Visibility of the National Institute of Corrections was 

achieved through such factors as the number of states repre-

sented among the participants and the number and diverse 

backgrounds of the faculty and guests. 

I 
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14. The program as executed could not be regarded as the ideal 

model for subsequent workshops because it was ca~ried out 

with the explicit intention of being sensitive and alert 

to problems as they arose so that a subsequent workshop 

could be planned, executed and evaluated to serve as a 

model. 

The Parent System 

1. For the National Institute of Corrections to operate more 

effectively as an ongoing system, selecting and employing 

temporary educational systems, an educational plan should 

be develc~ed so that temporary educational systems selected 

fit into a coherent strategy. Essential steps in the 

development or administration of such a plan follow: 

a. Articulation of assumptions regarding educational 

needs 

b. Testing the assumptions against data gathered re-

garding actual performance 

c. Comparison of actual performance c~~a with established 

or desi:red standards of performance 

d. Description of gaps between actual and desired perfor-

mance 

e. Judgment that particular gaps can or cannot be closed 

through educational programs 

(1) DeciBion to undertake educational programs where 

prOIn:lsing 

5 

(2) Decision to undertake problem solving oriented 

workshops or conferences where personnel 

education does not seem promising 

f. Issuance of requests for proposals soliciting programs 

precisely aimed at closing or eliminating gaps between 

desired and actual performance 

g. Development of criteria for selection of program partici-

pants 

h. Communicating to program directors the ways in which 

their programs fit into the over arching educational plan 

i. Linkage of information gathering process desired in 

each temporary educational system selected to the 

surfacing of as yet unidentified educational needs as 

well as to the National Institute of Corrections' other 

functions: the development of an information clearing 

house, the identification of promising leadership, etc. 

2. In order to avoid misundet:standings, the National Institute of 

Corrections should carefully describe the relationship between 

its staff and the directors of individual programs desired 

during the grant period. This description should be made 

available as information supplementary to the request for pro-

posals. 

3. The relationship of state planning agencies to the conduct of 

National Institute of Corrections spoc~~red programs should be 

defined and communicated to both the state planning agencies 

and to potential program directors. 
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The System Affected 

1. h proven favo rable on external criteria regarding The program as 

h ent changes in the job its ability to effect somew at perman 

related behavior of its participants. 

a. Participants' subordinates noted the greatest change 

" 't' " 'With "leadership" and in the area of commun1ca 1ons, 

"k'll k'ng second and third. "program development S.1 S ran 1 

b. The participants noted high positive change in their 

own beha~Tior with "research and evaluation" the primary 

change area. "Partj.cipatory leadership" and "program 

development" skills were ranked second and third. 

2. The program succeeded in effecting some changes within the 

correctional systems that were involved. Consistent moderate 

changes in the organizational functioning of participant 

systems in the directioD5 intended by the program were re-

ported. 

a. Subordinates noted moderate improvenlent in leadership, 

motivational forces and goal setting performance. 

b. Participants reported considerable improvement in goal 

setting performance, and moderate change in communica-

tions, control processes, decision making processes, 

motivational forces and training a~d performance goals. 

3. Some differential impact was observed. 

a. Comparing participants involved in institutional, parole 

or community related functions, those in institutional 

7 

s e ttj.ngs b enefi ted more than 0 thers. Thos e in communi ty 

functions appeared relatively unaffected on many of the 

dimensions measured. 

b. An analysis based on state, city or county affiliation 

revealed high behavior change in city based participants 

while county based participants reported significant 

change in only one dimension. 

c. No differential impact was observed between participants 

from organizations dealing with adults and those dealing 

with juveniles. 

4. A participant's degree of seriousness concerning the work pro-

jects was a sensitive indicator of his or her reaction to the 

program in genera1. (Sixty-five percent of the participants 

submitted written work project reports.) 

5. The success of work projects undertaken reflects the qUGlity 

of learning and the supportiveness of the participants' 

superiors. (Fifty-four percent reflect concrete achievement, 

thirty percent some achievement and sixteen percent little 

achievement. ) 

6. The work projeqts were responsible for producing 'a significant 

organizational change within the systems of approximately half 

the participants. 

7. Unanticipated consequences of participation in the program include 

increased participant self confidence and aggressiveness. 

8. Participants, in retrospect, have discovered much of value in 

the program which had been overlooked in their initial reaction to -it. 



9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

8 

The previous training of program applicants and the nature 

1 d · the same content or skill of their l~dd:i. tiona nee s ~n 

areas should be determined in advance of future programs. 

ld be directed toward assisting particiSpecial attention shou 

serv~~g systems to be conscious of possible pan.ts from adult ....... 

behavior changes and their organizational consequences. 

Executives from community :celated activities (as opposed to 

institutional or paIole activities) should be excluded 

l-he curriculum of future programs from future progra-s or .-

should be nodiiiet S~ as ~~ be wore meaningful for such 

participants • 

~.~=~l~ s~rc~ out county affiliated persons Future prcgrc.ns -

the curriculum so as to make it 

'Futu::€: ~r;::grc:.m= s;:.:'".:-::. :e:::'=ioate. from pa:rticipation applicants 

..r_-, -..,.:::e::..::::: ':::'\.y~ n,::-=.z;::r:'a: responsibilities or ,.;rho occupy 
1IlI ..... __ ;r:'t"J----- - - -

.. __ = '_"'='::-__ ::::.s~:'lit:'; significan.tly lower than the ~<t;sit::..::=~ -...- -

EVE:U grea.tere£f.ort should be made during future programs to 

gain the support of participants' superiors for the work 

projects selected. 

I 
I 

9 

16. Future programs should place even more emphasis on the 

participants' ability to serve as organizational change 

agents. 

Although for the purposes of this report, the temporary educational 

system, its parent system and the system to be affected are treated 

as discreet entities, they are in reality interdependent and overlapping 

entities. NIC funded the Chicago Institute, for example, not only to 

begin the work of affecting the criminal justice system, but also to 

assist NIC to define itself. Two parent system staff members were quasi-

participants during the temporary system's Phase I and one parent system 

staff member attended Phase III. There is a sense in which participants 

in the temporary system "brought" pieces of the system to be affected 

with them. Some chose work projects that they had had in mind for some 

time but viewed the temporary system as providing the necessary leverage 

to implement them at home~ 

Other examples might be cited. The point is simply to caution the 

reader that the discreet divisions of this report are a convenient format 

rather than a clean compartmentalization of reality. 

This report is not in chronological order. The following 

chronological sketch, beginning in February, 1972 and ending in June, 

1973, will provide a useful framework for the data, analysis and findings 

described below. 
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DATE 

Sunday 
July 9 

!>1onday 

SCHEDULED 
TIME 

7:00-7:30 PM 

7:30-9:00 PM 

July!Q..! 8:30-10:00 Al-1 

10:30 AM-Noon 

1:00-4:00 PM 

1

---------------
5:00-5:30 PN 

SCHEDULED 
EVENT 

--II 
lJ 

Registration 

"Creature Comfort" 
Orientation 

P. NO\~len 

1-1. Hardin 
K. Dickhaut 

Introduction to the Program 
N. Morris 
H. Sulkin 
E. ~1aTcus 

P. Nowlen 

Introduction of Participants 
E. I-1cGehee, l'-loderator 

Individual Motivation 
Theory X and Theory Y 

J. Furcon 
F. Pearson 
~l. VeTonee 

Evalua.:ion Administration 

I 
11 

I l " 

ACTUAL 
TIME 

6:45-7;30 PM 

7:45-9:15 P~1 

8:30-10:30 AM 

10:30 AM-Noon 

1:00-2:30 PI-I 

3:00-4:50 PI-I 

5:00-5:30 PM 

Registration 

ACTUAL 
EVENT 

"CreatuTe Comfort" 
Orientation 

P. Xowlen 
M. Hardin 
K. Dickhaut 

Introduction to the Program 
N. l-1orris, CJCo 

H. Sulkin, I-IC 
J. Furcon, MCo 
E. Marcus, ECo 
B. Block, ECo 
P. Nowlen, CCE o 

Introduction of Participants 
E. McGehee, ~Ioderator 

Introduction of Participants 
E. McGehee, Moderator 

Individual Motivation 
Theory X and TheoTY Y 

J. Furcon 
F. PeaTson 
M. Veronee 

Evaluation A~ini$tr~tio~ 

w L-J L-J 

COMMENTS 

1. Introduction to 
Center, University," 
City 

2. Field tTip explana
tion and sign up 

Panel Discussion 

Each participant intro
duced himself 

Whole GTOUp ==¥ 
Small GTOUpS ==~ 
Whole Group 

°CJC = Cri.minal Justice Component; MC ~lapag";flen1: Component; EC = Evaluation Component; GeE Center for Continuing Education 

~ 

I-' 
I-' 

• 

I 

I 
i 
I 
~ ... 

-,-~ 
~~_...,.~ ___ :t::',:-~,.~ • C.'-;- ~""!:4""'~,h ~,..~t!.'li" ... .,."'.::-~ ",.;;:-. -". 
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DATE 

Tuesday 
July 2:.!.. 

SCHEDULED 
TIME 

SCHEDULED 
EVENT 

8:30-10:30 AM I History arld Theory of 
Corrections 

H. ~Iattick 

ACTUAL 
TnlE 

8:30-10:30 AM 

ACTUAL 
EVENT 

History and Theory of 
Corrections 

H. l-lattick 

CO;.R-IENTS 

Lecture 

------~-----:~:-~:~~~----------------~-io~45AM=12~30PM-1--1~~d~~;~~Y~~~--------~--------i-~~~~;~~~~~~-:~--------
F. Pearson 1 Whole Group 

I
-~~;~=; ~;~PM -- -r- -Hi~~~;;- ;;ci -~h~~~;-~f-- ------~--l~;O=;~;O-PM ---r-Hi~;~~;-~;d -Th~~~; -~f----------

Correct~ons ~ I Corrections 

~:~~:~:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ij~~~:~~:~:~~~~~~~~1~~~~~~~~~~~~::~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
4:00-4:45 PM I Campus Tour I' 4:15-5:00 PM Campus Tour 

Wednesday 
July g \ 8: 30 N-I-Noon 

1:00-2:00 PM 

I 

~--------------
12:00-5:00 PM 

I r---------------
j5:00-5:30 PM 

Leadership 
E ~IcGehee 
F. Pearson 

Participant Steering 
Co~~ittee Election 

E. Marcus 
H. Sulkin 

8:30 N-i-12:l5PM I Leadership 

j 
E. 1-1cGehee 

----------------- ---------------------~----------

1:00-2:00 PM . Participant Steering 
Cowmittee Election 

E. Marcus 

-----------------------~------~-----------------~----- ---------------------------

Roles ~ 2: 30-4: 30 PM 
Job Clarification 

IRe Staff 
------------------------------ -----------------
Evaluation Administration 4:30-5:00 PM 

Roles 
Job Clarification 

IRC Staff 

Evaluation Adlainistraton 

-------------------------

Lecture 

-------------------------

Guided walk around camp~ 

Whole Group--.;>2 Small 
Groups--r8 Small Groups 
--7'Whole Group 

Elected: P. Baer, Rufus 
Anderson, B. Gruensfeld~ 
R. Little, \~. Tanksley; -' 
Alternates: B. Bright, 
J. Platt, V. Picciano 

Two Small Groups ---~ 
W'nole Group 

l-' 
N 

-. 
L r' 

, 

r-= _ r'{ ~...-, ~..-, tf\ r"l I~ f'~d,ePl lr-\. - M. ~ l~ ~ ~---l._ ~ •. l'T_~_JiiiiiOi!( ___ :~~,~( \"e;-e' 
JW~~~~~~~~~~~'-i~tl.~~· 
\ i ~ ~:'. ~ , ., . 
,~ ~ ;; ~ ~ ~ ~ U db,' -, ,f , :' , ~ :. ff " ~ :. r " ~ " " '. " If ,j I, ,,1 n 11 ~ !f ~ 
......... ._ r....-I "---' 1-.;: _ I ~ 1i---.'i t..---li ~. 1.---" Cc---" 1-.- l_--- ,--". ~ ~______ .. ---" ~ "----" 

DATE 

Wedlle-sday 
July 12 

cont'd 

Thursday 
July 13 

SCHEDULED 
TIME 

6:00-7:30 PM 

SCHEDULED 
EVENT 

1/4 of Participants eat 
with William J. Bauer 

ACTUAL 
TIME 

ACTUAL 
EVENT 

5:00-6:30 PM I Participant Steering 
Committee (PSC) Meeting 

------~ --- -- ------~----~ ~-~~.~~=~:~----------------
6:00-7:30 PM 11/4 of Participants eat 

with William J. Bauer 

CO~1ENTS 

With faculty and staff 

--------------~-----------------------------~-------------~----~--~----------------------------~------------------------
7:30-9:.00 PH Sentencing 7:30-9:00 PM 

l'lilliam J. Bauer 

8:30-10:30 AM 8:30-10:30 AM I Measurement in the Crim-

~o:;O~=i;;30;M -~~~~:~::~~~~~~~~::~~-~~=----lli~;;O-~=N~~~----
Problems 

- W. Griffith 

Sentencing 
William J. Bauer 

Measurement and Its Use in 
the Evaluation of the Criminal 
Justice System 

F. Zimring 

Role of Education in Responding 
to Performance Problems 

W. Griffith 

~ 
sponding to Performance 

1:30-3:30PM Measurement in the Crim- 1:30-3:30 PM IMeasurement and Its Use ~n 
inal Justice System the Evaluation of the Criminal 

Justice System 
1 ________________ -__________________________ _ ____________________ ::_::~::~: ________________ _ 

r 3: ~O-S: 00 Pl-1 Roles in Organization 3: 30-4: 30 PM Closed (no faculty or staff) 
I Improvement ! Meeting of Participants \\'it:h 

f------------··- -----~:-::::::---------------l, -5;OO=6:50-;M----f~~~:~~;~~~~~:::-::::::::-:::~--

Lecture/Question an4 
Answer 

Lecture 

Lecture 

Lecture 

With facuHy and staff 

l-' 
I.J.) 

. .:,......." .• ."......, ..... - .~., ".~ ~'-"~-""'-.--,--~"",,,,,-,"<.-,,, ......... -~.~--,, ....... ~- --____ --.--J 
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DATE 
SCHEDULED 

TIME 

Friday 
.July 141 8:30~10:30 AM 

---------------
11:00-12:30 PM 

SCHEDULED 
EVENT 

The Criminal Justice System 
N. Morris 

------------------------------
Tour of Bush Library 

S. Harper 

ACTUAL 
Tum 

8:30-9:15 AM 

-------------------
9:15-11':15 AM 

-------------------
11:45 AM 

ACTUAL 
EVENT 

Discussion of Management Portion 
of Program 

H. Sulkin 
Discussion of Evaluation Portion 
of Program 

E. l,jarcus 
-----------------------------------

The Criminal Justice System 
N. Norris 

-----------------------------------
Begin Field Trips to: 

Vienna 
Valley View 
Cook County Jail 

or 

Free Weekend 

COloR-rENTS 

Response to Steering 
Committee Inquiries 

------------------------
Lecture 

------------------------

i-' 
~ 

I .: 
II 
Ii 
j 

<I 

) 

_, 1iiiiaiiIi' iiiii;;;;;;;;~ .. 

H ~; ~ ~: r--\: r---'.\ r" rl: ,.." I!: ~. 11 j""i, 
--<:t' ". "1' ' ~~, /=..,-=1 t:c.:;:ti L::.::;~'-"1 t::-=~ 1-':'''····1 1"-'" f ~"'-"4 

r-, -Ii ii' .... ~ ...... -. ! r "-"' . - .. -- ",." "', 'c," ~~ .... ~ -,.'~ 
i~J l-J LJ Lj 

DATE 

Monday 
July .!2. 

SCHEDULED 
TIME 

8:30-9:30 AM 

9:30AM-12:30PM 

1:30-3:30 PM 

5:30-7:00 Plof 

~ r 
~ L-:; 

SCHEDUJ~ED 
EVENT 

-
I, ,; 

-----... ... -" 0.-_.' 

ACTUAL 
TIME 

I, 

'<-" .-- I..---t 

ACTUAL 
EVENT 

i--J' t-j' L...J LJ i-.--1 

COMMENTS 

Discussion of Field Trips 
H. Sulkin 

8:30-8:50 A.\1 I Ev~luat.ion Moved to AM at re-

N. Morris 

Definition of Problem 9: 50AM.:12: 30PM Roles 
Sol ving . j J. Furcon 

Decision Making II Problem SolVing/Decision I Lecture 
E. McGeh$e Making 

--~;-C;i;~~~-j~~i~~-S;;;~~-f~--;;30=3;30-PM---- --~~-~;~~~~~~;~;;i~~-S;;;~--~---L;~;~;;------------
--c~~k~~~;;;~;--------------fl--S;30:;;OO-;~---- I--c~~k~~~~~;;;---------------l---;;~~;~;;d-b;-------. 1 Center for 

. Studies in Criminal 
Justice 

-- _._--- - - - -- - - - + - -- -- - --- - - - - - - - - _______ - - -- - - ~ -- ________________ -4 _______________________________ ... ________ _ -_ ________ .. ~ __ _ 

Tuesday 
July 18 8:30-10:30 AM 

.~."~-',,--;~..,...~"''''--'-'''.':-.':!'- ;,!,:~".<~::.:., ... > 

Jail and Bail 
H. Mattick 
N. Morris 

8:30-9:30 PM 

8:30-10:30 Mfi. 

PSC Meeting 

Jail and Bail 
H. Mattick 

f 

1. 

With faculty and 
staff 

Lecture 

i..,...J 

f--' 
I.n 

I 
,.'"-.~ 



·,..:.,.~."'.~ -- .,..:. 

DATE 

Tuesday 
July 18 

cont'd 

Wednesday 

SCHEDULED 
TIME 

10:30AM-3:00PH 

SCHEDULED 
EVENT 

Composite Group Profile 
Evaluation of Problem 

Solving Task 
H. McGehee 
1-1. Veronee 

---------------~--------------~-------------~ 
3: 00-5 : 00 PM I J ail and .BaD, 

H. Mattick 
N. Morris 

6:00-7:30 PM 1/4 of Participants eat 
with O.J. Keller 

7:30-9:00 PM I Discussion with O.J Keller 

July 19 8:30-10:.QO AM Individual Projects 
E. McGehee 

II 

r-l r4 ,M :11 'Jl .II 1'1 rl 1['-1 
j, Ji h ): 

ACTUAL 
TIM!. 

10:30 AM-NDon 

1:00-1:30 PM 

1:30-3:15 PM 

ACTUAL 
EVHlT 

Richard Velde, LEAA Represen 
tative 

Evaluation 

Problem Solving/Decision 
Making 

F. Pearson 

3:15-5:00 PM I Jail and Bail 
H. Mattick 

5:00-6:00 PM PSC Meeting 

CO~1l-1ENTS 

Informal Presenta
tion 

Lecture 

Lecture 

With faculty and 
staff 

Mr. Keller unable 
to attend 

8: 30-9: 20 AM I PSG Meeting Wi th P. Now1,an 

9: 30-10: 00 A.\f 

fr---1, If-""J ,; J 'I< 

Meeting of Participants 
and Faculty to announce 
schedule revisions 

f;=l' !F! :r-1 In ,.:. .. I\~ ~ t'"' -.. 

I-' 
0'\ 

re,~~, 

.~ i i ~ ! j B .; ~ ) :....-----t 1 l' ;,' ~ 
i.-J i-J ~ ~. L t: 

-- .... w.... ~ ~ .... - Iiiii -- - IiiI -- ,>~J!:'l,:'> 

DATE 

Wednesday 
July 19 

cont'd 

SCHEDULED 
TIME 

.l--,j J-.,i 

SCHEDULED 
EVENT 

i-..) .i.:-J 

J.O:OO AM-Noon Task Force Report on Problem 
Statement 

E. McGehee 

---------------~-------------------------------

--------------~-----~--------------------------
1:00-2:00 PM Task Force Report on 

Problem Statement 
E. McGehee 

--------------~--------~-----~-------~---~~~---
2:00-5:00 PM A Correctional Informa

tion System 
R. Levy and Staff 

~ .. """"~--'" '" .. " ..... -~,.."'-''''''~,~.,~_w. ...... ''"''_ .. _ .~. 

~ 

AGTISI,L 
TIME 

~ 

10:00-11:00 AM 

i-J .~ 

ACTUAL 
EVENT 

'-" ~ 

Faculty and Staff Meeting 

i~;oo=ii;oo-;;;;-f--;~~~~~;;;;;~;-;;~~~i~;---------c-
I ' 

11 : 00 AM-Noon Participants and Faculty 
Meeting to consider program 
changes 

---------------~---------------------------------
Noon-l:00 PM: PSC Neeting with PSC 

Subcommi ttee 

1~;~=~~3~-;~:---r--;~~-~~~~~~i~~~~-~~~~~~;-~i~h-~ 

r 
P. Nowlen 

i~3~=;~~~-;~---, --;SC-s~b~~~i~~~~-~~d-;~-N~~i;~-
Meeting with R. Levy 

I 

. 
L...J LJ L-J 

Cm1l-1ENTS 

To Plan new 
schedule 

To discuss plans 
and desires for 
remainder of P 
gram"~' . 

B. Bright, J. Platt 
V. Picciano (alter
nates to PSC) desi~ 
nated as Curriculum 
Advisory Committee 
(hereafter called 
PSG Subcommittee) 

To discuss changes 
in afternoon progr~ 

To modify afternoon 
program 

-----~---------"~"-"-~-~--------------------------~---------------------
2:00-3:30 PM A Correctional Information 

System Lecture 
R. Levy and Staff 

----------------~-----------------------------~.---~---------------------
3:40-4:30 PM Small Groups on Levy ?re- Four small groups 

sentation 
-- - -_ -- - - - - __ - - -1- ________________________________ _ 

4:30-5:30 PM Feedback from Small Groups 
---~~----------------

Each group reported 
on its discussion 
with Levy respondi~ 

f....-.j 
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DATE 

Wednesday 
July 19 

cont'd 

Thursday 
July 20 

SCHEDULED 
TIME 

8 :30-10 :30. A.l\f 

-----'-------- --
10:30AM-12:30PM 

---------------
1:30-3:00 PI-I 

3:00-5:00 PM 

SCHEDULED 
EVENT 

Correctional Law 
R. Singer 

------------------------------
Heuristics/Decision 
Criteria--McGehee 

------------------------------
Person-to-Person 
Communication 

E. McGehee 

------------------------------
Correctional Law 

R. Singer 

ACTUAL 
TUIE 

5: 30-6 : 30 P~! 

6:30-7:15 PM 

8:30-9:45 »1 

9:45-10:30 AM 

---------------
10: 30 A\\-Noon 

1:00-1:15 PM 

1:15-2:15 PM 

2:15-3:00 PM 

3:00-4:30 PM 

ACTUAL 
EVEr·IT 

PSG, PSG Subcommittee 
meeting 

------------------------------
PSG Subcommittee ~jeeting 

Correctional Law 
R. Singer 

------------------------------
Small Group Discussior~ of 
Singer Questions 

---------------------------~--
Small Group Feedpack to 
Singer and Khole Group 

------------_._----------------
Eva1 ua1:io.· 

B. Block 
------------------------------

Crisis Management 
E. McGehee 

------------------------------
Small Group Discussions of 
l-1cGehee Presentation 

------------------------------
Correctional Law 

R. Singer 

COMl-IE}''TS 

With faculty and 
staff 

-------------------_.-----
Wi th faculty and 
staff 

Lecture 

--------------------------

--------------------------

--------------------------

--------------------------
Lecture 

-------------------------

------------~-------------
Lecture 

_______ ~_- __ <J, __ 

-~---------------------------- -------------------------
4:30-5:00 PM Question and Answer 

Session with R. Singer 
Participants pre
f, ~'ed this to 
s:::all group dis· 
cussions 

!~ l~ 
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(- -::; 
'9 'r---; 

I :4 
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i..-l L-J ~ .i.-J L~J "-....J L..-.,j L......J L..J L-l I--J L..J f..-.J t-J !.-.i w L-J L...J l.-.J 

DATE 

Thursday 
July 20 

cont'd 

Friday 
July E... 

SCHEDULED 
TIME 

6:00~.7:30 PM 

7:30-9:00 PM 

8:30-10:30 AM 

SCHEDULED 
EVENT 

1/4 of Participants eat 
wi th Ben ~Ieeker 

Prohations 
B. Meeker 

Correctional Law 
R. Singer 

II 

-~~~;~~~=~2~;;;;~r-~~~i~io~-~;i~~~i~/----------"" 
Leadership 

J. FUTcon 
H. Sulkin 
M. Veronee 

ACTUAL 
TIME 

ACTUAL 
EVENT 

CmlMEh1'fS 

5: 00-5: 45 PM 1 PSG, PSG Subcommittee Meeting I Wi th faculty and 

5:45-6:05 PM 

6:00-7:30 PM 

PSG Subcomw.ittee Meeting 

1/4 of Participants eat 
wi th Ben Meeker 

------------- ---~------------ ----------- ----,----
7:30-9:00 PM I Pending Legislation 

B. t<feeker 

8:30-9:30 AM 

9 :30-10 :30 »\ 

Correctional Law 
R. Singer 

Small Group Discussions of 
Singer Presentation 

staff 

With facul1:y and 
staff 

Lecture and Question 
and Answer 

Lecture 

10: 30-11 : 00 At·1 1 Feedback from Small Groups 
---------------- -------------------~-----------~------------------------

11:00 AM Most of Participants Began 
Field Trips or Free Weekend 

11 :15AM-12 : 15PI'oI t psc, PSC SUbcommittee ~!eeting 
to plan following week 

With faculty and 
staff 

I-' 
\.0 

'l 
II 

II 
II 
I! 

:jl 

II 
I 

I 
!; 
I 
! 
I 
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DATE 

Monday 
July 24 

:r-'\ 

ORIGINAL 
SCHEDULE 

T1~lE 

8:30-
9:30 AM 

------------
9:30 AM
Noon 

1:00-
2:00 PM 

2:00-
5:00 PM 

'.r-! t .. ...., 

ORIGINAL 
SCHEDULE 

EVE!>:T 

Discussion of Field Trips 
H. Su1kin 

--------------------------
The Criminal Justice 
System 

N. Morris 

----------------------------
Management by Objectives 

E. McGehee 
M. Veronee 

--------------------------
Goals, Statements, 
Criteri~ 

IRC Team 

IrJ '\M u-i , 

REVISED 
SCHE:nULE 

Tl~IE 

8:30-
9:15 AM 

9:15-
10:00 AM 

10:00-
11 :00 AM 

REVISED 
SCHEDULE 
EVEl'"~T 

The Evaluation Process 
W. Griffith 

--------------------------
Plea Bargaining 

N. l>lorris 

ACTUAL 
II TI~lE 

8:30-
9:30 At-l 

9:30-
10:30 AM 

--------------------------
Small Group Discussions 
on Plea Bargaining 

10:30-
11! 00 At-l 

ACTUAL 
EVEN! 

The Evaluation Process 
W. Griffith 

--------------------~--------

Plea Bargaining 
N. l-\orris 

-----------------------------
Small Group Discussions 
on Plea Bargaining 

-----------------------------

t1 
) 

I' 

f 
I 

___________ 1--- __ ---- ----- --------
11,:00 ANi
Noon 

Feedback from Small 
Group Discussions 11 :00 AM

Noon 

1:15-
2:00 PM 

2:00-
3:00 Pt.! 

3:00-
3:45 PM 

Feedback from Small 
Group Discussions 

--------------------------
Styles of ~anagement 

H. Sulkin 

--------------------------
Small Group Discussions 
on Styles of Management 

--------------------------
Feedback from Small 
Group Discussions 

1:20-
2 :05 P~I 

----------------~-------
Styles of Management 

H. Sulkin 

-------- --------------- ~ 
2:05- I Small Group Discussions 
3: 10 P~I on Styles of MaR:lgement 

------------1-----------------------------
3:10- \' Feedback from Small 
3:~0 PM Group Discussions 

4:00-
5:35 PM 

---------------~-------------
PSC. PSC Subcommittee, 
Faculty and Staff ~Ieeting 

I! 

I 
i 

l)'-1 If;'-..., ~- II' lr--J 1r-1 ~ I~ 1\" :\. '; t{ -, ir' ,I 
, i ji ! 

~ 
I ~ 

!.: ! I! I - - ... .. Irf lr-i -.. .. ... .. ............. .. _. 
L-l. L.-J 

DATE 

Tuesday 
July 25 

~ i.-J 

ORIGINAL 
SCHEDULE 

TIME 

8:30-
10:30 AM 

10:30 A."1-
Noop. 

L_t L.....J 

ORIGINAL 
SCHEDULE 

EVE:\T 

I...-J 

Evaluation in the Crim
inal Justice System 

F. Zimring 

Hierarchy of Objectives 
F. Pearson 

1-J 

------------J---------------------------
1:30-
3:30 PM 

3:30-
5:00 PM 

Evaluation in the Crim
inal Justice System 

F. Zimring 

Interest Groups in 
Objective Formulation 

E. ~·lcGehec 

-----------~---------------------------
7:00 PM ,Small Group Discussions 

of the NIC Position 
Paper 

L-J 

REVISED 
SCHEDULE 

TIME 

8:30-
10:00 AM 

10:15-
11:15 At-1 

11:15 AM-
12:15 pM 

1:30-
3:15 PM 

3:30 P}'I 

7:00 PM 

L-J ~ ~ L.-.i ~ 

REVISED 
SCHEDULE 
EVE:--lT 

Evaluation in the Crim
inal' Justice System 

I 

II ACTUAL 
Ii TI:VIE I 

8:30-
10:00 AM 

t...J t.....J L; 

ACTUAL 
EVm .. rr 

L....J 

Evaluation in the Crim
inal Justice System 

L-J 

F. Zimring 

Small Group Discussions 
of Zimring Presentation 

-------------,. -------~~-:~~~~~:---------------10:15- Small Group Discussions 
11:25 AM , of Zimring Presentation 

Feedback from Small 1111 : 25 AM-
Group Discussions 12 :20 P~l 

--------------------------~~-------------
The Atti~udes and 
"Rights" of Members of 
the Organization 

E. McGehee 

1:40-
2 :45 P:Vl 

---------------------------['-------------
Individual Project Con- 3:30 PM 
sultations . 

Il ~~~~=--------5~30 PM 

---------------------------1-------------Small Group Discussions 7:00 PM 
of the NIC Position 
Paper 

Jl 

Feedback from Small 
Group Discussions 

The Attitudes and 
"Rights" of ~!embers of 
the Organization 

E. l-kGehee 

Individual Project Con
sultations 

PSC, PSC Subcommittee, 
Facul ty and Staff t.le,ning 

Small Group Discussions 
of the NIC Position 
Paper 

~ 
r-' 

, 

J 



c:·~· 

DATE 

ORIGI~AL 

SCHEDULE 
TIME 

ORIGI~AL 

SCHEDULE 
EVE~T 

II r REVISED 

j SCHEDULE 
TIl'-1E 

\1 , 
REVISED 
SCHEDULE II ACTUAL ACTUAL 

EVENT TINE EVENT 

II 

l'iednesday 
July 26 

NOTE: 24 Administ.rators joined the 41 Participants \' 

-;~~~~i~;-~~;-~~j~~~i~~~---~~-;~;~=----i--;~i~~i~~~i~~-i~-~~;=-----[-~~;~=---- Introduction of Administra
tors 8:30-

10:30 A.\f F. Pearson 9:30 ~~ rections 8:45 AM 
IRC Team J. Getman ----------

Unionization in Corrections 
J. Getman 

10:30 Al'1-
12 :30 P/.I 

1:30-
3:30 PM 

4:00-
5:30 PI-I 

6:00-

Unionization in Cor
rections 

J. Getman 

The Criminal Justice 
System 

N. )-lorris 

Small Group Discussions 
of the NIC Paper 

I 7: 30 PI-I 
1/4 of Participants eat 
wit.h Peter Bensinger 

1
-----------'[----------------:-----------
7:30- Politics of Refol~ 
9: 00 P)-I P. Bensinger 

1 

8:45-
9:45 ~\1 

----------~---------------------------r.---------- ------------------------------
9:30- Small Group Discussions 1\ 10:00- Small Group Discussions 
10:15 N-l of Getman Presentation II 10:45 A!-1 of Getman Presentation 

---------- ---------------------------~---------- ------------------------------

-!~~~~~~-. --~~~~;:~~~~~~~~~~;~~------l-~~~;~~~:- ---~~~~;:~~~~~;~~~~;~~--------
11 :30 ~\1 lndividual Project con-Ill :45 A.'>i Individual Project Con-

-~~~~=::-r ~:~~~~~E~~i~~~~~;~~~~ --- -i~ ~~=::-----~~;~~;~~I~~~ ~~~~;;~~~----- ~ 
-3;;5-~~==1--5~;;;-~;~~;-D;~~~~~i~~~--~I-;~~~-~M==1---s~~~~-~~~~;-~i~~~~;i~~;----

of the NIC Paper il of the ~IC Paper 

1

_----------------------------------------
4:30- PSC, PSC Subco~it.tee, 
5 :30 PM Faculty and Staff !-!eeting 

----------~-----------.---------------- ----------- -----------------------------
6:00-
7:45 PM 

7:45-
9:00 PM 

Recep<:ion, and DinnE'T 6: 00- Reception and Dinner for 
for P. Bensinger and 1\ 7 :45 P~1 P. Bensinger ad Adiilinistra 
Administrators I tors [62 attende~l 

----------- -----------------------------
Politics of Reform 7:45- Politics of Reform 

P. BenSinger r 9: 00 P:'I P. Bensinger 

("~" .--"~ 
~~ tr--t j~ \r-i \r-1 Ir--I 111 u--i Ir--J \H lH 1M lr! 1M ~ ~ ~ 

~- I ~--'-4 ~i 
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j J ) Ii I Ir ; i~ , - - - --~, Ci ~ :i ~, ; .. - - . ... .. :,-$ iii iii 
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i.-J ~ It ....... ~ i.-J i_.r ~ L.J I.....J ~ L-....Y f-J I " \00-=0II' L-.JI I--,j f..,...J l.....J LJ 'l,.....J L....J 

DATE 

Thursday 
July 27 

Friday 
July 28 

ORIGINAL 
SCHEDULE 

TIME 

8:30-
10:30 A.\f 

10:30 A.\I-
12:30 PM 

ORIGINAL 
SCHEDULE 

EVENT 

Planning and Programming 
IRC Team 

Organizational Change 
H. Sulkin 
F. Pearson 

I 

-~:~~=::---t-~~;~~;~~~-~~-~h~-~i~------

3:30-
5:00 PM 

8: 30 A.\1-
Noon 

I 

Task Force Reports 
IRC Team 

Learning and Its 
Applicat.ions 

REVISED 
SCHEDULE 

TIME 

9:00-
10:30 N-I 

REVISED 
SCHEDULE 

EVENT 

The Future of the 
National Institute of 
Corrections 

P. Nowlen, Chairing 

1: 30- . I Management Overview 
3:15 PM 

I------_---l---------------------------

3:30-
4:QO PM 

Evaluation 
B. Block 

ACTUAL 
TUm 

9:00-
Noon 

ACTUAL 
EVENT 

The Future of the 
National Institute 
of Corrections 

P. NOI.;len, Cha.lring 

1:00- I The Future of the 
2:30 PM National Institute 

J 
of Corrections 

________________ ~:_~o~:~:~:_:~~~~~~:_ 
NOTE: Administrators Depart 

2:50-
3:50 PM 

Presentat.ion of Individ
ual Project Plans by 
T~o Participants for 
Whole Group Comment 

---------1----------------------------4:00- PSC, PSC Subcommittee, 
6:00 PM Faculty, Staff, NIC 

Representatives ~'eeting 

II II ~--+---------
8:30 AM
Noon 

Rapping It Up 8:30 AM
Noon 

Plans for the 4th Week 
R. Little, Chair

man 

N 
W 



August 1: 

Nov.-Jan. : 

Dec. 12-13: 

24 

Phase II begins, i.e., participants begin 

carrying on work projects 

Evaluation teamslilake random site visits 

Participant Steering Committee meets with 

project staff to plan Phase III 

Considerable participant input had 

been recorded, summarized and placed in 

tentative categories in anticipation of 

the meeting. Phase III had been briefly 

discussed at the conclusion of Phase I. 

In addition, evaluation team members 

had discussed Phase III with approximately 

25 percent of the participants during 

their site visits. Finally, a written 

questionnaire including items dealing with 

Phase III had been returned by 69 percent 

of the participants. 

The committee and staff agreed upon 

principles for planning as follows: 

1. Maximum involvement of partici-

pants as resource persons 

2. Int€~gration of project components 

3. A va,ried format combin:!-t\g plenary 

sessions with small group workshops 

March 12-16: 

25 

4. Choice of alternatives among workshop 

sessions 

5. Avoidance of overscheduling 

With these in mind, topics and speakers, 

format, daily themes and the treatment of work 

-"-.'~---

projects were agreed upon in fairly rapid order. 

Methodology was considerably altered from 

the pattern of Phase 1. Irlstead of assigning 

separate blocks of instructional time for the 

treatment of management and criminal justice 

topics, instructional themes were chosen which 

contained content implications for both, e.g., 

"Democratization and Planning in the Crimina] 

Justice System," and "Organizing for a Continuum 

of Treatment." 

Both criminal justice and management re-

source persons were to participate· in thl!' 

dis CUS s 'LOns of such themes but it was made 

clear that the primary res pons ib iIi ty for 

integrating the two content areas would be the 

participants'. The project staff was asked 

to make this responsibility known to the 

par·tii;.~ipants • 

Phase III is conducted at the Center for 

Continuing Education. This period is described on 

the following pages in detail. 
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SCHEDULED 
DATE TIME 

Sunday 
~1arch 11 7: 30-9: 30 P~·1 

~1onday 
March 12 9:00-9:15 AM 

------------_ .... --

9:15-10:00 AM 

~---------------

10:15-11:00 AM 

1---------------
11: 00AM-12: 30PM 

\ 

I 

I SCHEDULED ACTUAL ACTUAL 
EVENT TIME EVENT 

IINo Host" Cocktail Party as scheduled 

Review and Preview 
P. Now1en as schedul,ed 

------~------------------------ --------------- t- ---------- - -- --------------. ,-------

Planning in the Criminal 
Justice System 

N. Mo;rris as scheduled 
------------------------------- --------------- -----------------------------------

Response 
W. D. Messersmith as scheduled 

------------------------------- --------------- -----------------------------------
'1 

Workshops on the Democratiza- ~ . 
tion Process 

Communitl Relations as scheduled 
KRP: R. WohlgemlUth 
MD: M. Veronee 

Negotiation Processes 
KRP: H. Scott 
MD: G. Fox 

Prevention of Violence and 
Riots 
--mu>: P. Kalin 

MD: J. Furcon 
Ethics 

KRP:' V~ Picciano 

I 
MD: F. Pearson 

,-
COMMENTS 

. 

-----------------------

-------~---------------

-----------------------

I 

, 

N 
C1\ 

KRP Key Resource Person; MD = Management Discussant 

j'"'1' ,- 'M 'r-t'" ' t"4' ' 'r=4- '-~" '~, " ' ,", --. ",,,, -
1 • '." ~ "" ~ , r- ' 'r-""'\' ,r-"1' tr-i ,i"'i 

1 
II 
JI 
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.1 
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DATE 

Monday 
March 12 

Contld. 

SCHEDULED 
TIME 

2:00-3:00 PM 

3: 15-4:15 Pr.i 

Tuesday 19~OO-10:15 AM 
March 13 

SCHEOULE~'lUAL 
EVENT 1\ TIME 

The New Careers Program 
E. Lester 

~ 

ACTUAL 
EVENT 

_____ L ____ ~~. scheduled 
-------~-------I---------------------------------

Response 
J. Bannon 

Organizing for a Continuum of 
Treatment 

Systems P~rsPective 
S. Brodsky 

as schedu.Led 
II 

as scheduled 

COMl>ffiNTS 

~--~-----------j-------------------------------~~----,-----------+---------------------------------~--------.----------------

10:.30AM-Noon I Workshops On How To Organize A 
Treatment Methodology 

Behavior Modification 
KRP: J. Platt 
MD~ M. V€,j.·onee 

l' Family Psychotherapy 
KRP: V. Picciano 

as scheduled 

N 
"-I 

j 
MD: G. Fox 

Guided Group Interaction I ' 

--------------- --~--~~~--~~-~~~~;----------Jl---------------l------------------------. ----->------------------------
1:30-3:00 PM J Morning Workshops Repeated II I as scheduled 
--------------- -------------------------------~~---------------

3:15-4:40 PM I Summary and Discussion 

---------------l·---~~-~~~~~~------------------8:00-9:00 PM A Funny 'rbing Happened on The 
l'lay To !>ly Work Project 

P. Murphy 
I II 

as scheduled 

8:00-9:00 PM IParticipants viewed video tapes 
of 1st three weeks 

KRP = Key Resource Person; MD = lolanagement Discussant 

Ms. Murphyls plane was 
delayed. Participants re
quested video tape 'Tt-view 

i".....;.I1 
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SCHEDULED 
DATE TIME 

Wednesday I 9: 00-10: 00 k'i 
March 14 

SCHEDULED 
EVENT 

Overview From ~;ork Proj ect 

ACTUAL 
TIl>1E 

Dial.'ies II· 

ACTUAL 
EVENT 

as scheduled 

COl>1MENTS 

'i ,I 
l 
II 
1i 
,I: 
II 

II 

11 

! 
I 

I 
I 
l' 

10:15-11:45 AM 
-:::~::~:~::-::::-:::;::::----~I--------------i-------::-:::::::::-----------------

; 

',..-, 

Improving Communications 'I' 

Within The System I 
KRP: M. Dodson 
1>10 : J. Furcon 

Reorientation of a State 
Correctional Institution: 
People First, Buildings 
Second 

KRP: J. Mahan 
H. CarrOthers 

MD: G. Fox 
Intervention on Behalf of 
Ir>.mates 
-~ J. Goode 

MD: F. Pearson 
Supervisory Training in a 
Changing System 

KRP~ B. Cook 
C. LU.il1pkin 

MD: M. Veronee 

N 
Q:l 

11: 45AM-l: 00P~1l A Funny Thing Happened On The Way 1 Ms. Murphy I s presentation 
To My Work Proj ect was rescheduled from even-

P. l-fllrphy ing of March 13 
---------------~-------------------------------~--------------~-----------------------------------~--------- --------------

1; .30-3: 00 P~{ Workshops on Change Strategies 
Politics 

KRP: B. Little 
MD: F. Pearson 

KRP = Key Resource Person; ~1D = Management Discussant 

:.r-1 :,-, :""".,l I ;f~ J"'""'i. ;r-'j ;r-"'l 

as scheduled 
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I J .. .. i_ - ... , 

i :\ .. ... 
{ 

L.J' (t t~ 

i.--I: 
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DATE 

\, L-t 

SCHEDULED 
TIME 

i_ \' L,.,J i.,..,..,j:; 

SCHEDULED 
EVEi\\'f 

L..,j, ~ ~, 

ACTUAL 
TIME 

iI " """--* 1..--,i; 

ACTUAL 
EVENT 

~ ; '-...... , i.-.l L-J: LJ ~ 

COMMENTS 

=======t===========9=======================!========~'~I=-==~~ ~ 
Wednesday I 1:30-3:00 PM 
March 1.4. 

Cont'd. 

1---------------
• 3:15-5:00 P~f 

The Massachusetts Experience 
KRP: IV. MadaiUs 
MD: M. Vercmee 

Research 
KRP: J. Ginther 
MD: G. Fox 

Recommendations of the Nation-j 
al Commission on: Standards & 
Goals 

KRP: N. Morris 
MD! J. Furcon 

as scheduled 

The National Institute of 
Corrections: Pa.'''~, Present, 

II 3:15-4:15 PM The National Institu'te of Correc-

.11 

tions: Past, Present. Future 
Future 

~ 

P. Bensinger 

---------r--------------t----------------------===~--~I--~-·~-~-~-=-~-~-~-;-~;_~_-_~i!~~i~~-~f-~;~-;~;;~~~~;~;~~:~--I :g 

P. Bensinger 

Thursday I 9:00-11:00 AM 
r-farch IS 

11: 15AM-12~4SP:-1 

Developments in the Law Since 
July J 1972 

R. Singer 

Workshops on Determinants of 
the Future 

A Judge's Vie:q>oint 
KRP: Judge W. Bauer 

B. Hogan 
MD: J. Furcon 

II 
KRP Key Resource Person; MD Management Discussant 

as schedu1c.>d 

as scheduled 
I 
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DATE I 

SCHEDULED 
TIME 

SCHEDULED 
EVENT 

'( 

r 
J 

ACTUAL 
TIME 

ACTUAL 
EVENT COMMENTS 

Thursday I 11:l5AM-12:45PM 
March 15 

Implementing t>torrissey 
KRP: R. Singer 

11:l5AM-l2:4SPM Implementing Morrissey and 
Parole Revocation 

Cont1d. 

Friday 
March 16 

t-lD: M. Veronee 
Parole Revocation 

KRP: L. Linde 
MD: F. Pearson 

Administrators in Litigation 
KRP: F. Frey 
t-ID: G. Fox 

2:00-4:00 PM Crime Specific Planning--A 
Dialogue with George B. 
Trubow 

2: 00-3 :45 %1 

3:45-4:15 PM 

(run as single workshop) 

Crime Specific Planning--A Dia
logue with George B. Trubow 

Election of the NIC Representa
tives and alumni director com
pleted -------------------------------1--------------11-------.. --------------------------

7; 30··11: 00 PM 

9:00-10:30 AM 

Pre-Release Celebration 

Keynote Address 
D. Rothenberg 

I as scheduled 

as SCheduled 
________________ ~J----__________________________ ~-----__________ ~ __________________________________ ~ ________ _______________ _ 

10:45-11:45 AM I Project Evaluation 
E. Marcus 
B. Block 
B. Little 

as scheduled 

________________ • _________________________ ~ _____ ~ _______________ b __________________________________ ~ ________ _______________ _ 

11:4SAM-bl90n Pre,entation of Certificat., I a, ,cheduled 

1 

KRP = Key Resource Person; MD = Management Discussant 
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General Appendices: 

Phase I - Participants 

- Administrator-Participants 

Phase III Participants 

Background Information on Participants 

Field Observations 

Work Project Diary: Instructions and Titles 

Resources 

Textbooks and Materials Provided 

Final Budget Statement 

. All quoted statistical results in the report refer to the specific 

participants in The University of Chicago Institute and, unless other-

wise noted, reflect a percentage of those actually responding to a given 

item. 

THE TE~WORARY SYSTEM: 
EDUCATIONAL EVALUATION 

William S. Griffith 
Evaluation Team Leader 

John Ginther 
Consultant for Phase III 

Sondra Cox 
Maureen Fay 

EdWard E. Harcus 
Research Assistants 
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PREFACE 

This report of the educational evaluation team is organized as 

follows: 

A. A short description of the sources and forms of the data used by the 

team. 

B. Next, each of the conclusions is re-presented in order, with a list of 

the major findings from the data accumulated by the team which led to 

it and to the related recommendation(s). 

C. Appendices to the report contain (1) a brief discussion of the concep-

tual framework or rationale of the educational evaluation, (2) list of 

the instructional objectives that were proposed for the Summer Insti-

tute, and (3) sununaries of the statements made by the participants 

about themselves and about the program. 

34 
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A. Sources and Forms of Data 

The data used by the educational evaluation team are extremely volum-

inous. Rather than presenting all of the data, which are in the files of 

The University of Chicago Center for Continuing Education, only such data 

as relate directly to the conclusions and recommendations stated in the 

preceding section will be given in summary under each conclusion. 

Furthermore, only those conclusions and associated recommendations 

have been set forth which appeared to be relevant to the goals of the pro-.. 

gram, insofar as the goals could be identified. It is acknowledged that 

other observers might identify additional goals and emphasize relation-

ships which are not pointed out in this report. In the interest of dev(!l-

oping a useful report, Ulany of the possible inferences have not been in-

eluded because, in the judgment of the educational evaluation team, they 

are of minor importance. 

In appraising the soundness of the conclusions on lhe basis of the 

evidence stated for each, it is also necessary to note that data from var-

ious sources and in different forms generally supported these particular 

conclusions. Such data may be classified under three headings, as follows: 

1. Data available for initial program planning.--This category (:on-

sists of information contained in "background" reports of the 

Williamsburg and Dallas conferences, the grant proposal~ inter..,; 

office memoranda, correspondence between Summer Institute person-

nel and the National Institut'e of Corrections, evaluation staff 

notes, preliminary schedules, published announcements, and cor-

respondence with resource people and with participants. 

2. 
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Prog~~m data.--For the most part, these consist of data generated 

by the ed.ucational evaluation team through observation. The re

mainder is information in final and revised program scheduh!s, 

·rosters, and instructions given to the participants. 

3. Participant data.--These are data generated by the educational 

evaluation team through interviews with participants and faculty, 

questionnai~es, informal discussions, and participants' testimony, 

including their work project diaries. 

B. Conclusions, Supporting Data, and Related Recommendations 

In this section each conclusion is underlined; the data summary appt'urs 

as the numbered statements following the cOI);cluBion; and each reconl'TIendat1on 

is specifically identified as such. 

1. The lack of specific educational objectives stated in behaviora.l 
terms did n.ot provide the necessary structure (a) for developins. 
the program, (b) for guiding the faculty, (c) for integrating the 
three components, (d) for shaping the expectations of the parti 
cipants, (e) for developing evaluative instruments, ,?nd (f) for 
continuous modification of the program. 

a. Developing the program. 

(1) Guidance supplied by conferees at the Dallas meeting, 

February 2-3, 1972, for supsequent program planners 

was very broad and general in nature. 

(2) The program objectives stated in the grant applieation 

were, of necessity; also broadly stated. 

Recommendation la: That the end-goals of future institutes of 

this type be specified with enough precision that those charged 

with designing the program to realize those goals will have cJpor-

cut guides to their decision-making. 

,j 
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b. Guiding the faculty. 

(1) Instructional objectives were generally imprecise and, 

such as they were~ were not imparted to many of the 

speakers, so that they could not serve ,as guides for 

the selection of appropriate learning experiences by 

the faculty members. 

(2) Faculty members had no reliab,h.: way of ascertaining 

during the program whether or not learning was occur-

ing. 

Recommendat~on lb(l): That the program planners in the future 

undertake to specify the program objectives in Jcivance in a form 

capable of being measured to supply 1~eliable c.vid~nce of desired 

cognitive gain and attitudinal chan.ge. 

Subrecommendation lb(l~: An evaluati'o::;· consultant should 

be involved in working with the planners from the very 

start, in order to assure that propex assistance is provi-

ded the planners to enable them to carry ou t th:i.s recom-

mendation. 

Recommenda tion Ib (2) : That ,9uch specifications of measurable 

program objectives be communicated to all members of the faculty 

in sufficient time to be included in their lesson and presenta-

tion plans. 

Recommendation lb(3): That faculty members of institutes of this 

type be required to conform to specified program objectives and 

to supplement them with detailed subobjectives~ also susceptible 

of measurement, of their own. 

38 

c. Integratin& the three components. 

(1) Although "executive development" was stated as a cen

tral concern of those who first conceived the program, 

they did not define the term. As a result, it ap

peared to mean something different to the criminal 

justice component than it did to the management com-

ponent. 

(2) In the preplanning, the management component tended 

to undert>mphasize the worth of cognitive objectives 

while emphasizing affec ti.ve ones, whereas the criminal 

justice component tended to underemphasize the value 

of affective objectives and placed greatest emphasiS 

on cognitive ones. 

(3) The objectives of the evaluation component-- including 

the development of instructional objectives by all the 

components in forms suitable to support educational 

evaluation operations-- were partially accepted by the 

Ulanagement component, but their utility was less ap-

parent to those in the- criminal justice component. 

Recbmrner:da tion lc,' Tb ( b . l f .. a: 0 Ject:ves or future institutes of: 

this type specify the standards for tho following that arc to 

be met by the components--

(1) Definition of important concepts and r.elative roles of 

the separate components, so as to make explicit their 

complementary nature; 

(2) Gross process implications (i,e., cognitive/affective 

or lecture/group discussion-workshop emphases); 
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(3.)' Evaluation aspects to be incorporated in all component 

plans. 

d. Shaping the expectations of the participants. 

(1) The participants arrived with disparate expectations 

and objectives. 

(2) At least initially, the participant:; diel not see the 

Sunuuer Institute as directed to the improvement of 

management skills. (Some thought that the program was 

for "executives. H
) 

(3) Correspondence with participants in advance of tbc pro-

gram was not explicit with regard to what the partici-

pants would be expected to learn. (For example, they 

anticipated that more time would be spent on treatment 

modalities.) 

(4) Participants saw some aspects of the program as irrel-

evant to their perception of the purpcses of the pro-

gram. (Some thought they would be shaping the Natlonal 

Institute of Corrections.) 

(5) Participants generally were unaware of the necessity 

for collecting evaluative data of particular kinds to 

be used in assessing the effectiveness of program plan-

ning and instruction. 

(6) Many particil]ants were unaware of the requirements for 

an individual wox'k project and attendance at a later 

"fourth week" program when they arrived. Differing 

perceptions about the purposes and worth of the proj

ects continued throughou.t, even into Phase III. 

40 

Recommendation IdCl): That in the future, objectives be specified 

in terms meaningful to participants tl.nd be communicated to them 

sufficiently in advance of their attendance to give them opportu-

nity to think about and react to them (e g t . f • " 0 secure more ~n or-

mation or to withdraw applications). 

Recommendation ld(2): That information regarding participants' 

own felt training needs be collected and supplied to program plan

ners and faculty enough ahead of tim~ to allow plans to be made to 

handle such matters as diversity of needs and characteristics of 

the prospective learners. 

e. Developing evaluative instr~ments. 

(1) The program objectives did not indicate the nature of 

the desired terminal behavior that would cons U tute ap-

propriate evidence of the success of instructinn. 

(2) Because of the inadequacies of the statements (If the 

educational objectives, pretests could not be designed 

to verify the faculty's presumptions about the state of 

the knowledge in the possession of the participants at 

the time of their arrival for the Summer Institute. 

Reconuuendation le: That in future programs of this type: objec-

tives of program planners and individual faculty members be com-

municated to the educational evaluation component in time and suf-

ficient degree of specificity to allow for the development of ef-

fective instruments of evaluative data collection and measurelllent, 

including a pretest of knowledge of subject-matter to sl;!rve UH II 

data base for subsequent calculation of the amount of cognitive 

gain . 
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f. Continuous modification of the program. 

(1) In effect, instructional objectives for this program 

were not adequately stated so that all of the faculty 

understood them or how they were to be used. They 

lacked sufficient precision to enable the furnishing 

of a flow of meaningiul evaluative information to 

those responsible for changing the program to improve 

it as it went along. 

Recommendation If: That objectives for future programs of this 

kind include the specifica'.:ion of subobjectives suitable in na

ture, detailed enough, and sufficiently acceptable to both fac-

the basis for continuous llloui
ulty and participants to serve as 

fication of the ongoing program. 

For optimal integration of the three educational components of 
the program -.criminal justice, management, and evaluation--to be 
realized required the blending of disparate conceptions of both 
subject matter content and educational process within a restrict-

ed time-frame. 

(1) The students did not see the program as tied together, 

for a number of reasons. An important one was that 

the management component placed heavy emphasis on at-

titude changes in participantb that were expected to 

occur through the utilization of certain group-dynamic 

processes, while the criminal justice component planned 

to rely on lectures and assigned reading to impart in-

formation to them. (Such diversity of approach is nor-

mal~y desirable, but the following statements suggest 

some of the reasons why knitting the program Lo~cth(;!r 

was less than optimal in this instance.) 

3. 
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(2) The components competed with each other for the use of 

available time in the agenda. (Thi s is a datum, not a 

(3) 

(4) 

criticism. It points to a factor that also n~eded to 

be overcome in achieving integration of the program.) 

Members of only one of the components found themselves 

able to regularly attend and actively participate in 

the program sessions conducted by the others. 

Concepts of evaluation as taught by the three compo

nents separately did not result in a unifl"ad ... concept 

of evaluation in the minds of the participants, who 

remained unable to recognize the evaluation processes 

they witnessed as in use in the Summer Institute or 

to relate them to what they were taught about the 

evaluation of information and programs. 

Recommendation 2: That integration of the three components in 

future institutes of this type be achl" '~ved h " t rough sharing of 8ig-

nificant concepts and processes to an extent sufficient to make 

a more llnified impact on the participants, involve "ach '" component 

effectively in the concerns of the~others, d d an pro uce a program 

whose components are obviously integrated. 

The Participa~t Steel"ing Committee played a major role, to which 
the,fac~lty dld not resEund optimally, in moving group partici
~atl?n In the program from a less educationally desirable author 
l.tarl.an model to a more educationally desirable interact"ive one. 

(1) The facu~ty firs t made suqstantial changes in tho Ilgcm

da and modes of instruction after it WtlH [nced wHh 

decisive action by the Steering Committee. 
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(2) Group interaction increased noticeably after the Steer-

ing Committee gained recognition as a potent force for 

change in the progl~am as it was initially planned. The 

satisfaction of the participants was especially appar-

ent in the fourth wE~ek, which was planned by the £acul-

ty cooperatively with the Steering Committee. 

(3) Because of the absence of effective evaluative instru-

ments resulting from insufficiently measurable instruc-

tional objectives and the lack of a useful data base, 

the Steering Committee was the only channel of meanlng-

ful information about what was happening to the parti-

cipants during Phase I. 

Recommendation 3: That some form of participant representation be 

incorporated into the planning for and conduct of future National 

Institute of Corrections programs. If it is not possible to form 

a committee of actual program part:lcipants early enough to involve 

it in the program preplanning, person.s typical of the population 

from which the participants are to be drawn should be included in 

the planning. 

4. Structural supports fl\)r important fea.tures of the program, such as 
(a) the means to be el?ployed to id:~1t.~fy potential leaders for the 
criminal justice field from among the .participants and (b) the 
means for making. the extra-institution,al arr=<Iygements adequately 
educational, should have been more specifically define~d. 

(1) No means for identifying potential correctional leaders 

were specified by the Dallas conferees, the Iunding 

agency, or the program planners. 

.-----~------- ----- ---
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(2) The program planners did not specify the purposes of 

the field trips or attempt to direct the learning of 

the participants engaging in them. 

Recommendation 4(~): That detailed plans for future National In

stitute of Corrections programs include proper and sufficient ed

ucational preparation for all features of the program, including 

field trips, inclusion of eI.1inent pex"sons 1 as guest spea~ers, em-

ployment of audiovisual aid8, and practical exercises. 

Recommendation 4(2): That the realization of all objectives 

which are not essentially educational·--like the identification of 

potential leadership for the profession--be separated from educa

tional goals and referred to means other than planned instruction 

to accomplish (like a professional conference or society). 

5. The role of the students in structuring the program was not con 
sis tently defined for all conc\:!.rned and probably led to misin
formation being released initially to the field. 

(1) The brochure announcing the Summer Institute provided 

a set of promises in general terms which may have mis-

led the students--e.g., references to "other disciplines" 

may have contribu.ted to their erroneous conception that 

psychological and sociologital approaches to corrections 

were going to be covered. 

(2) Other misleading information appeared to have reached 

the participants directly or indirectly, to the effect 

that they were going to be required to play a meaning-

ful role in designing the National Institute of Correc-

tions--somathing later expressly denied by responsiblg 

representatives of authority at the Summer In!:ltllul(:. 
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(3) The relationship between the parf.:icipants and the Par-

ticipant Steering Committee was not adequately de-

fined. (Some participants did not regard the Committee 

as actually representing them.) 

Recommendation 5: That, for future programs, role expectations 

for the participants vi~vis the corrections field, the National 

Institute of Corrections, the Participant Steering Committee, and 

the faculty be precisely and consistently defined, to the maximum 

possible extent, and be clearly communicated to them. If they are 

going to be accorded the freedom to make certain categories of de-

cis ions for themselves as a group, the limits of their discretion 

should be made known to them in advance. 

6. The data base for program planning was inadequate in terms of stu
dent academic and experiential backgrounds, expectations, attitudes, 
institutional locations, administrative responsibilities, and lev
els of sophistication in management. This (a) produced the charge 
by the participants that readily availabl,?:. resources within the 
group itself went untapped during Phase I and indeed (b) impaired 
the effectiveness of the planning for Phase I. 

(1) Only assumptions about thg putential student group were 

available to the program planners, since the first.- con-

crete data about the actual participants were not re-

ceived before the Phase I program had been fully pJanned 

and final arrangements were under way. (For example, 

the grant application stated that many administrators in 

the criminal justice field "are d,eficient in the theory 

and practice of management," but data about the partic:i.-

pants acquired later showed that in general they dId nul 

regard themselves as deficient in lIlanagement lI111llurH.) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 
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The cogent concerns of many participants differed mar-

kedly from the assumptions of the program planners, 

with regard to their opinions about their own skills as 

managers, their provincial or one-agency outlook, their 

interest-in correctional treatl~ent modalities, and other 

matters. 

The participants were (a) more heterogeneous, (b) better 

educated, and (c) more oriented toward psychology, soci-

ology, and social work than the program planners assumed 

they would be. 

The participants regarded themselves as having funds of 

knowledge and experience that rendered them fully cap a-

ble of contributing to the leadership of the program and 

demonstrated the validity of this belief in the fourth 

week program. 

The program was not designed to exploit the diversity of 

the students for constructive educational purposes--

therefore, their differences of viewpoint frequently 

erupted in squabbles, lack of trust, and expressed feel-

ings of frustration concerning the program. 

1. t at all surprisingly, the self-perceptions of the par-

ticipants were such that they tended to see more faults 

in the outside world than in themselves, therefore to re-

sent the implications of faculty members that their own 

deficiencies as managers and operatives were respollB ib](' 

for very many of their problems. Adult educHt.i.onlll 
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practices are especially appropriate for assisting adult 

learners to overcome their natural disposition to blame 

others for their difficulties. 

That plann';ng for future National institute 
Recommendation 6(12: ~ 

based as far as possible on known char
of Corrections programs be 

acteristics of the expected participants, instead of speculation 

about them. 

Recommendation 6(2): That data about participants be accumulated 

before detailed program planning is undertaken and be imparted to 

1 for th· eir guidance in planning the program. 
the program P anners -

Reco~nendation 6(3): That future programs provide opportunity for 

a variety of learning experiences sufficient to meet the diverse 

needs of a heterogeneous student body (or, conversely, that the ex

tent of heterogeneity in the prospective student body be controlled 

by judicious screening and selection processes). 
, 

Recommendation 6(4): That the capabilities of the participants 

themselves be taken into account in selecting program leadership. 

(A conference type of format might well be utilized, in which ex-

people from outside the participant group are CQpert resource 

mingled with leaders from the participants in a balanced overall 

set of leadership resources.) 

The program was adversely affected by absence of (a) optimal lead 
time and (b) appropriate administrative arrantements to compensate 
for the absence of optimal lead time. 

(1) One of the goals of those who lniti.ally conceived the pro

gram was "early visibilityll for the National Institute of 

(2) 
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Coxrections. A date was specified in advance of plan

ning and adhered to despite awareness that it might 

prove to allow insufficient time for all preparations. 

The time that was available ' was ~nsufficient for ade-

quate performance of many necessary d' an lmportant tasks 

involved in setting up the program. 

Recommendation 7(1): Th t d ' - - a eSlgners of future programs of this 

type assume an optimal lead time, d f' d e :;t.ne as long enough to accotn-

plish the following things--

(a) 

(b) 

State all objectives in m.easurable behavioral terms; 

Secure input from prospective participants regard

ing their objectives; 

(c) Process necessary communication by correspondence 

and telephone with the faculty regarding their con

tribution to meeting the objectives; 

(d) Allow key personnel enough time to rearrange their 

affairs in order to free up enough t' lme to partici-

pate fully in the program in terms of their objec-

tives; 

(e) Handle adequately all arrangements for financing, 

promotion, meeting places, equipment, supplies, re

production, housing, transportation, recreation , 

mailing and processing, and other ancillary matters. 

Recommendation 7(21: If optimal lead time cannot be provided, suit

able administrative provisions--such as delegation of authority to 

act decisively, 'i.n lieu of negotiation about program decisions by 
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coequal program component leaders, to the program coordinator--

should be instituted to tne extent necessary to compensate for the 

shortage of time. 

8. Overprograrnrning the time schedule during Phas{t I led to the crowd
~of events, inability to discuss many important ideas sufficient
ly. and general feelings of being rushed, not having ,enough time to 
think, and fatigue. 

(1) During Phase I, nlany participants complained about the 

pressures of time, fatigue, and absence of adequate time 

for rest and recuperation or to discuss subjects in which 

they were interested. 

(2) During Phase 111--in which the scheduling allowed ample 

time for group discussion of program topics--the general 

tenor of participants' comments about this matter was def-

initely favorable instead of unfavorable. 

(}) Program planners jockeyed with each other for more time 

and better-selected time in the Phase I schedule, and 

some faculty members openly exhibited annoyance at the 

limitations created by the schedule. 

Recommendation 8 (1):; That the program for future institutes be de-

signed to provide a dynamic and challt:mging balance between sessions 

devoted to information input, opportunities for satisfying discussion 

of key topics, involvement in stimulating educational activities in 

other forms, and adequate recreation and relaxation. (Explanatory 

note: There are underlying assumptions here that feelings of fatigue 

arise from boredom instead of vigorous participation and that the 

participants' complaints during Phase I expressed more their tendency 

to resent being victims of manipulation than a state of real pressure--
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i. e., if they had had more of a hand in determining the:tr own ac-

tivities, they would easily have tolerated ns much overprogramrning 

ss may have occurred in this instance without complaining about it.) 

Recommendation 8(2): That improved integration of the subject mat-

ter components rather than any reducfti,on in the volume of subj ec t 

matter be utilized as the chief means of avoiding conflict between 

components over periods of time in the schedule. 

9. At the outset, the involvement of th:e learnrars in the educational 
process wC!s more nearly like that wh;lch occurs in conventional sec
ondary education than in adult educa'~ion. As better adult educat:lon 
practices were employed s the participants fel,t that their experi
ences markedly improved. 

(1) In the preplanning, the program designers acted on the 

assumption that the participants would fill the role of 

docile students--would listen attentively to lectures by 

preselected authorities, willingly carry out assigned ex-

ercises, and comply unquestioningly with the desires of 

the program planners. 

(2) Although the program planners acquiesced in the designa-

tion of a Participant Steering Committee, the plans 

lacked positive provision for changing any p~rt of the 

program as a result of a meaningful dialogue with the 

participants. 

(3) Observers appraised the behavior of the participants as 

more "adult," in terms of mutual supportiveness, group-

task instead of own-ego orientation, and degree of in-

volvement, after regular adult education procedures be-

came more of a rule in the program. 
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Recommendation 9: That the teaching methodology employed in futuxe 

institutes of this category conform to established principles and 

standards of continuing professional uciucation, Vlhich require that 

proper respect be shown for the experience and active participation 

of the learners. 

10. The selection of participants to attend the Summer I~ute was 
p.ot altogether appropriate, as indicated by such facts ,~a) the 
lack of representation of judges and (b) the inclusion of different 
levels of management in a-Erogram designated as for lIexecutives." 

(1) The participants perceived the lack of attendance by suit-

able representatives of the judiciary as an indication 

that the program designers were not really committed to 

planning in terms of a complete criminal justice "system." 

(2) Some paxticipants claimed that they were misled by the 

title of the program to assume th\at all participants 

would be top-level managers with a similar level of man-

agement concern. 

Recommendation 10(1): That if the intention of the program is to 

deal with matters and issues of concern to the whole criminal jus-

tice field, all significant sectors of the field be represented 

among the paxticipants. 

B-ecommendat:ion 10(2): That selection factors be internally cons is-

tent and in harmony with program objectives, plans, and pxomotion. 

11. Im.E.cJ:tant implications for future programs can be derived from the 
findings that (a) the Phase II work projects undertaken did not-
cl,mstitute necessarily new ideas but that (b) the program provided 
,;.:he necessary stimulation for accomplishing them. 

(1) Most participants testified in intervieWB clurlng PiJUHt! 

III that they had not thought up fresh ideas to meeL the 
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work project requirement, but that the projects they 

undertook as a result of the requirement owed impetus 

and some measure of relative success to the partici-
I 

pants' attendance and learning that occuxred in Phase I. 

(2) The relative success experienced by many of the parti

cipants indicated that the work-project concept provides 

a useful submode1 for improving and testing management 

skills. 

l,teconuuendation 11: That the work proj ect concept be retained and 

improved, both as a means of teaching through guided practice of 

management skills and a way of testing the effectiveness of the 

learning of the participants, 

12. In general, the participants liked the facilitJes and services of 
the Center for Continuing Education at The University of Chicago 
and the "cultural is1and~' foxmat. 

(1) This conclusion merely states in summary form the actual 

data obtained from the participants about these matters. 

Recommendation 12: That the "cultural island" or "retreat" aspect 

remain a part: of the institute model. 

13. The program ,,3.S executed t~ould not be regarded as the ideal model 
for subsegu~nt Vlorkshops~_because it was carried out with the ex
ilicit int~ption of being ,sensitive and, alert to probJ.ems as they 
arose so tliEtt a sub"seguent. workshop could be plc!'r.!P,ed~'{ecuted, and 
evaluated,to serve as a model. 

(1) Early gUidance to program planners indicated that inno-

vations were to be tested out at the Summer Institute. 

(2) The Participant Steering Committee was established as 

an input mechanism for advice on improving the program. 
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(3) Based on theb: experienc:e with this Institute, the PEI.'J:-

tid.pants did not agree on the best model to employ in 

future institutes but tended to favor this one. 

Recommendation 13: Another workshop sh,?uld be held which \vould 

draw explicitly on the experience gained in this first Summer Insti-

tute. The evaluation of that activity would then reveal the extent 

to which the planners had been successful in developing a model 

sui·table for replication. 

14. Visibility of the National Institute of Corrections was achieved 
through such factors as the number of states represente!d among the 
participants and the number and diverse backgrounds of the fac\llty 
and guests. 

Recommendation 14: Continued representation of the criminal justice 

field on a broad geographic, institutional, and personal scale will 

maintain continuing visibility of the government's program. 

15. The level of management skill practiced by many of the participants 
was raised as a resllit of attendance at the Summer Institute, as in
dicated by (a) data f~om interviews with the participant~, (b) judg
ment of their work projects, and (c) the evaluation of the systems 
impacts of the program. 

(1) Some of the participants reported improving the ways they 

have handled some of the dutiE!S of their positions as a 

result of their participation in Phase I. 

(2) Expert judgment of the reports of the projects and re-

ports resulting from field visits by another element of 

the evaluation effort provided additional supporting 

evidence for this conclusion. 

(3) There was some lack of clarity among both pilrUcipunts 

and faculty concerning the nature of managernent fmc.! how 

it operates in criminal justice settings. (As a result of 
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this finding, some of the learning that occurred appeared 

to be .achieved incidentally instead of purposefully.) 

Recommendation 15: Structuring of the program should be such as to 

remove any question in the participants' minds as to intention to 

improve management proficiency. 

Although gains in management skill may have been modest and, 

given, that the instruments used in data7collection were somewhat 

inadequate, nevertheless, the apparent improvement in management 

skills on the part of the participants seems to suggest that the 

Summer Institute for Criminal Justice Executives did in fact achieve 

its primary objective, 

...... - ... _-_._ .... _--_._---
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APPENDIX I 

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

1. Evaluation in Continuing Professional Education 

a. The government specification for the evaluation effort was that 
it be both formative and sununative. The main reference on formative and 
sununative.evaluation is the Handbook on Formative and Sununative Evaluation 
of Student: Learning~ by Benjamin S. Bloom, J. Thomas Hastings, and George 
F. Madaus. I Although the Handbook cites the need for continuing education 
(ibid., p. 6), it deals w'ith learning only in the formal schooling context 
(ibid., p. 7). For that reason, efforts to evaluate continuing educational 
activities not characterized as "having a fixed curriculum, a graded set 
of learning tasks, and a mixed group of learners to be classified at each 
major time unit in the system," must freely adapt the principles set forth 
in the Handbook--in effect, must create a suitable evaluation model for 
each unique continuing professional education "program." 

b. The Handbook presents a broad view of evaluation and its place in 
education, a.s follows (ibid., pp. 7 and 8): 

(1) Evaluation as a method of acquiring and processing the 
evidence needed to improve the student's learning and 
the teaching. 

(2) Evaluation as including a great variety of evidence 
beyond the usual . examination. 

(3) Evaluation as an aia in clarifying the significant 
goals and obj ectj.ves of education and as a process 
for df~termining the extent to which students are 
developing in these desired ways. 

(4) E'Yp.1.!..l;ation··~s a system of quality control in which 
.... it may be determined at each step in the teaching

learning process whether the process is effective 
or not, and if not, what changes must be made to ensure 
its effectiveness before it is too late. 

(5) Fina,lly, evaluation as a tool in educational practice 
for ascertaining whether alternative procedures are 
equally effective or not in achieving a set of educa
tional ends. 

INew York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1971. 
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In the case of a continuing professional educational activity presented 
for the first time with the intent of forging a model or prototype for further 
offerings of the National Institute of Corrections, evaluation was uniquely 
and outstandingly important for each of the reasons indicated; it must be 
clear that there was little opportunity to utilize it for the fifth purpose. 
Such opportunity was not totally missing, but it will take evaluation of a 
number of programs planned and conducted in different ways to deal more 
adequately with "alternative procedures." 

c. The formative/smnmative evaluation model is based on a definition 
of education as "a process which changes the learners," requiring concern 
with means and ends. (ibid., p. 8) Evaluation is seen as "thE! systematic 
collection of evidence to determine whether in fact certain changes are 
taking place in the learners as well as to determine the amount or degree 
of change in individual students." (ibid., p. 8) This gives rise to a 
set of questions about the kinds of change taking place in learners. A 
variety of changes may occur, among which the evaluation essentially focusses 
upon change.!s whi,':!h can be compared with predetermined ends or obj ectives. 
A statement of an objective is an attempt to clarify or communicate the 
sought-for changes in the learner. (ibid., p. 20) 

d. F?rmative. evaluation intervenes while the process of changing the 
learner is under Wi."y. "It points to areas of needed remediation so that 
immediately subsequent instruction and study can be made more pertinent and 
beneficial." (ibid., p. 20) At the Summer Institute, evaluative informa
tion was collected to provide a data base for modifying the plan, adapting 
it to the actual rather than the anticipated audience and adjusting the 
structure to match the actual conditions. In formal schooling situations, 
summative evaluation involves grading or certifying stUdents, judging the 
effectiveness of the teacher, and comparing curricula. (ibid., p. 20) 
With regard to the Institute, these functions must be regarded only as 
serving a broader, longer-range purpose, that of evaluating the program 
in relation to the goals of the National Institute of Corrections. 

2. The Design of Continuing Professional Education Activities 

The process of conceiVing, designing, and effecting education for 
adults is not polymorphous) despite the polymorphous nature of programs 
intended to bring about changes in adults through learning. A comprehensive 
model of educationallprogram design is stated by Cyril O. Houle in The 
Design of Education. The value of the model, (or, as Houle called it, 
"the fundamental system") is that it provides a thought-structure within 
which to describe the process being evaluated. The Houle "system" first 
defines the design situations (ibid., p. 44) and then presents a set of 
decision points and components in each situation (~bid., p. 47) as follows: 

1 
San Francisco: Jossey-Bass Inc., 1972. 
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(2) 
(3) 
(4) 

(5) 

(6) 
(7) 

.- j ... i. 
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A possible educational activity is identified. 
A decision is made to proceed. 
Objectives are identified and refined. 
A suitable format is designed (including resources, 
leaders, method, schedule, sequence, social rein
forcement, individualization, roles and relationships, 
criteria of evaluation and clarity of design). 
The format is fitted into larger patterns of life 
(including guidance, life style, finance, and inter
pretation). 
The plan is put into effect. 
The results are measured and appraised. 

3. The General Evaluation Model 

While neither the Handbook nor the work by Houle furnish a model for 
the actual evalua~ion effort at the Institute, what has been called "the 
systems approach" provides a widely-known model for general practical use. 
Called the closed-loop feedback technique, it has been illustrated by 
Edward E. Marcus, a member of the evaluation team for the Institute, as 
follows: 

Evaluator 

Figure 1. 

l>- y~ L- Step '- Step 
2 3 

Sati~ctorY }i eedback 

Unsatisfactory Feedback 

I 

------r 

L[ZJ 

.....l 

I 
I 

I r---' 
~ Step: 

I 5 
I----_J 

r - --
I 

1- ___ _ 

From Planning for Educational Personnel Needs for the State 
School Syst1em, prepared by Edward E. Marcus for the Institute 
for State Education Agency Planners. Mankato State College, 
Minnesota: June, 1970, p. 92. 

The above illustration shows that evaluation occurs at each step in 
the educational process and that, as long as the information flowing back 
to the prime evaluator--the manager or dec;i.sion-maker who determines that 
the process will continue--is satisfactory, the steps continue in succes
tion as initially planned. When the feedback becomes unsatisfactory, the 
prime evaluator intervenes in the process to modify or halt it. Subsequent 
modification may take place at any step in the process. 
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4. The Specification of Acceptable Evidence 

The nature of the evidence which yields the information fed back to 
the educational program decision maker also has to be considered. Objec
tive evidence depends upon facts, but John Ginther (a resource leader for 
:he fourt~ week program) has classified the facts that may be identified 
~n educat~onal evaluation as main

i 
evidential, and (by analogy with the 

legal model), "judicially noted. II The main fact is the actual change of 
behavior in the learner, which is directly recognizable only in the case 
of learning very simple motor skills. Most educational facts are evidential 
in nature, in that learning achievement has to be inferred from clues 
other than clearly recognized changes in behavior. "Jud'LciaJ notice" in 
this context refers to qualities of the learner which come to the attention 
of the curriculum planner and the instructor at any time and lead to 
adju~tment of the instruction that occurs in the program. Thus, at the 
Inst~tute, knowledge about the backgrounds of the individual participants 
constituted "judicially noted" evidence. 

5. The Classification of Educational Objectives 

Objectives must also be classified, and the standard way of doing 
this has been indi~ated bY,Bloom an~ others in the two handbooks entitled 
Taxonomy of Educat~onal Objectives. The Taxonomy primarily deals with 
changes of an intellectual or cognitive nature and changes of an emotional
attitudinal or affective nature. For a 'variety of reasons, in connection 
with this Institute it proved to be impossible to secure statements of 
objectives expressed in such behavioral terms. The objectives that were 
available for the guidance of the evaluators were stated by (1) the 
Government, (2) the faculty, and (3) the participants. The last of these 
had a plrofound impact upon the unfolding of the program. 

6. The "Evaluation Model" for the Institute 

As stated above, continuing professional education activities take 
many forms, and a single model for evaluating all of them is too general 
in practice. In this instance, the closed-loop feedback model illustrated 
in Figure 1 was elaborated PB shown in Figure 2. Still greater elaboration 
would have resulted in subdividing the parts of the model into all the 
decision-points in the Houle system. But because complexity is of no 
diagrammatic value and it is necessary to recognize the two effective 
subject-matter components and the three time-phases ~f the program, nothing 
more complicated in the way of illustration of the model was attempted. 

1 John R. Ginther, 'IA Radical Look at Behavioral Obj ectives, II 
Education, Research, Method (ERM). American Society for Engin~ering 
Education, Vol 5, 1973. 

2New York, David McKay Company, 1956 and 1964. 
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APPENDIX II 

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES PROPOSED FOR THE INSTITUTE 

As explained in the main body of the evaluation report, these state
ments of objectives expressed in behavioral terms were in different stages 
of development when the Institut; began. A and B were worked out in conjunc
tion with the faculty of the two componf:nts designated. List C was proposed 
to the chief of the criminal justice component after an interview with him 
but lack of time prevented communicating it to the other members of his team 
before instruction got under way. 

A. Management Component 

Leadership 

1. As a result of lecture and of filling out the Leadership Inventory, 
the participants will be able to: 

--describe in own words the four styles of leadership on the 
"Nelson Scale" 

--describe their own ideal and actual leadership pattern 

2. As a result of case discussion and other exercises, the participants 
will be able to: 

--describe which one of the four styles of leadership is best 
for various kinds of organization and management situations 

--be willing to be more flexible and responsive in their own 
leadership in their work environments 

--identify the effects that different leadership styles have on 
employees with different kinds of needs and motivations 

Problem-Bolving 

1. As a result of lectu~e and discussion, the participants will be 
able to: 

--describe the steps in a normative problem-solving process, as 
outlined in IRe problem-solving workbook 

--describe several alternative forms of current problem-solving 
technology 

2. As a result of participating in several cases and exercises, the 
participants will be able to identify the various places that this 
normative problem-solving process can be used in their own organiza
tions. 
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3. As a result of the above, as well as using the problem-solviug 
workbook with one of their own organizational problems, the 
participants will wish to use the process when they return to 
their own organizations. 

4. Several of the participants will attempt to implement their 
plan (problem-solving) during the six months following the 
Institute. 

~ement by Objectives 

1. As a result of lecture and discussions, the participants will 
be able to: 

--describe the steps in a normative objective setting process, 
as outlined in IRC "Management by Objectives" workbook 

--define the criteria that differentiates a well-~.,ritten 
objective from a poorly written one 

--relate management opportunities to an objective setting, 
process 

--describe the problems inherent in managing by objectives 

2. As a result of participating in small group discussions of cases 
and other exercises, as well as using the w'orkbook to develop 
a complete objective, the participants will: 

--wish to try to use the objective setting process in their 
own organizations 

--be able to write objective statements that meet the criteria 
of good objectives 

3. Several of the participants will attempt to implement I:heir 
objectives during the six months following the Institute. 

B. Evaluation Component 

Given an e:x:ample of a comment about human performance in an organiza
tion, participants will be able to state in general terms how they would 
proceed to identify and systematically analyze the perfornm,nce problem 
suggested by thE: comment. 

G. Criminal Justice Component 

1. Given three hypothetical proposed changes in the criminal justice 
system, the participants will be able to identify logical conseq1.\ences 
of the proposed changes. 

2. Given three examples of changes in the criminal justice system and 
the unanticipated consequences of those changes, the participants 
will describe another change and its "unanticipated" or unintended 
consequences. 
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3. Given a standard national report of criminal statistics, the 
participants will be able to distinguish between warranted and 
unwarranted conclusions drawn from these data and to explain the 
reasons for their decisions. 

4. Given a set of uniform crime reports, the participants will be 
able to rank the individual measures in terms of their reliabil
ity. 

5. Without the use of references, the participants w:L11 be able to 
write a description of a "cohort study." 

6. Without the use of references, the participslnts will describe 
the historical growth or prisons, probation, and parole as 
explained by the speaker on this subject. 

7. The participants will identify the forces or interests favoring 
(promoting) and resisting specific changes in the criminal justice 
system as outlined in the presentation by the speaker on this 
subject. 

8. Based on lecture and discussj.on led by the speaker, the partici
pants will list at least four advantages and four disadvantages 
of the increasing involvement of the courts in judicial adminis-
tration. . 

9. The participants will write an essay of no more than 1,000 words 
describing the consequences of the trend toward the restriction 
of discretionary authority of administrators in the criminal 
justice system by the courts. 

10. Following a 1ecture-discuss':iqn, the participants will 'be able 
to list five fashions and five trends and to describe how the 
decision is ma~e to classify each. 

11. Following a lecture-discussion, the participants ,,,ill identify 
at least three sets of contradictory assumptions which are 
~ommon1y used to justify segments of the criminal justice system. 

12. Following a lecture-discussion, the participants will be able 
to describe tbe current state of the criminal justice system 
statistically. 

13. Following a lecture-discussion, the participants will be able 
to describe the political prol::ess by which the judgments of the 
courts eventually get translcted into changes. in the criminal 
justic.e system. 

14. The participants will define discretionary authority and give 
concrete examples of its appropriate use and abuse. 
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15. After studying a paper the f.a.rticipants will be able to describe 
a conception of a National lnstitut'e of Corrections, identifying 
its major functions and explaining their interrelationship. 

16. Following a lecture-discussion, the participants will be able 
to describe the component parts of a uniform state ('.ode of 
justice and to e~~lain the forces which are influential in the 
deveJ.opm~nt of such codes in Illinois and in other states. 

17. Following a lecture, the participants will define plea bargaining 
and identify at least two intended and two unintended consequences 
of the increasing use of this process. 

18. Following a lecture, the participants will be able to identify 
the advantages and disadvantages of the practice of releasing 
individuals on their own recognizance. 

19. Following a 1ect1..1re, the participants will be able to, describe 
trends in the unionization of prison employees and pi:isoners. 

20. Following a lecture, the participants will be able to identify 
at least three consequences of the trend toward uni.onization 
on the part of individuals working within the criminal justice 
system. 

21. At the conclusion of the Institute, the participants will be 
able to descri.be the interrelationship between their own role 
and those of individuals in all other parts of the criminal 
justice system. 

22. Following a lecture, the participants will be able to name at 
least three of the intended consequences and three of the 
unintended consequences of mandatory minimUll1 assignment. 

23. Following a lecture, the participants will be able to describe 
at least two different systems for the classification of 
prisoners and at least two advantages and disadvantages of each. 

24. Following a lecture, the participants will be able to explain 
their own proper role in relating to the courts. 

25. At the end of the Institute, the participants will be able 
to write a description of the present state of the criminal 
justice system that is consistent with the data contained in 
the uniform crim~ reports. 

26. At the end of the Institute, the parti~ipant8 will be able to 
describe the ways in which each of the component parts of the 
criminal justice system reinforces and supports the work of 
each of the other component parts. 
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APPENDIX III 

PARTICIPANT INFOID1ATION 

1. Source: Participant Applications 

There were 43 regular "student" participants. Two represented 
Government agencies and regarded themselves chiefly as observers; 
they responded to some of the evaluation instruments and not to others. 
Two did not attend the fourth week at all; two attended parts of it only 
as resource people, not as participants. Two attended only the fourth 
week. 

The group was overwhelmingly male: only six participants (14%) 
were women. 

No personal resumes were received for six, and two resumes were 
partial only, therefore the data following does not add up to 43 cases in 
any instance. (The percentages are not figured on the basis of 43, but 
on the basis of the actual number of participants for whom information 
was furnished.) Five (12%) came from federal agencies, 22 (54%) from the 
state level, seven (17%) "f.rcnn 'counties, and seven (17%) from municipal 
agencies. Twenty-six states were represented, representing these regions: 
M:tdwest, 15; East (except New England), 13; South East, 6; South Central, 
4; New England, 2; West, 2. 

They represented the following fields of current work: 

Juvenile - Institution 8 
Juvenile - Probation 7 
Juvenile - Parole 2 
Juvenile - Community 

Treatment Programs 1 
Adult - Institution 9 
Adult - Probation 4 
Adult Parole 3 
Adult - Community 

Treatment Programs 4 
Courts 0 
Law Enforcement 2 
Unidentified 8* 

*Equals over 100% because several participants were. working in 
several of these fields at the same timE!. 
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Summary: Total Juvenile, as reported 
Total Adult, as reported 
Law EnforGement 

14 (40%) 
19 (54%) 

2 ( 6%) 
o Courts 

Average number of years in present position: 4 1/2 
(range, .6 to 24) 

Number of years experience in the criminal justice system: 

12 3/4 (range, 1 to 32). (Note: Data from 
other sources it'J.dicate the possibility of 
considerable discrepancy in some of this 
information; e.g., as between 6 and 13 years 
of total experience in the case of one partici
pant. ) 

Age at ccnmnencement of program: 39 years 
(range, 27 to 55). 

Education: 

Complete.d H. S. only 1 H.S. Diploma only 2 
Completed 1 year of 

college only 1 Bachelor's degree 14 
Completed college 

(4 years) 12 M.A., M.S. 10 
Completed graduate 

or professional 
school 23 Professional Degree 11 

Major field or area of educational specialization: 

Undergraduate Graduate 

Sociology 12 Social Work 11 
Psychology 7 Public Administration 4 
Political Science 5 
Business 3 
Education 2 
Pre-Law, La~ 2 

Criminology, Criminal 
Justice 3 

Psychology 3 
Education 2 

Other 12 Law 2 
Not identified 3 Other 4 

None or not identified 16 

Opinions 

(a) Most importa~t issues and management problems in the criminal 
justice system? Participant~ roamed the gamut of possibilities. 
Thirty-three participants nam0« 70 different ideas a total of 
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137 times. Grouping these ideas proved fruitless in terms of 
a search for any kind of pattern. Communications was mentioned 
only 9 times, training 8 times, staffing 7 times, goals 6 times; 
research, relations with others, community or public relations, 
5 times each. 

(b) Own role in terms of decision making responsibility and effect
ing change? The responses were almost as varied as to (a). 
However, from the responses, it was impossible to determine 11m." 
many of the participants were "executives" in the sense of being 
the top decision-makers in their organizations. A range was 
apparent, from being the "institutional decision-maker" to the 
role of "training." 

Note: The instruments containing most of the foregoing informa.tion 
about the participants were received shortly before the 
institute began, too late to influence major program planning. 

2. Source: Participants' First-Day Self-Introductions 

Al though some of these added information about individuals no t 
found in the application res~mes, the main image created en masse was 
of great diversity of accomplishments, concerns, and problems. Early 
staff reactions to the effect that "at last we are finding out som.ething 
about them as persons and what they hope to get out of the program" were 
doomed to disappointment, except insofar as these expressions created 
fleeting subjective impressions of personalities. 

3. Source: "Evaluation Instrument No.1" 

This instrument was designed to collect some systematic information 
about the participants' attitudes, perceptions, ideas, and objectives in 
attending the Institute. It was not intended to provide a baseline for 
measuring either cognitive or affective change but included several items 
which it was hoped would reveal the extent of the participants' general 
grasp of management concepts. 

(a) Saw major purpose of criminal justice as: 

Protection of society 18 
Rehabilitation of offenders 8 
Maintenance of order 5 
Identification and treatment 

of asocial behavior 4 
Control of deviancy 3 
Pro tec tion of individuals 3 
Control and reduction of crime 3 
Balancing the needs of society 

and the individual 2 

Punishment 
Cynical responses 
Other 
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2 
2 
2 

(b) Saw major purpose of his own agency as: 

Rehabilitation, reformation, 
reintegration to society 15 

Aiding offenders 9 
Confinement, custody, detention 5 
Cynical responses 3 
Prevention 3 
Control of crime 2 
Other (individual items mentioned) 13 

(c) Hoped to obtain from his attendance at the Institute: The 
range of responses was all the way from an overview of the 
total criminal justice syst.em to improved specific skills 
from exposure to stimulating ideas to basic management ' 
techniques and guidelines to accomplish goals of the depart-
ment. Some wanted to improve their corrections practices others to 
provide directive for NIC. Virtually all responses were ' 
couched in broad, nonspecific terms. 

(d) Participants were practically unanimous in thinking ways taf 
doing things in their agencies should be changed, but the 
array of ideas concerning what needed to be changed was a very 
great one. (The items in this instrument were deliberately 
constructed to be open-ended, because any attempt to structure 
responses at this stage would have been premature. It was 
hoped to be able to classify the responses and detect patterns 
in them. They were classified, with the results stated in the 
Interim Report on the Institute, but the only meaningful cate
gorization of the data for this item, as for the others, was 
that they represented extreme heterogeneity.) Participants 
were under no illusions that changing agency ways would be easy. 
To accomplish certain named changes might be "pretty easy" (7), 
but most changes they proposed to be "pretty hard" (14) "very 
b d" "d"ff" 1" (14) " ' a or 1 lCU t ,or almost impossible" (4) to bring 
about. 

(e) There was also unanimity that there was something wrong with 
criminal justice in general in the U.S. Despite the repetition 
of diversity in responses identifying the "something," a degree 
of agreement was noted: the group tended to see the system as 
fractionated, uncoordinated, without clear objectives, and 
undergoing rapid change; individuals scored it as punitive in 
orientation, inequitable and non-uniform in practice, and not 
enjoying much public support. Some saw its greatest needs as 
knowledge, research, planning, and evaluation. 
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(f) Most participants identified the three "traditional" components 
of the field: law enforcement, courts, corrections, but some 
sa\11 every separate function performed in the field as a "compo
nent. 1I The purpose of the item was to detect the extent of 
recognition of the system limits; most r'l'reed regarding these, 
but several also included "le.gislation" ,>~i.i the community as 
parts of the criminal justice field. 

"Own" component was indicated as: 

Corrections 17 
Institutions, Incarceration 5 
Probation 5 
Parole 4 
Courts, Judicial 4 
Police, Law Enforcement 3 
Rehabilitation 2 
Prevention 1 
Supervision 1 

Note: These findings do not reflect one designation per partici
pant; some; checked several functions, others gave no 
information. 

A few believed that the various components were related to one 
another in various ways and degrees, but almost all felt there 
was no close relation between the criminal justice components. 

(g) On the question, "In my opinion, the three most important tasks 
the manager of an organization or the supervisor of people has 
to perform are .•. ," the vast spread of answers did not 
suggest the likelihood that a substantial number of the 1'ar'tici
pants had had much formal managemen.t training. Although the 
item, being open-ended, invited different kinds of replies, and 
the phrase "most important\'! was not defined, it was believed that 
familiarity with the literature in the management field would 
tend to produce a common core r}f concepts, probably including the 
customary terms "planning," "organizing," "directing," "staffing," 
"coordinating," etc. A few did respond with such terms--very fe1:;. 
The very great range of variation in responses to the item did 
not enable the staff to gauge even roughly the level of theoreti
cal knowledge about management processed by the participants as 
a group. 

(h) A second item probing for the amount of management knowledge 
asked for the best way to get information concerning subordinates' 
ideas about their organization, jobs~ and treatment. It would 
not have been surprising if many partiCipants had replied, for 
example, "by using an employee opinion survey." In fact, the 
mos t common response was "Ask them," given by about a third of the 
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group. Some principles of "human relations" have probably 
diffused widely enough in the population for a small number 
of supervisors in any group to respond to an item like this 
by suggesting the use of informal discussions and other 
participatory mechanisms. The responses generally did not 
reveal any great amount of sophistication in management 
matters. 

(i) It was hypothesized that most participants would consider their 
own component the most important in criminal justice, because 
of an assumption that their viewpoint would tend to be narrow 
and self-centered. Thus, that kind of response would supply a 
clue to the relative prevalence and profundity of "system" 
thinking. ThE! findings indicated that the group was anything 
but functionally parochial in viewpoint. Only five named 
"corrections" as their choice, and one of these questioned his 
own decision; this needs to be compared with the fact that 17 
had checked corrections as the component in which they worked. 
At least 10 saw the role of the courts as crucial in the sys tem;,' 
while to 6, all components were equal in importance, sinc~ the 
system could not function without each one of thp.4!',. It is 
important to notice that the segment regard.~d· as most important 
by the largest subgroup, the courts, was not represented among 
the participants~ 

(j) "I could do .& uetter job in my own role in criminal justice if 
only • • • IF was an item composed to secure evidence about the 

'e·xtent of ideas of reference, that is, the extent to which 
participants tended to blame their troubles on external factors 
and influences. From a quarter to a third of the group mentioned 
their own defects of lack of knowledge, lack of skills, lack of 
patience, lack of initiative, and fear of not surviving in the 
system, but the rest did see the course of their difficulties as 
outside of themselves. For many, the "enemyl! was the superior, 
the bUI:eaucracy, lack of resources and money, lack of time and 
opportunity; for only very few, it was more remote, in the com
munity or in the public. The realism of these responses is not 
detern.l,inable; it is entirely probable that exterior situations 
and forces were truly responsible for the kinds of attitude the 
parti!:ipants had about the need for change in the sys tern and in 
their: own agencies. But professional workers in any field should 
be p'r.epa:r:'ed to accept the truth that their own shortcomings add 
to their difficulties and, at the start, a minority of this group 
looked at changes in themselves first as a way of improving on 
the job. 

(k) The! last item ·on the instrument was the only one intended to 
elicit any kind of cognitive "point-zero;" it was included for 
the benefit of the lecturer on the use of education in performance 
an.alysis. Because of the circt).mstance of the lecture, when it 
wets given, the item was not used to retest with later, so cogni
tive achievement could not be appraised on this basis. 
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4. Source: Evaluation Instrument No. 2 

This instrument consisted of two questions, each in three parts, 
of the content of lectures delivered in the management com-

about some h crim~nal J'ustice component the second day. 
ponent the first day and t e ~ 
It was srored as follows: 

0 5 
1 8 
2 14 
3 8 
4 3 
5 2 
6 1 

Average score: 2.15 

Tl:ere were ~~ pretest scores to compare this ::e:u1t with: It did t~~~e 
s~em to represent an acceptable level of cogn~t~ve learn~ng, but f' d' 
w:re too m~ny uncontrolled e:lements to consider it a significant ~n ~ng. 
The papers were submitted to the two instructors, one of whom ~ubsequently 
returned them without having; looked at them because of a ques~~o~ ~bout 
the confidentia.lity of the evaluation process as it affected ~nd~v~duals. 

5. Source: Evaluation Instrument No. 3 

This ?Nas a IItest ll of v;rhat participants already knew about plea 

b " g The papers were turned over to the criminal justice team 
arga~n~n • " d 

head for use in preparing his presentation on the subJect. It cons~ste 
of two questions. Evaluation "graded" the tests as follows: 0 (none), 1 
(7),2(33). 

6. Source: Evaluation Instrument No. 4 

This containe~ two questions based on criminal justice content of 
h f " l't II the first week one on statistics and one of t e causes 0 case morta ~ y. 

The first item' was graded as answered wrong in 30 cases, right in only 1I. 
The total grades were: 0 (1), 1 (29), 2 (11). Again, evaluation regarded 
this as tending to indicate less than adequate learning of ideas in the 
criminal justice segment. But the complaints of the participants and the 
Steering Committee concerning the timing and nature of the tests--they were 
given at the wrong hour of the day, they were just "Mickey Mouse"--and the 
absence of a floor for measurement purposes motivated evaluation to hold 
back the results, instead of providing them as "feedback" for use in con
sidering in-process program changes. There was another reason For question
ning the findings: it could not' be determined whether the participants were 
making a satisfactory effort to answer the questions properly. (This wi Li. 
be discussed in the following paragraph.) 
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7. Source: Evaluatfon Instrument No.5 

This was anothe.r "test" (If material drawn from both the management 
and crin:inal justice components, including in this instance, an item 
based on the evaluation component's program input. Against a maximum of 
10 points, the following distribution of scores was achieved: 

0 1 5 5 9 4 
2 1 6 4 10 1 
3 2 7 6 
4 3 8 6 

Average: 6.2 

Various rebellious comments about the tests were expressed; at the Steering 
Committee meeting, it was stated that the participants had discussed 
scrawling en masse a particular epithet on the papers and handing them in 
without anything else on them. Evaluation did not feel that it could afford 
to place trust on the results of educational testing conducted in such cir
cumstances, and these instruments simply were not utilized for information 
to help the faculty. Participants had been directed to put their names on 
their papers; th~ issue of confidentiality that this fact presented also 
affected this decision. One of the stated goals for ,the Institute was 
identifying potential leaders for the criminal justice field. Some faculty 
members questioned the possible consequences of letting the faculty see what 
che participants "kne~v" or "lere thinking. 

8. Source: Evaluation Instrument No.6 

This was not administered until the third week and consisted of two 
items on plea bargaining (after the lecture on this subject) and two items 
included upon the insistence of the participants that they be given items 
designated to ascertain how they felt about the Institute. On the cogni
tive items, the scores were 0 (0), 1 (10), 1.5 (6), 2 (24). The "pretest" 
on plea bargaining, No.3, had suggested the participants were initially 
knowledgeable about the topic; the results here did not indicate learning 
gains. On a 10-point scale, the group rated t1,e back-home "usefulness" of 
the teaching sessions on plea bargaining as ,5.29 - about midpOint. In'a 
similar rating of sessions on "styles of management," the result was a 
group rating of 4.18, well below midpoint. Evaluation regards the latter 
findings as "happiness data" which tell little about the quantity or 
quality of learning. One may learn a great deal--while hating every bit of it! 

9. Source: Evaluation Instrument No.7 

This wa~ the last in the cognitive series and attempted to secure a 
reading on knowledge about the meaning and use of criminal justice statis
tics after a second lecture on the subject. The maximum se.ore was set as 
5. The average score of the group was 2.36. But this instrument had been 
handed out to be completed as "home~vork;" only 25 were handed in. The 
distribution of scores was: 0 (2), 1 (2), 2 (14), 3 (2), 4 (2), 5 (3). 
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10. Source: Evaluation Instrument No.8 

This was an opinionnaire constructed to obtain a reading of parti
cipants' feelings about the facilities and services of the University of 
Chicago after they had experienced them for a period of three weeks. 
(One rating scale included was on the handouts used in the program.) 
Ratings were taken on a lOw-point scale from "awful" to IIperfect." There 
were 36 respondents. The results follow: 

(1) Advance information about facilitir;s 
(2) Treatment by U of C employees 
(3) Room at Center for Continuing 

Education (CCE) 
(4.) Meals at CCE 
(5) Meeting rooms 
(6) Other CCE facilities and services 
(7) Tour of U of C campus 
(8) Social activities during program 
(9) Assistance on various personal matters 

(10) Instructional materials handed out 

Average Rating 

6.8 
9.1 

8.3 
5.8 
7.0 
6.5 
6.5 
6.2 
7.3 
7.5 

Asked whether the Institute would have been more or J.ess successful 
if it had been held within commuting distance of their homes, the partici
pants said: 

More 
Less 
The same 
"Different" 

3 (8%) 
19 (53%) 
13 (36%) 

1 (3%) 

lwo-thirds of the participants volunteered suggestions for improve
ment of CCE facilities and. services. The most prevalent suggestion was 
for the institution of more recreational opportunities for CCE guests. 

11. Source: Evaluation Instrument No.9. 

This was the last instrument employed during the first residential 
phase and was frankly a general opinion survey, which participants had been 
promised. The first ten items asked for free comments on the subjects 
shown below: 

(a) Liked best - Sharing or interaction with others rated highest: 
18 (49% - there were 37 respondents). Seventeen (46%) named 
the criminal justice component or some part of it. Only 5 (14%) 
mentioned the management component, (Ratings exceed 100% 
because many respondents named several things.) 
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(b) Liked )~ast - Evaluation or some part of it, 8 (22%). 
Manageme~t, 7 (19%). Criminal justice (parts), 4 (11%). 
Other things mentioned: lack of staff preparation, length 
of program, length of lectures, lack of organization, omitted 
subject matter, political implications, lack of participation. 

(c) Was time of year convenient? Yes - 26 (72%); No - 10 (28%). 

(d) Most interesting subje .. ~t - Criminal justice subjects, 33 (89%), 
especially correctional law, 23 (62%). Management subjects, 
5 (14%). 

(e) Least interesting subject - Criminal justice subjects, 21 
(57%), especially Jails, 15 (41%). Management subjects, 14 
(38%). EvalUation, 3 (8%). 

(f) Should have omitted - Criminal :iustice subjects, 21 (57%). 
Management subjects, 10 (27%). Evaluation 4, (11%) 

(g) Should have included - Criminal jUptice subjects, 31 (84%). 
Management subjects, 4 (11%). Mentioned: Civil and social 
issues, treatment programs, con~unications, community-based 
services, ~vork with jlweni1es, behavioral science, politics 
and strategies of change, ethics, innovative programming. 

(h) Program geared to own interests - Positive responses, 25 (71%). 
Negative responses, 6 (17%). Balanced responses, 4 (11%). 
(35 respondents) 

(i) Best speaker - Criminal justice, 36 (97%). Management, 13 
(35%). Numher of criminal justice speakers named: 4, 2 over
whelmingly. Management: only one speaker selected. 

(j) Least helpful speaker - Criminal justice, 12 (32%). Management, 
16 (43%). Evaluation, 13 (35%). Number of speakers named: 
Criminal justice, 4, 1 overwhelmingly. Management, 3. Evalua
tion, 1. 

Feelings about many matters were rated on a 10-point scale, from "awful" 
to "perfect," ~vith the foi10wing results: 

Rating 

(k) Speakers and leaders as a group 6.3 
(1) Program before Steering Committee sparked changes 3.9 
(m) Program after Steering Committee sparked changes 7.1 
(n) Learning aids 6.8 
(0) Use of Steering Committee as technique 6.4 
(p) Timing, scheduling of events 6.1 
(q) Field trips 6.9 
(r) Planning for Phase II work projects 5.1 
(s) Evaluation methods 4.4 
(t) Length of program 4.1 
(u) Evening speakers only 6.1 
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(v) Thirty-one participants indicated they would do work projects 
during Phase II. Nineteen gave fairly detailed descriptions 
of these, 7 provided some detail about them. The other 5 
merely named them. (No categorization was attempted; they 
were v.ery dive·rse.) 

(w) Thirty-two participants said they had seen the promot:.onal 
brochure for the program in advance, 5 that they had not. 
Thirty-three said they had read it in advance (the discrepancy 
was unexplained by the participant \·,ho responded t'No" to one 
question but "Yes" to the other), 3 that they had not. 

(x) Regarding the fourth week of residence (Phase III), 11 said 
they saw it in the brochure and 6 others that they knew about 
it in advance. But 13 said they learned about it only during 
the first week, 3 heard about it from others, and 2 just "read 
about it"--one in the grant document. 

(y) Regarding the work project requirement, 11 had seen it in the 
brochu.re, 9 others knew about it in advance or "early," 12 only 
learned about it the first week, 4 heard about it from others, 
and 1 "read about it." 

(z) All participants who responded to the item (35) thought they had 
profited from the program, and they indicated many ways, promi
nently including personal contacts, changed attitudes, new 
perspectives (especially of the systems aspect), more self
confidence and awareness of others. Only three mentioned specific 
gains in the management area. 

(aa) Under "other comments" were included a mixed group of responses, 
including criticism, suggestions for improvement, and some 
expressions of appreciation. 

(bb) 7wenty-one made additional recommendations for the NIC (in many 
instances confusing it with the Institute), including setting 
bounds for practice, basing it on geographical regions, involving 
more practitioners, minimiz:i.ng the influence of politics, using 
it as a research agency and clearinghouse for information, and 
substituting a different kind of organization for it. 

(cc) Thirty-two would recommend that others attend future NIC programs 
and two more said "it depends." No one answered this item 
negatively. Various reasons were given-~the goal WaS worthwhile, 
the experience useful, a look at the total picture, need for 
better understandiug and communication, the program expected to 
improve, etc. 
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12. Source: Interviews with Participants in Residence During Phase I 

Evaluators interviewed every participant during the second and third 
weeks, to considerable depth on certain matters. The responses can. be 
categorized in detail, but the real value of these personal interviews was 
that they constituted the "true" effort of the evaluation component, 
planned in advance, to ascertain the impressions and feelings of those 
attendants at the Institute. The "opinion" items in Evaluation Instrument 
No.6 and all of Instrument No.9 were initiated to meet participants' com
plaints that they were not being asked their opinions, but such items are 
considered to have little evaluative worth. Carefully conducted "dlepth" 
interviews are much more desirabl": as a way to elicit bona fide att:ltudes 
and feelings. It is impossible to summarize the "flavor" of these inter
views, as they werO reported by the evaluators, only some of the structure 
of the responses to the questions asked. 

(a) Thirty-one participants said they had volunteered to attend 
the Institute, 5 that they had been assigned. Five sa.id it 
wa.s the result of both processes, that they had been "invited" 
or asked if they wanted to attend and had assented or at least 
"didn't resist. 1I 

(b) The reasons why they thought they h'd been accepted were various, 
but a sizable few' saw it as a matter of securing a balance among 
the participants, in terms of geography, type of agency, area of 
specialization, etc. Some saw it as a sort of reward for good 
programs and good work, some as a chance to represent their 
agencies, some as evidence that someone thought they needed more 
knmvledge (particularly those recently promoted or assigned to 
new positions). One thought he was randomly selected. No idea 
really predominated in the group. 

(c) Each person was·questioned closely about the ideas he had had 
about the program before he arrived, and participants' answers 
clearly revealed a tremen.dous array of different and conflicting 
expectations. Here are examples: 

To be consulted and participate in development of curriculum 
To participate in developirg policy statements and proposals 

for an operational system in criminal justice 
That Institute would develop a tre,ining model for changes in 

criminal justice 
That Institute would be keyed tmvard integrating the criroillal 

justice system 
To receive information on new techniques, methods, imaginative 

programming 
To be involved in the formation of and planning for the 

National Institute of Corrections 
That participants would consist of higher lGvel executives 

only 
That the program would be more practical tha.n theoretical 
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That the program would emphasize criminal justice, not 
management 

That the program would place heavy emphasis on mcnlagement 
That Institute would deal with operational and t.t'eatment 

concerns, with high leyel intellectual presentations 

from staff dO id d 
That participants would be a more homogeneous group ;LV e 

into small groups working on co~non problems 
That all criminal justice components would be represented, 

including courts 
A search for leadership for the NIC, fulfilling both government 

and educational needs 
Contact ,vith top peop1e~ interchange with leading thinkers, 

exposure to sophisticated management workshop 

During their attendance, participants changed 
the pro'gram and many other matters. Hen: are 
of the changes: 

their ideas about 
summaries of some 

The group had less prerogatives than expected with regard 
to planning the curriculum 

The participants we~e looking at specifics in:tea~ of policy 
statements or program designs for criminal Justl.ce 

Dismayed at inordinate attention paid to the relationship 
between prisons and the legal profession 

Was stimulated to try to do something about what was given 
in the program . 

Management component not sophisticated enough 
Management component attempting to apply private business 

techniques to corrections 
Institute very structured; a school-type training program 
Program unbalanced--too much en management skills 
Program components fragmented 
Surprised at the notion that corrections people are under-

skilled in management 
Better management needed in correctional institutions 
Criminal justice component hasn't presented any information 

he didn't already know 
Now has better appreciation of the scope of the system 
Now more tolerant of corrections attitudes opposed to his 
Participants too quick to condenm--typical of the profession 

Asked whether they had received anything they could use back home 
in their jobs, only half a dozen said no or were doubtful. 
RepresentatiVf" replies: 

Can use sheet on management styles; MBO exercise helpful 
Emphasis on evaluation in criminal justice helpful 
Aspects of correctional law 
Contacts will be more valuable in the future than they are her.e. 
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Received assistance in evaluating own managerial style 
Experience 100% useful 
Has some new ideas, but ability to change tmything is 

reaJly controlled by others; is locked into the system 
Deeper insight in criminal justice and mor':= self-confidence 
Due process discussions relevant because of changes 
Will read more, even about management matters 
Institutions must be run on an authoritative basis, not 

through staff discussion 
Mager's ideas Con performance analysis) helpful: a model 

for use with inmates 
Will put management techniques into practice if h~ can 

influence top echelon manage.rs without getting fired 
Material on statistics helpful in building a case for his 

budget 
A start toward a better self-concept: who he is, how he 

handles staff 

(f) What did the participants want to see changed in the Institute 
program? Many things. Here are some. 

Too long (many said two weeks is long enough) 
An honest statement of Institute purposes 
More information on how to evaluate program 
Specialize more--present controversial theories and management 

tools, with ways to imple.ment them 
Have a unified, coordinated curriculum--tie the components 

together prior to the Institute, allowing enough time for 
this to happen 

Make more use of practitioners 
Less concentration on law--deal with social issues 
Match content better to participants' needs 
Broaden the outlook--Chicago and Illinois are not the whole 

criminal justice system 
Provide more time for inte'rchange of participants I opinions 
Field tours are nonsense, a ~l7aste of time 
Raise level of instruction in management component and 

evaluation 
Don't bring in the "bosses"--thinks they are coming to 

evaluate the pay'ticipants and their proj ects 
More small groups, role-playing, feedback, using videotaping 
Staff should consider participants' complaints but not 

satisfy the group's whims 

(g) Most pa~ticipants had further recommendations to make concerning 
NrC, including these: 

Involvements of courts necessary 
Should set standards for training, evaluation, research 
Valuable to alleViate isolation and segmentation in the 

criminal justice system 
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Pull together and snare techniques, financing, 
expel:imentation 

Set up on a regional basis with a general curricu
lum, using regional instit1.l.tes to address practi
cal problems 

Act as national clearinghouse to overcome regional 
imbreeding 

Call it the National Institute of Criminal Justice, 
or it will propagate separation 

Needed for the development of the profession, estab-· 
lishment of standards, direction of the field, 
coordination of research 

Should be place to turn ,for training needs and source 
for publications and evaluation materials 

Should be administrative agency acting as a catalyst, 
centrally situated but minimally staffed by 
Department of Justice 

Should deal wi.th national issues and themes 
Only the national government is willing and able to 

spend the amount of money necessary 
Why not use NCC instead1 
Should furnish guidelines but preserve the discre

tionary process 
Might supervise state workshops--shouldn't stay totally 

Federal 

(h) Further probing was pursued about participants 1 attitudes towards 
the Phase II work subjects, with the same wide divergence of 
opinions. Here are some of them: 

A good idea; why treat it so democratically as to make 
it a possible option because of participant resistance? 

A forced exercise: staff doesn't know the participants 
and can't diagnose their behavior 

A good idea, but wishes it had been introduced earlier 
and more directly 

Will fai1--won 1 t produce credible work 
Most useful thing to come out of the program-·-vital to 

follow through on implementing experiences 
Good to go home with something constructive, in a pro

ductive vein 
Idea a healthy one, but left to individuals, things 

will not change 
Why was the alternative idea of a paper on the criminal 

justice system dropped? Papers are a more goa1-
oriented project 

High-handed: cannot establish priorities for management 
Coercive: should be voluntary only, undertaken on own 

initiatiVe 
Kind of "nothing"--should have been a group project, 

furthering professional cohesiveness 
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Personally delighted and will pursue the project 
Good external motivation--the management component 

in the program should have been merely a consul
tative body in relation to the projects 

Favors it high1y--was thinking of it before coming 
Not crazy about the idea--the demand makes him 

conscious of his own need for better, more thorough 
planning 

( -l) "Other -ldeas" 1 ~ ~ vo unteered by the participants included: 

Before future Institutes, send out a questionnaire 
early enough to determine participants' backgrounds. 

Need for much more time in planning and resources for 
a program like this 

Why not one week at a time, instead of three solid weeks? 
Institute dealt with only American Bar Association 

concerns, neglected larger issues of hOUSing, educa
tion, etc., as causes of crime 

Instead of three weeks and one week, how about two weeks and 
two weeks? 

The outspoken dominated the proceedings 
Tour with police was unforgettable, eye-opening 
Devote one whole week to management and one whole week 

to criminal justice 
The enormous wealth of ability and expertise of the 

participan.ts could have been used to greater advantage. 
Institute too slanted toward adult corrections, had not 

enough on juveniles 
Need for more diversification of participants, including 

courts and consume'rs of .::.orrections services 
Do not call the participants "executivE's"--lt makes them 

feel too self-important 
No need for defensiveness but a need to refocus--the 

system aspect the key to all 
Learned something--knows more about group behavior than 

he. did before 
Learned how difficult it is to present something effective 

and successful 
(Several comments expressive of appreciation of various 

things) 

13. Source: Interviews with Faculty Members During Phase I 

The planned 100% interviewing of all participants was carried out in 
its entirety. The counterpart of this ~..ras the intention to interview 100% 
of the faculty during the same period, but it could not be accomplished. 
Some of the guest speakers arrived just .before their scheduled times on 
the program and left immediately aftenvard. Some of the regular on-campus 
faculty members were so occupied with their duties in connection with the 
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Institute program or other matters that there were no points in time at 
which it was feasible to interrupt them for interviews. No instances 
of actual unwillingness to be interviewed were noted, although one 
criminal justice instructor could be. "interviewed" only by mail because 
at the times that he was not attending the Institute, he was not in his 
office. (The month being July, he was technically lion vacation.") 

In all, 11 instructors were interviewed, partially or in depth. 
Five of them represented the criminal justice component, but one ot these 
interviews was interrupted or could not be renewed and two were evening 
speakers who knew too little about the structure of the program for thei.r 
views to be useful for the purposes of evaluation. Therefore, all that 
could be obtained from three of the five concerned the "objectives" of 
their presentations. Of the r,emaining two interviews, one was the mailed 
interview already mentioned and the last was an interview with a guest 
daytime speaker who was not present when the progrclm ~"as planned. As a 
consequence, not one adequate interview with a member of the criminal 
justice team was obtained. 

The evaluator completed interviews with four members of the manage
ment component team, one administrative staff member, and the head of the 
evaluatjon component. Data from the last were excluded from this report 
because of the working relations between the members of the evaluation 
team. Information from the mailed interview and the ot;her five have not 
been reported u:1der background or program data; because" of their concern 
with the participants, they are summarized here instead. However, due to 
the profound bias caused by the absence of effective representation of all 
the components, not much weight could be placed on this category of evi
dence. It is significant mainly in showing how the badly-criticized manage-
ment team viewed the program and itself amid the vicissitudes it encountered. 

Criminal justice - As stated, in four instances, the evaluator was 
able to obtain some information only about the objectives the speakers had 
det for themselves. These ,,,ere typica.lly "instructor l1 purposes, not 
measurable behavior changes in participants. The mailed interview co~veyed 
the information that instructor who responded was simply "r.;sked to prepare 
materials for two two-hour sessions on my topic at a level of intellectual 
maturity appropriate to a group of middle and upper level correctional 
executives." He felt that the range of sophistication in the group ~vas 
very broad, noted the absence of judges and prosecutors, and felt that 
things were going Has expected.1! (This was during the first week.) He was 
sharply aware of the significance of lack of baseline data about what the 
participants knew concerning his areas of input but offered questions for 
use in evaluation instruments covering his presentations. The guest speaker 
~"as interviewed af ter the midpoint in the program. It was his impress:ion 
that the participants were more receptive than similar audiences in his own 
state; on the ~"hole, he was well pleased and felt he had been able to meet 
his ,i\vl1 instructional objectives. He sensed that there was an Iluncertalnity" 
abou't the small groups; he was cOl1.cerned about how Itaware" they were and 
feared that the timing of the small group discussions could be a factor 
adversely affecting activities planned by the faculty, although 'he had not 
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changed any of his own plans as a result of them. His suggestion for 
I!tangible evidenceH of the success of his efforts was not determinable: 
"Do they go back and review their regulations in terms of their speci
ficity, with regard to the avoidance of law suits?" 

Management - Two management instructors were interviewed before 
the "revolution" wrought by thC:! ~teering Conunittee, two after it. 
During the first week, management team til@;mber~saw the conceptual and 
process framework as cumulatively developing, but in a situation 
exacerbated by factors in the participants, such as their presence as 
members of a system which was not a system. They were not comforta.ble 
with the two-component format and regretted that the faculty members of 
one component criminal justi.ce did not stay around for the sessions of 
the other (management). They were concerned about the omissiol1 of 
subject-matter that occurred when the Steering Committee preempted a 
management session to meet with the participants; one saw this meeting 
as possibly "indicative of conflict with authority and unionization." 
Both identified factors adversely affecting planned activities as 
existing more in the faculty than in the participants: the lack of 
integration between the components, the way teaching methods were being 
utilized, and apparent faculty attitudes toward the evaluation process. 
TI1ey saw the participants as an atypical group who should have been 
exposed to a problem-workshop approach, with groups working on current 
"real content" issues. The participants identified themselves as 
"specialists," rather than as managers, so ,.3.S manag6rs IIthey are very 
defensive, inferiority-oriented, and expert at denial. 1I To one, the 
participants seemed "social-workerish," not "political reality-oriented." 
They did not see the field trips as "education,l! because of lack of 
appropriate preparation of the participants concerning them. 

After the part of the program originally offered by the management 
component was changed, the other two management instructors interviewed 
differed quite noticeably from the first two and with each other. One 
felt the criminal justice team had been successful in reaching its 
objectives and the evaluation team in collecting its data, but the 
management tea'm had been frustrated by the reluctance of the participants 
to work on problems existing in their own organizations. The Steering 
Committee worked effectively as a group, but the total group had not 
achieved the degree of cohesion desired. The other perceived the change 
as one in objectives, involving partial abandonment of the original 
objectives becau~e they were meaningless, but he was concerned about the 
value of the new objectives in terms of their long-range usefulness. They 
tended to agree on the factors adversely affecting the planned activities~ 
not enough lBad-time, iL_~equate integration of the components (particu
lar1.y, the fa.ilure of the criminal justice faculty to attend any of the 
management sC!ssions), and the size of the group. To one, the group was too 
heterogeneous in its background and sophistication in management, but too 
homogeneous in representing only a segment of the full criminal justice 
system; he also felt the timing of the program was at fault in not allowing 
two o-r three days for the Hgroup process" to develop. The other felt that 
the Steering Committee should have been selected and involved in the planning 
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before the program. Thus, one saw the participants as too defensive and 
unwilling to examine their own behavior and organizations, the other saw 
them as too unrepresentative. The first felt that management had sacri
ficed too much, criminal justice too little, to the realities of the 
situation; the second, that the lack of lead-time was the basic cause of 
of all the problems. One felt the changes had kept the group from frag
menting and disintegrating but made the problem of coordinating a~tivities 
more "hairy." The other said he had tried to be responsive but had not 
been correctly informed about the nature of the problem, though he was 
glad to see the Steering Committee take a strong role and assume responsi
bility for the program, even if there had been an over-reaction to its 
demands. 

Finally, the staff member, interviewed after the changes, rated 
the effectiveness of the program in meeting its general objectives quite 
high. The input by the participants had improved. He was critical of 
the criminal justice component's failure to stimulate a high degree of 
interaction in the group by stopping its speakers from lecturing after a 
reasonable time. The desired amount of coordination between the components 
had broken down; he felt that the management component had been most respon
sive of the thre.e to the need for coordination. He scored the lack of pre
paration time and of opportunity in the program for individualized learning 
and free time. He saw the biggest adverse factor being the false assump
tions of all the components! of criminal justice, that the program 
would attract people who were of high caliber yet would lack cognition in 
some areas; of management, that every audience would be wil1.i.ng to follow 
its pl.-oeess; of evaluation, that the expected component leader would turn 
up to lend the support that the professor who was preparin.g to leave for 
Australia could not. The amount of "didactic stuffll in the program was 
altogether unexpected. He saw the Steering Committee as acting on many 
levels to bring the program back to the one that was originally proposed. 
He credited the formative evaluation fUnction and its feedback as enabling 
the staff to alter plans for the field trips to make them more optional 
and to accomplish other changes that were needed. 

14. Source: Phase II Evaluation Questionnaire 

The form was mailed to all 41 Phase I participan~s and was completed 
and returned by 27 (69%) of them. No selected factor tending to separate 
the respondents and non-r~spondents could be identified.; those non
respondents subsequently interviewed claimed they had not received the 
forms or said they hael lacked the time '\:0 fill them out. The percentages 
shown below were calculated on the basis of 27 returns. 

(a) Four (15%) of the group were serving under different supervisors 
than they had three months prev:t-0usly; 3, because they had 
changed positions, although none had changed agencies--for one 
of these, attendance at the Institute was the cataly.oc; /~:t" the 
change. 

------------_._- ~- -
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(b) I1articipants were asked whether they would then (in October) 
rate various features of the Institute as better, poorer, or 
the same as they did at the end of the program, with the 
following results: 

Item Better Same Poorer 

Criminal justice content 
Management content 
Evaluation content 
Methods employed in program 
Scheduling-Month (July) 
Scheduling-Length (3 weeks) 
Scheduling-Location (Chicago) 
Criminal justice faculty 
Management faculty 
Evaluation faculty 
Outside speakers 
Field trips 
Evaluation procedures 
Study materials and handouts 
Program scheduling 
Recreational opportunities 
Results achieved 

3 
3 
o 
1 
1 
o 
2 
6 
3 
1 
2 
4 
1 
3 
1 
1 
8 

40 (9%) 

23 
23 
24 
23 
24 
23 
23 
19 
22 
24 
22 
2'2 
20 
24 
23 
20 
19 

378 (82%) 

1 
1 
3 
3 
2 
4 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
1 
6. 
o 
3 
6 
o 

41 (9%) 

Since the shifts of op~n~on upward and downward balanced each other~ no 
statistical test of the significance of th~se changes was made. The 
shift toward a better opinion of the results of the program (last item). 
amounting to about 30%, was expected; such a shift is normal after some 
time has elapsed following an adult educational experience. Excluding the 
results achieved, there was a slight tendency to downgy.'ade specific fea
tures of the program: 41 "poorers" versus only 32 "betters." But this. 
difference was so small by comparison with the large numbe.r of those whose 
views had not changed that it shrinks to a couple of per cent of the total. 
Inspection of the forms returned shows that most of the shifts were g·J:'ouped., 
not disp.e.rsed--that is, several participants generally downgraded various 
feat~res of the program upon reflection without seeing anything in a better 
light, and several others regarded a number of the features more favorably 
and none as poorer. By far the most rated everything as "same." 

(c) A question soliciting any new ideas about NIC was left unanswered 
or elicited the response "No" from most. Several still confused 
the Institute program with NIC but reco~mended nothing new. One 
proprosed an "interim communication system." The item was non
productive. 

(d) A crucial question to evaluation was the amount of "transfer" of 
learning that had occurred. Participants were asked (1) if they 
could site specific instances of positive or negative consequences 
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of their attendance at the Institute and, more particularly, 
if they e,Juld cite instances of on-the-job application of 
(2) certain criminal justice component material and (3) 
certain ITianage'inent component materia1. The results follow: 

(1) Sevente(fm (63%) responded that they could cite spec
fie instances of results; 10 (37%), that they could 
not. But few of the affirmative responses actually 
cited instances, although the respondents were asked 
to do so. Most replies were worded only in general 
·terms. Five (19%) provided information about instan
ces, including helping a department work out revoca
tion procedures and discipline based on equitable 
inmate rights, participation in a statewide training 
program, preparation of an inmate handbook outlining 
grievance and discipline; and use of material learned 
in Federal court suits and staff meetings and train
ing sessions. Several others (3) referred to progress 
on their work projects. The general replies were of 
the types, "I am now more aware of ..• ," "I am now 
more confident in • . . ," "I now understand 
better . . . ," "I have used the material on . • . ," 
and "I expect to (do something with material learned 
when specified situations arise) " 

(2) Nineteen (70%) replied that they were better able to 
evaluate information, including statistics, in the 
criminal justice field. Eight (30%) furnished examples 
that were deemed reasonably specific, like having dis
cussed recidivism at a staff meeting, made input into a 
reorganization of juvenile probation and aftercare 
services, evaluated the effectiveness of drug programs, 
utilized the principle of "the least drastic alternative" 
in an actual court case, spoken before public and pro
fessional groups, and instructed a class of police and 
corrections officers. The remaining 11 who responded 
affirmatively did not explain or gave only general expla
nations similar to the types summarized above. 

(3) Sixteen (59%) felt tho::y ~ .. ere better able to evaluate 
their own proficiency as managers. Only three (11%) 
supplied reasonably specific an'3wers to the item. 
The examples all dealt with use of material in staff 
meetings and training courses, not with evaluating 
"o,mll proficiency. The ~I)"ording uf the item was prob
ably the chief cause of this not-on-target set of 
responses, but ~he probability of persisting general 
vagueness about management concepts and practices as 
a whole, which characterized the participant grcup 
from the start, cannot be discarded. Most repl:.es 
were cou~heq in the same diffuse type of ,vording'. noted 
in (1) and (2). 
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(e) Considerable evidence--some of it summarized previously here-
was collected during Phase I indicating that, despite three 
presentations to the group on the evaluation techniques being 
used at the Institute, many participants insist0d on regard
ing the employment of the paper~and-pencil instruments as the 
only evaluation mechanism in effect. To test the validity of 
this inference, the questionnaire asked participants to iden
tify the various mechanisms of evaluation that were utilized. 

The list furnished in the qU'estionnaire included twelve "mechanisms" 
that were used, three that wet'e not. Of the 25 who responded to the item, 
the average participant correctly identified 6.3 (about half) of the 
evaluation technicl.ue·s tha.t were used and "identifiedli the use of at leas l 

"'oil'e technique among the three listed that were not used. 

The list and the responses to it are summarized below. The starred 
terms designate mechanisms not employed (and ia one instance publicly 
disavowed) by the evaluation team. 

Mechanism named 

(1) The Steering Committee 
(2) Advice to faculty and staff 
(3) Plan far work project diary 
(4) Accumulation of psychological data* 
(5) Field trips to pa~ticipants' agencies 
(6) Lecture and discussion on performance 

analysis 
(7) Pass-fail scores on individuals* 
(8) The content recorder 
(9) Determination of faculty and 

participant objectives 
(10) Pencil-and-paper subject-matter tests 
(11) The process observer 
(12) In-depth interviews of faculty 
(13) Mailed questionnaires 
(14) Accumulation of detailed statistics* 
(15) Tn-depth interviews of participants 

Number who identified 
its use 

18.0 (72%) 
16.0 (64%) 

7.5 (30%) 
13.0 (52%) 
11.0 (44%) 

5.0 (20%) 
4.5 (18%) 

14.0 (56%) 

6.0 (24%) 
18.0 (72%) 
17.0 (68%) 
9.5 (38%) 

18.0 (72%) 
13.0 (52%) 
18.0 (72%) 

Responses v7hich reflecteq a question or uncertainty were scored .5, which 
accounts for the decimals reported above. Lines 2, 5, 9, and 12 refer to 
activities that could not have been witnessed by the participants, but all 
the procedures employed were announced to the group and were covered in 
the copies of the grant document which were distributeu. Line 6 did not 
refer to an evaluation "mechanism" but to a contribution to the program by 
the evaluation component. It is probable that participants confused the 
evaluation techniques used at the Institute and those discussed by the 
management and criminal justice components; that may explain the results 
shown in Lines 4 and 14, for example. (Also, the systems-impact evaluator 
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employed instruments containing items which could have been interpreted 
as seeking "psychological data" and, indeed, some participants may have 
regarded itGms about attitudes in several of the educational evaluation 
instrumentt:; as "psychological." For these reasons, the figures on Line 
4 must be regarded as not meaningful.) 

(f) The establishment of a Participant Steering Committee was 
a key element in the evaluation component's plan for form
ative evaluation feedback. Nevertheless, the flsteering 
committee technique" is one long employed by the University 
of Chicago's Industrial Relations Center staff; thus, the 
management component cooperated with the evaluation compo
nent in setting up the Steering Committee at the Institute. 
Participant's opinions about the Steering Committee's mode 
of operations and effectivess played an important role in 
the events of the Institute, and the questionnaire included 
an item designed to explore that matter. 

(1) of 26 respondents to the item, 7 (27%) saw evalua"': 
tion as chiefly responsible for establishing the 
Committee; 5 (19%) saw management as the initiator; 
1 (4%) saw them both as in that role. These 13 
responses--just half--can be regarded as "correctly 
focussed." Five (19%) said that "faculty" and/or 
"staff" had set up the Committee. Four (15%) saw 
the participants as i;1 some way responsible: not 
unreasonable, since tne participants elected the 
Committee's members, Two (8%) sa,,] the Steering 
Committee as the child of the Planning Committee, 
instead of the reverse (or perhaps by "Planning 
Committee" they mf)ant whatever group originally de
signed the Institute). One said, none of these, 
and one did not know. 

(2) Judgments of the effectiveness of the Steering 
Committee ranged all the 'way from "ineffective" 
and "minimal.Ly useful" to "quite effective," with 
the general trend of the opinions only moderately 
if at all on the favorable side. Some did not 
rate the Committee's effectiveness but specified 
what they felt the Committee had been effective in 
doing. Representative comments~ 

A biased mechanism for aggregating participant 
input 

Doubtful t'epresentation, insufficient feedback 
Changed focus and role of Institute 
Effective at first, then dealt with its 

own differences, not the issues 
Some meaningful input, some blowing of horns 
Sometimes gave attention to the most verbal, 

not the opinion of the majority 

-
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Very effective as a grievance committee; 
results slow, as a change agent 

Got evaluative feedback from the partici
pant point of view to the staff 

We would have been better off without one 
A much desired and needed intermediate 

between the staff and participants 
Done too soon--before individuals were 

known well enough to one another 
Had difficulty representing the entire 

group but efficiently stated the 
problem 

Made the staff aware of thoughts and needs 
of participants but developed factions 
among the participants and staff 

A necessary process to facilitate informa
tion exchange 

Did not represent views they did not share 

(3) From the preceding, it is clear that the participants 
perceived the Steering Committee in an ambivalent 
light. Observers at meetings of the Steering Comittee 
reported that its members repeatedly questioned their 
own role. The Committee's seemingly sudden announce
ment of the formation of an auxiliary group, composed 
of three other participants, to advise the faculty on 
making program changes was unexpected and surprising. 
There were not many precedents for this kind of strat
egy in the memories and experience of the educators 
associated with the Institute. The justification of 
the move and the value of proceeding in that manner was 
clear in the minds of manys including some of the 
Steering Committee members, as indicated by the dis
cussion about it which occurred at its last metating in 
Phase 1. Evaluation asked the participants in the 
questionnaire what they thought had led to the estab
lishment of the Planning Committee. 

Some saw the true cause as the "intransigence" of the 
faculty, the inability or unwillingness of the three 
components to get together in a meaningful fashion. 
Others saw the source of the idea i.n the internal 
struggles within the Steering Committee, associated with 
time pressures, fatigue, and frustration. Among the 
reasons given were: 

TJ modify the program to meet objections, criti
cisms, needs, and expectations of the partici
pants 

TIle Steering Committee was deadlocked 2-to-2 on 
most issues, lessening its j~pact on the fac
ulty 

un-
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The group 1 s recognitio1n that the Steering 
Committee needed help 

A power struggle betwe~en participants and 
faculty; the impetus was in the need of 
some for recognition 

Vast differences betwe,en the levels of com
petency among the participants and as
sumed by the faculty 

The need for faster decision making 
A feeling that the faculty were attempting 

to manipulate and neutralize Steering 
Committee members individually 

The Steel:ing Committee "increased the vol
ume" 

Stubborn bureaucratic styles and defensive 
attitudes of certain faculty, creating 
anxiety in the participants who were de
manding a voice in the direction of the 
program 

Suspicion of the Steering Committee and a 
drive for purity of responsibility 

The nece3si.ty to meet more often with the 
staff to modify the curriculum 

The group process--a natural turn of events 
Was not aware that the Steering Committe(~ had 

a Planning Subcommittee 
Did not exist in the design or reality---'sought 

to help arbitrate and were available 
Pressure of participants dissatisfied wi th 

presentations and content, forcing efforts 
for relevance 

(g) Looking ahead toward Phase III, the participants were asked 
what still unmet educational needs could be served by the 
program in the fourth week. Representative answers~ 

More diversified knowledge of ~riminal juntice syst8m 
practices 

More on good correctional techniques and models 
More that is relevant to adult institution mana,gement 
Content related to treatment modalities 
Closer interrelationship among the program's three 

components 
More on measurement in the criminal justice Hystem 
The politics of selling criminal justice programs 
Actual methodology in the evaluative functions of 

management 
Changing trends in juvenile procedure 
More personalized or focussed management training 
Establishment of formal legal procedures to pro--

mote crieinal justice system interaction 

(h) 

(i) 
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Specific information about community-based treatment, 
using effective practitione.r.s to present it 

Evaluative systems, criteria, and methods; research 
and results 

More on parole matters, human judgment, and the 
decision making process 

Strategy for change 

Twenty-five 'participants said they would cooperate with 
a visitor on an evaluation fie.ld trip; none said they 
would not. As to what might make such a visit most 
worthwhile for the participant:, the usual disparity of 
opinions was expressed:; among them: 

Insights about management practices 
Appraisal of techniques used in connection with the 

work projects 
Assessment of his work situation; evaluation of his 

operation 
Sharing of information regarding the Inl'ttitute 
Information or advice to help him perform his job 

more efficiently and effectively 
To actually see program performance evaluative measures 
Help him develop an instrument to evaluate the effects 

of his project 
Help in obtai.ntng money for his project 
Finding out what the others are now doing 
Additional expertise to assist him in establishing 

a model training program for his department 

Several stated realistically, IIIt depends on the purpose 
of the visit." 

Answers to the preceding item obviously supplied some ideas 
concerning what participants might expect from evaluators 
visiting them in their agencies. Hore directly, partici
pants were asked what they expected or preferred the 
visitors to ask, indeed what questions it would be importan~_ 
for the participants that they ask. At this point in time, 
the model for the evaluation field trips was still flexi
ble, and the team was sensitive to the demand of the partici
pants that they have a voice in decisions to be made. A 
field trip to a participant that would consume part of his 
time dealing only with matters which he would not regard as 
worth spending it for would be undesirable. Respondents 
mentioned, among other things: 

Physical plant, organizational structure, context and 
delivery of service 

Institute impacts on work and organi~ation 
Various aspects of the work projects--who, what, when, 

where, why, how 
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Inst~tute experiences and programs and changes since 
How the agency serves the community and criminal 

justice 
How \Ve make decisions and function ~n the criminal 

justice system 
Changes in the operation of the department and his 

management style 
Fourth week inputs (but one wanted to avoid questions 

about this) 
The direction of NIC and improvement of future 

institutes 
Find out what he is .really doing 

The area mentioned more than any other was the "york project. Several 
wanted the visitor to speak to superiors and subordinates or to sit down 
with them and plan the evaluation jointly. ("AII should be open,1I said one.) 

(j) A quick tally on the status of work on the projects indicated 
the following: Of 25 respondents, none so far had completed 
the project, either successfully or unsuccessfully. Sixteen 
(64%) had commenced work on their projects, ,-1hich were still 
going on. Five (20%) had not started projects. The remaining 
4 (16%) had started projects and abandoned them, for different 
reasons. One had been denied the necessary funds; one had 
changed positions; one project proved impractical because 
employees were being laid off; one gave no explanation. 

(k) Finally, participants were asked if they had had occasion to 
utilize any of the contact!': they had made at the Institute. 
Eleven of 24 (46%) had had no contacts or only cursory ones. 
Nine (37.5%) mentioned contacts with NIC. Seven (29%) reported 
instances of contacts for specific purposes with other partici
pants. Four (17%) said there had been a contact with Institute 
faculty members or with the University of Chicago. Several 
indicated that they had had multiple contacts. The purposes of 
of such contacts included getting project advice and support, 
sending material to other participants, securing information 
from other participants, seeking assistance on departmental 
matters from NIC, assisting other par';icipants in their programs, 
securing faculty members as speakers, informal communication and 
correspondence. 

15. Source: Phase II Participant Interviews 

Although the evaluation design was not a tightly controlled one, ran
domization of the selection of 25% of the participants to be visited at 
their agencies served three purposes: (a) it provided a practical way to 
make the selections; (b) it assured that the selections \.;rould be made fairly; 
and (c) it did tend to ~~rrow the effects of biasing factors. Using a table 
of random numbers, 15 names were chosen. Of tijese, 6 were eventually dropped. 
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Three others, not picked at random, were added. Of the six ,.;rho \.;rere 
dropped, two did not respond to advance correspondence about the visit, 
and one was not able to make suitable arrangements for it at the pro
posed time. One was considered inappropriate to visit because he 
attended the Institute as an employee of the funding agency. One had 
requested a visit by the systems impact evaluator, and his name was 
referred to that person, in order to avoid duplicate travel. Finally, 
one was dropped when the evaluator's travel to get to him for- the visit 
was halted by a heavy snowstorm at an intermediate city. One substitu
tion was made on the spot at that city, because another participant who 
lived nearby consented to be interviewed while the evaluator was there. 
The other two substitutions were of participants who had previously 
requested evaluation team members to visit them at their agencies. The 
total number of field visits by educational ~valuators was 12. After 
one of these was interviewed, the evaluator's interview notes were lost. 
Thus, the final sample of participants reported on here consisted of 
11 (27%). 

The sample consisted of ten males and one female. (Two females 
were visited; the one dropped from the sample after interviews was 
ferr~le.) Eight states were represented: Illinois (3), New York (2), 
Colorado, Kansas, Michigan, Missouri, Vermont, and Wisconsin. Two were 
members of the Stee.ring Committee, one of the Planning Committee. All 
factors considered together, it is believed that the sample was fairly 
typical of the participant group. 

Originally, the field trips were viewed as an important check on 
what participants were doing on their work projects during Phase II. 
Because of difficulty in distinguishing "educational impacts" and "systems 
impacts,n work projects were assigned to the systems impact evaluator to 
investigate, and the educational team set itself to (a) verify the validity 
of the responses on the returned questionnaires and (b) obtain additional 
information about participants' thinking concerning the program for the 
fourth week. In accordance with this decision, the basic structure of the 
interview schedule was very similar to the questionnaire format, although 
the interviewers probed for additional information and opinions. Five of 
the 11 had not returned completed questionnaires, so for 45% of the sample, 
the information gained thorugh the field interviews was fresh additional data. 

In general, the information gleaned in the interviews with those who 
had returned questionnaires agreed closlely enough with their mailed responses 
that the reliability of the mailed instrument is regarded as substantiated. 
Discrepancies will not be reported or analyzed here; they can be explained 
in general as resulting from the greater clarification of the meaning of 
written questions and replies obtained in face-to-face communication. These 
points had some significance: 

(a) A considerable part of the sample haa gaiUf!d in appreciation 
of the management component's contribution to the program. 
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(b) Concurrently, the sample tended to be s;"ightly mo-re critical 
of the criminal justice component of the program. 

% 1 ) c1a{med that they had not received 
(c) Two (nearly 20~ of the samp e ~ 

the questionnaire form. 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

The picture of the 2 ..... to-2 split within the five-member Stee:'ing 
Committee, with the deciding member frequently absent from l,ts 
deliberations, and its recourse to establishing a Planning. (. 
Committee as a "way out" of its indecisive stance was c1ar1.ned y 

broadened, and strengthened. 

Prospective political interference possibly threatening systems 
gains in their states loomed large in the minds of several 
participants (who were visited shortly afte-r the November 
election). 

.1\ hi" At least one participant downrated the evaluat~on mec an sms 
because he couldn't see how to use any of them with -referenC!~ 
to himse1f--e.g., how to use them to better judge his own 
proficiency as a manage-r> (This and related responses from other 
pa-rticipants in the variOl~s source documents .and record~ ~ugge~ t 
that participant expectatl..ons of the eva1uat~on componeut s -role 
in the Institute va-ried considerably from the '(ilay the.::omponent 
viewed itself and the -role it was a$signed during the prelimina-ry 

planning. ) 

The interviews alleviated some of the concern on the. part of the 
faculty that participants might not be working seriously on their 
work projects. Ten of the 11 reported making progress; one who 
had been ordered to "scrap" his project said he "tvas going to try 

agEtin. 

(h) Only one expressed any uneasiness about re.turning for the fourth 
week program. 

By way of a general summary, ; 1 though the participants interviewed 
during Phase II made many more points than are indicated above, most of 
the ideas they expressed either duplicated poin.ts already made in previous 
interviews and written responses to evaluation instruments or added nothing 
signally new or different to what has been reported above. If they were 
indeed collectively -representative of the total pa-rticipant group, it can 
be it;.ferred that at this point in time the total g-roup -remained subs tantial1y 
ambivalent about the Institute, the effec,tiveness of the Steering Committee, 
the educational ins titution, and the separate progr;;:.m components. Lack of 
integ-ration of the components and of Uf'ie of practitioners as resources, 
excessive legalistic emphasis in presentations and the ambiguous -role of the 
Federal government in the NIC continued to be scored. (A possible major 
value of the field t-rips turned out to be just the renewal of personal con
tact with the Institute staff dud.ng the long l?hase II interval. Neither 
of the two visitors perceived arw evidence of suspicion; they were greeted 
warmly and treated hospitably at almost every location they visited.) 
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16. Sourc\~: Submission and Rating of Work P~jects 

Thirty-nine participants attended the fourth week of the Institute. 
Twent~-thr:e reports on work projects were submitt:ed~ one by a partici
p~nt who dJ.d not attend. Thus, the submission rate was 59% based on 
e~ther the actual attendance, which included tvlO persons who had not been 
PaI:t of the original group, or on the original 41, eX1c1uding the two NIC 
and LF,AA observers. However, the "effective" rate of submission was 63% 
based on the receipt of 22 reports from the 35 of the original group who 
attended and were expected to submit reports. Of the 13 reports not 
~ccounted ~or.from that group, one may have been sub~itted but went astray 
J.n the reVJ.ew~ng process. Seven participants who had promised to under
take work projects did not report on them; five others who did not submit 
reports had not promised to do work projects. On t.he other hand, reports 
were received from six participants who had not-·-at the close of Phase T 
--said that they intended to undertake them. Two participants wo-rked 
together on the same project, which they reported Jointly. The titles of 
almost all the projects submitted by those who had previously p-roposed to 
do them were suffiCiently similar to the titles actually reported to lead 
to the inference tr.~t most participants undertook the projects they had 
~lanned and did not shift to others in the course of Phase II. 

The projects were rated in two different ways by members of the 
management component faculty. First, they were judged for selection 
for discussion in the fourth week program on the basis of four criteria: 
(A) How manageable is the work projec.t for discussion purposes? (B) Does 
the project fall into a primary interest area? (C) Does the project diary 
manifest work quality? (D) Did the project result. in some IIsuccess"? 
Then, on request by evaluation, they were rated fOl- quality on a four
category scale, as follows: 

(1) Concrete Achievemevt--evidenced by implementation of program 
its elf, in full or in p;9.rt. 

(2) Some Achievement--evidenced by activity and some evidence of 
progress, such as writing grant proposal, holding initial 
meetings, etc. With additional time~ projects at this level 
can -reasonably be expected to move into Category 1. 

(3) Little Achievement--evidence of activity and effort, but little 
evidenc~ of success--e.g., preparing plan which is rejected 
by organization. 

(4) No Report--no written report. 

Evaluation converted the ratings into a numerical scale, with the results 
shown, as follows: 



Rating 
Category 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Numerical 
_.Rating 

3 
2 
1 
o 
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No. of Participants 
Earning the Rating 

13 (35%) 
7 (19%) 
4 (11%) 

13 (35%) 

It can be seen that more than half of the reports submitted ~vere judged 
as representing "concrete achievement" and over half of the total number 
of participants met the "some achievement" level. T~vo thirds made an 
apparent effort, and probably less than one third did not partid.pate in 
some way in this program requirement. 

17. Source: Interviews with Participants During Phase III 

Several remaining questions about the work projects were answered 
by another round of direct interviews with the participants during the 
fourth week. The two federal representatives were not included; of the 
rest (37), only one participant missed being questioned. (The two Phase 
III-only participants were questioned about their reactions to the program; 
their responses will be summarized in 19, below.) 

Thirty-four participants were asked three questions about their 
experiences with the projects, with the follmving results: 

(a) They were quest.ioned to elicit details about proj ect comple
tion or noncompletion. Twenty-two (65%) said they had sub
mitted reports; this did not agree in all respects with the 
figures reported above, but two who were not interviewed 
(one absentee) pid submit reports and one claimed submission, 
though his report could not be located. 

(I; The 12 who said they had not submitted reports were 
asked, in1effect, why not. Summarized replies: 

Did not start - project keyed to a team study, and 
he was lIoutmaneuveredll 

Did not start, because of lack of time (3 responses) 
Did not report, but project is underway 
He changed jobs, and his new position has made too 

many varied demands on him 
Found whole idea not helpful--was apathetic about the 

concept of a project 
Did not report, but he finished the project 
He developed a recruitment project, but his a.gency 

was laying people off--asked the Institute faculty 
for help on a new ~roject but received none 

IlHad to do it" (Meaning of this comment not clear) 
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Not a useful exercise, just to make work--his 
job is to develop projects 

Began.preliminary project, but the money was 
withdrawn 

(2) The rest were questioned for details about what they had 
done. These comments were typical of the responses: 

Project was formulated for proposal purposes but 
is in limbo 

Completed his role in one project and started on 
another as an outgrowth of the first one 

Project is ongoi~g, but use of a case study wou~d 
have been more helpful 

Ongoing, but if money is not forthcoming, will have 
to cut back drastically 

Finished, in the sense that he is on a new assign
ment, but is using the same principles and applying 
them to new tasks 

In operation since January--5 kinds of training proce
dures in various stages of being set up 

Finished--agency needed it (court had mandated it), 
had competent people to work with and cooperation 
of his superiors 

Under way--locked in till only June 30, but designed 
to be self-perpetuating 

Completed, because of agency's reed for it. It has an 
ongoing nature 

Nade him look for proactive instead of reactive 
policies--didn't encounter any difficulties 

Halfway through, depending on time and amount of 
difficulty 

Specific agency training completed, but continuing 
in satellite fOl~ 

(b) It was possible that participants did not undertake anything new 
but, under pressure to submit diaries on Phase II accomplishments, 
merely reported about ongoing work. They were asked, "Would you 
have l:ndertaken this project if you had never attended the 
Institute?" Only two answered "No," aJ;ld three were doubtful or 
not sure. The remaining 29 (85%) would have initiated their pro
jects, or at least considered initiating them, without regard to 
attendance at the Institute. A few actually had started the pro
jects they reported before they came to the Institute the first 
time. 

However, before cblicludi.ng that the Ins titute experience failed to 
produce what was planned to be'!ome one of its primary evidences of success, 
a set of projects intended to bring about change in participants' agencies, 
proper weight has to be placed on participant assertions that the Institute 
supplied impetus to start or continue, kn ow-·h ow , materials and skillH I and 
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confidence that enabled them to make progress or, in some cases, to com
plete the projects successfully. The preponderance of statements to that 
effect leads to the conclusion that the weight must be considerable. Here 
are some of the comments to support this finding: 

Something here crystallized a way to solve a problem he pre
viously had 

Idea did not come from here; he wasn't sure how to implement 
it, but the work project diary gave him the tool he needed 

Acquired information and understandings that she applied in 
the project work after returning to her agency 

It was in his mind before he came, but the Institute helped 
him see how to resolve the problem 

Had planned to tackle the problem before but didn't know how 
Planned for it for three years but hadn't initiated it before 
Had thought about it, but the Institute provided the catalyst 

to begin 
Had recognized the need to do it, but the Institute gave him 

some impetus 
Probably wouldn't have done it the same way and his success 

wouldn't have been so great 
Institute provided necessary motivation to do a project already 

identified as worthwhile and necessary 
Institute changed her priorities, helped her to do it sooner 

and more effectively 
Having to submit it caused her to think i.t through and document 

the steps--that requirement was helpful 
Institute provided necessary material ~ssential to this project 
Had idea for years, but set it down, formulated it, and actually 

wrote it, starting here 
Hadn't got around to it, but discussed it at a staff meeting as 

soon as he returned to his agency 

(c) Participants were asked for examples of anything taught during 
the first three weeks that they actually used in the project. 
Among the items mentioned were: 

The Johari vlindow 
The MBO ~vorkbook 
Leadersh~p styles and job profiles 
Involvement of staff in decision making 
The presentation on due process 
How to set more precise objectives 
Stress on participatory management 
Reading materials on plea bargaining, etc. 
Appreciation of legal issues; programming design 
Chart for anticipating steps and possible dead ends on 

way to determined goal 
Development of job descriptions 
Keeping, using, and evaluating research materials and 

statistics. 
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As in reply to previous requests for specific instances a great 
many answered in nonspecific terms: management techniques and forms, 
broader outlook, more information about criminal justice field, rein
force~ent of knowledge and understandings, "people from here," reading 
mater~als, need to plan carefully, etc. A vast majority of the responsc:~ 
stre:ssed use of management component input and materials as compared 
with criminal jus tice contributions, but this is probabl; attributable 
to the fact that carrying out the work project required the exercise of 
management skills and techniques in all cases, but the application of new 
criminal justice knowledge in only some cases. Very few replied to this 
item "nothing in particular" or "nothing really specific." Although in 
the form of self-reports, the answers to this item supplied further evi
dence of the presence of cognitive gain in the program that carried over 
into practice. 

18. Source: "Fourth Week" Evaluation Instrument 

Instructional objectives for the fourth week were implicit, except 
for the general statements the program coordinator sent out to the resource 
people by letter, as previously indicated. The agenda fo'7 the week, 
developed by the Steering Committee in meetings wi:h the staff and faculty 
in December, provided no time in the body of the program for completion of 
evaluation instruments. It seemed to be worthwhile to determine whether 
th "h' . d " f h . . e app~ness ~n ex 0 t e part~c~pants would change significantly during 
part of the program planned mainly by participants through their representa
tives, taking their views expressed in several forms, including the formative 
evaluation feedback, into account, and staffed to a considerable extent by 
participants. For these three reasons, evaluation developed a form which 
could be used by participants on an optional basis, and every pal::ticipant 
received a supply of them when he registered on his return to the Universitv. 
These forms could be filled out for an individual session, a whole day or -
any other time period, in whole or any part, and be signed or left unsigned. 
In other words, filling out the forms was a purely voluntary act by the 
parti~ipants. No one a~ked them to turn them in; a box was provided to drop 
them into when anyone Kas Sl) inclined. 

What happened was that 29 participants who signed their sheets turned 
in an average of 10 forms per person during the week. In addition, 41 more 
forms were submitted unsigned, for a total of 330 separate participant 
evaluation. Thus, over 90% of those present freely engaged in this activity. 
~ve think this tended to show a high level of sustained commitment by all the 
participants to the goals of the final week of the program. 

In the follOWing paragraphs, the data on these forms will be reported 
for each session. The five figures at the beginning of each paragraph will 
represent the following data: 
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(1) The number of evaluation forms submitted for the session. 
(2) Participants' average rating, on an 8-point numerical 

scale, of the quality of 'What \"as communicated in the 
session 

(3) A similar rating of how well the speaker communicated 
(4) A similar rating of how useful the material rated ,,,as to 

the rater's work 
(5) A similar rating of "the fourth week taken all together" 

up to the point in time of that session (i.e., this was 
a cumulative rating occurring progressively throughout the 
week) 

Finally, summaries of typical comments will be provided to illustrate the 
"flavorll of participants' attitudes as the week's activities unfolded. 

(a) Monday, Ma;rch 12, morning sessions 

Plenary session: 
(1) 24 (2) 5.9 

presentation 
(3) 6.5 (4) 5.7 (5) 5.6 

Concept of greatest interest: crime-specific 
planning, political considerations, need for 
data, communication of plans, process of 
funding, 

Use in own work: 
tives to police 
budget planning 

information checkpoints, alterna
discretion, satellite offices, 

Comparisons and changes desired: interesting, 
far less didactic, very good, better, 
improved, more related to needs, better 
organized and relevant. Liked: seeing 
people, format, variety of subject matter, plans 
for the week. Disliked: peers' attitudes 

Other comments: will have trouble implementing. 
Too few activities measured for impact 
Treatment methods? Politics of change? 

Response to s~aker (6 people rated this on separate 
sheets) 

(1) 6 (2) 2.9 (3) 2.2 (4) 3.2 (5) 5.2 
Concept of interest: representation of wishes 

of people 
Comments: program O.K.--responder a flop. 

WorkshG~ 
Community 

relations: (1) 3 (2) 5 (3) 4 (4) 5.3 
Negotiations: (1) 6 (2) 5.5 (3) 6.2 (4) 6 
Violence & 

riots: (1) 6 (2) 6.3 (3) 6.2 (4) 6.2 , 
Ethics: (1) 6 (2) 6.4 (3) 6.8 (4) 5.6 

(5) 
(5) 

(5) 
(5) 

4.7 
5.8 

5.5 
6.6 
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Concept of greatest interest: involvement of community 
and criminal justice component in programs. Protec
tion of integrity of negotiations from manipulation; 
merits of inmate complaints; new areas of inmate 
litigation; politics in negotiations; planning for 
negotiations; "give and take, but retain control." 
Timely, meaningful response to inmates; no single, 
permanent solution to violence; inmate as member of 
management; client participation. Ethical aspects 
of responsibilities and decision; the "right" to 
treat 

Use in own work: increase in coordination with other 
components' staffs. No unilateral action unless 
responsibility is spelled out; needless jeopardizing 
of programs and reputation. Inmates must have an 
audience; advisory boards, using citizens an3 forro~~r 

offenders. Greater sensitivity to ethics; job 
changes for those displaying the "Peter Principle" 

Comparisons and changes desired: more direction from 
start, easier to get into, less didactic, participa
tion much improved, better, better structured, mure 
specialized. Provide outlines of topics or questions; 
more time in workshops. Liked: definite starting 
points, non-rushed feeling, group participation, 
attitude of staff and participants, honesty and candor 
of resource people, relaxed attitude, time sequences. 
Disliked: talk about "back home" problems, discussion 
time cut short 

Other comments: participants dismiss as irrelevant 
content not related to own operations. Ex-offender 
gave added dimension, so discussion more real. 
(Various substantive comments and questions) 

(b) Monday, March 12, afternoon session 

Plenary session: presentation 
(1) 26* (2) 5.7 (3) 6.1 (4) 5.8 (5) 5.7 
(*One provided an evaluation for the entire day's 

activities) 
Concept of greatest interest: credibili~y of ex

offenders teaching, consulting, working; 
utilization of ex-offenders with full accep
tance and responsibilities; detailed training 
outline for paraprofessionals; availability of 
an unused resource to increase agency effec
tiveness and accomplish treatment; utilization 
as means toward resociali~ation of former 
offenders; creation of additional employment 
possibilities; planning for their use while 
still incarcerated 
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Use in own work: reevaluation of use of offenders 
and organizational readiness to accept them; 
reassurance that others have had good experi
ence; plan for use of ex-offenders 

Comparisons and changes desired: getting better, 
moving more easily, stimulating, very good, 
a big i.lprovement t better organized, much better, 
great, far superior. Liked: caliber of presenters, 
relaxed atmosphere, group interaction, good balance, 
general format, everything. Disliked: nothing 

Other comments: valid generalization overdrawn 
Full employment is problem 
Need help in teaching staff to accept ex-offenders 
Results spectacular 
Program as described good or just a fad? 
Good staff sensitivity to the group 

~esponse to speaker (4 rated this on separate sheets) 
(1) 4 (2) 4.8 (3) 5 (4) 4.8 (5) 5.8 
Concepts: feels courts would never accept testimony 

from ex-offenders 
Us~: will discuss with judges and try to influence 

them positively 
Comparisons: graat, rates a higher rlark. Liked: 

starting later 

(c) Tu~sday, March 13, sessions 

Morning plenary session 
(1) 31 (2) 6.3 (3) 6.7 (4) 5.6 (5) 6.2 
Concept of greatest interest: discontinuing recep

tion/diagnostic centers; tendency to assign people 
according to effectiveness in interaction; 
involvement of inmates; provision of treatment re
sources for staff; partner~hip with academic com
munity; real implications of treatment modalities; 
what treatment programs should really be; provision 
of unneeded services; the Promethean penology; 
clients as active participants in treatment plan
ning; variety of solutions for correctional problems; 
removing confidentiality from records 

Use in own work: sharing power and participation with 
inmates; formalized structure for personnel evalua
tion and assignment criteria; prerelease planning 
with inmates; client partic~pation i~ neighborhood 
offices; will increase liaison with treatment com
munity; will g~t university to help; be more 
r.eceptive to alternatives to traditional services; 
better use of psychologists; possible trial on 
experimental basis 
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Comparisons and changes desired: more satisfying, 
more task~performance attitudes, beautiful, 
excellent, good and getting better, great. No 
more jokers to criticize just to hear themselves 
talk. Liked: material, presentation, dialogue, 
resource people, attitude of speakers, present 
format and agenda, everything. Disliked: 
degrading view of corrections; giving offender 
what he wants is wrong, stupid, destructive 

Other comments: why do universities leave continuing 
contacts up to agencies? 
Mental health interventionist a new type of jailer? 
Consider impact of political change 
Is the understanding of others tne goal of corrections? 
Shocked by recommendations: could not conceive of 
implementation 
Sees total disaster in five years 

Afternoon summary and discussion (4 rated this on 
separate sheets) 

(1) 4 (2) 5.3 (3) 6 (4) 5.8 (5) 6.3 
Concepts: preponderance of negatives in case records, 

potential of criminal justice/academic partnership, 
avoid organizational conformity 

Use: greater emphasis to innovative behavior in job, 
excellent teaching tool for new staff . 

Comparisons, changes: clearly superior in format, 
not content; outstanding; change: nothing 

Liked: everything. Disliked ,: nothing 
Other comments: will faculty act as resou.rces after 

we return home?- will need sustenance 

WorkshoEs (morning and afternoon sessions combined) 
Behavior 

modification: (1) 16 (2) 6.6 (3) 6.8 (4) 6.1 
Family psycho-

therapy (1) 20 (2) 6.8 (3) 6.9 (4) 5.8 
Guided group 

interaction: (1) 19 (2) 5.3 (3) 5.7 (4) 5.4 

(5) 

(5) 

(5) 

Concept of greatest interest: positive reinforcement as 
management device, quasiperformance contract via use of 
token economy, the short form presentence, encouragement 
of independence) taking needs ~f clients into account, 
contractual arrangements, th;:! classification process at 
the institution. Therapist as coach, involving families 
in problem solving, application of psychotherapy, 
treatm~nt of family deficiencies which cause delinquent 

, symptoms, indirect therapy, not removing parental 

6.8 

6.8 

6.4 
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responsibility. Finding self through others, g:oup 

diagnosis and definition of problems, concern w~th 
behavior instead of thoughts an.d feelings of clients, 
acceptance and satisfaction with limited goals, 
peer pressure for behavioral change~ use of group 
processes 

Use in own work: positive vs. negative view, re- . 
examine classification levels, reassign staff, d~s
cuss with persons in field, reevaluate own pro
gram, use natural gang groupings in s:ssion~. 
Responsibility for task-related behav~or, w~ll 
read material to learn more about it, will introduce 
same program, have staff spend time in presenter's . 
agency. Small group action for various purposes, tra~n 
work release staff, prerelease involvement of 
families, help clients see thems'~lves rea1is tica11y, 
provide individual and group expt!riences instead of 
either/or planning, client group work in halfway house 

Comparisons and changes desired~ fine, much better, 
well received, holding interest, scintillating, 
substantive, excellent, informative, well presented, 
right on target, more varied, less tedious, better 
organized, o. k., consistently superior, considerably 
better. Change: institute should be only for 
executives. Liked: participant/staff feelings, 
content, wide range of helpful ideas, sustained 
interest, decrease in circumlocutions, presentations, 
everything, involvement in relevant material, whole 
program, quality of session. Disliked: missionary 
fervor of presenter, lack of evaluation of ongoin~ pro
grams, participants who deemphasize points made "by 
speakers, management discussant saying nothing despite 
presence of real issue--he should have got the 
management aspect out into the open and examined it 

Other comments: em ins tance of male chauvinism 
Would like list of better literature issued since 
last meetings 
Arrogant condescending attitudes of instructors 
have disappearled 
Principles applicable in adult institutions? 
Why were the first three weeks not of this quality? 
Institute is trying to do too much 

(d) Wednesday, March 14, mo~~ing 

Plenary session on work projects 
(1) 22 (2) 4.1 (3) 3.6 (4) 4.3 (5) 5.8 
Concept of greatest interest: the improvement model 

(analysis, action, awareness, actualization), 
essentials of effective planning, techniques of 
program change, project provided occasion to do 
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something extraordinary, relationship between time 
and commitment to project completion, need for 
short range tangible results on way to large 
objectives 

Use in own work: checkpoints for planning and imple
mentation, periodic reminder that agency reacts 
to cris:i.s,. prin~!iples can be used for any proj E:ct, 
plan more ~mmed1ate gratification for participants 
in key projects, use in self-improvement and 
training new supervisors 

Comparisons and changes: better, much better, fine 
superb, stimulating; living up to weak input by 
management component. Lik~d: interaction, lack 
of undue pressure, work projects finally finished 
low profile of evaluation staff. Disliked: supe;
cilious attitudes of some; failure to discuss 
problems of projects; concentrati~n on academics 

Other comments: leader wanted to draw in the group 
without developing his materia1--group wanted 
direct feedback: critical, honest evaluation of 
projects 

Needed training and education in management but 
gained nothing--un1ike other experiences 

Participant and staff group thinking about problems 
encountered in projects 

Had empathy with leader intimidated by self-styled 
"exper~s"--he had much to offer 

Workshops on work projects (rE!ports on four workshops 
combined) 

(1) 20 (2) 6.2 (3) 6.4 (4) 5.6 (5) 6.4 
Concept of greatest interest: total context totally 

served by serving components; regularly scheduled 
meetings for exchange of information, planning, 
and problem identification/solution; possibility 
of interchanging staff at all levels; attempt to 
train staff before new institution opens; private 
contracting of security personnel; gpals and 
objectives in training for change; identification 
of IStaff w:i,.th goals of agency 

Use i1c1. own work: get telephones as close to client 
population as possible and allow liberal use; 
use of TV to attract volunteers; acting in re
source capacity for other criminal justice 
officials; crisis intervention procedures in 
reception and diagnosis; program design and 
implementation; organize an administrators' council; 
management system style 
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Comparisons and changes: very good, excellent, o.k. 
Recognize the potential destructiveness of the 
legal profession on corrections. Identify and 
discuss principles involved. Liked: reticence 
of some "vocalists," everything. Disliked: 
management discussant's presentation was not 
relevant, redundant to presentation of projects 

Other comments: a positive experience as a reference 
point 
Many objectives achieved 
Lm.;-key types are not stupid 
Thought stimulated by new theory and concepts 
Program serving too many masters and not 
executives 

Wednesday, March 14, afternoon 

Luncheon sessions and workshoEs 
Luncheon 

discussion: (1) 3 (2) 6 (3) 6.7 (4) 6.3 (5) 
Politics: (1) 6 (2) 6.8 (3) 7 (4) 7.5 (5) 
The Massachusetts 

experience: (1) 6 (2) 6.5 (3) 6.7 (4) 7.2 (5) 
Research: (1) 5 (2) 6.4 (3) 7.2 (4) 5.4 (5) 

6.7 
6.5 

6.7 
6.2 

Concept of greatest interest: risk-taking; need for 
proper timing, discretion, awareness of foibles, 
humility; importance of planning strategies for 
effecting change. Need to be proactive in legislative 
contact and lobbying; corrections ~s a viable force 
in development of legislation; how ,to get a bill 
designed, introduced, supported; informal maneuvering 
with proposed bills. How to overcome politics; 
alternatives to institutional programs; conversion 
to community~based programs. Importance of orderly 
organization of knowledge about criminal justice; 
need for more precise research methods 

Use in own work: many ramifications in situation-
support skills needed; lay groundwork and solicit 
aid of those who can influence the power structure; 
touch all bases, diminishing possibility of failure. 
Hobilization of volunteer groups to influence power 
sources; rough-draft desired bills for presentation 
in connection with needs; ask legislators, judges, 
and influential persons to help. Educated hunches 
or guesses important in planning for change. Hire 
research personnel; need for discernment in 
evaluating research; distinction between evaluative 
and research methods . 

j -
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Comparisons and changes: fine, the most, excellent, 
better, o.k. Change: nothing. Liked: inter
action, feeling of being part of a cohesive group, 
everything. Disliked: nothing 

Other comments: did Institute prompt the action 
that backfired? 
Needs 10ts more on topics of politics, badly 
Only one side of a controversial system--other 
aspects should be presented 
Leader's material should have been distributed 
sooner, so participants could use it--no 
excuse for this type of last-minute planning 
Discussion academic 
Could have used whole day session on research 

Plenary sessions 
National Institute of Corrections 
(1) 18 (2) 5.6 (3) 5.9 (4) 5.3 (5) 6.1 
National Commission on Goals and Standards 
(1) 6 (2) 5.5 (3) 6.5 (4) 5.2 (5) 6.5 
Concept of greatest interest: using people from 

the In.stitute for continuing perspective on 
Advisory Board and clarifying proposed programs; 
possibilities of being an alumnus, attending 
other,institutes, becoming a resource person, 
involving others of staff; a dynamic force pulling 
the profession together; continuation and develop
ment of NIC; hope that this program was part of 
an organized plan to improve corrections with the 
input of practitioners. Building new institu
tions requires comprehensive planning; LEAA 
as first of revenue-sharing effort$--other avenues 
of chan~e?; getting corrections agencies and 
programs together on a natiomll basis 

Use in own work: get staff signed up for future 
NrC programs. Cite material as standard in 
various ways; implement staff training--assign 
group to pull the information together 

Comparisons and changes: good, fine, without parallel, 
outstanding, ~ore balanced, providing content 
in some way geared to nearly all components. 
Change: procedure to include voices of those not 
competing for the floor. Liked: interaction, new
found feeling of acceptance and worth within the 
group, almost everything, future of the program. 
Disliked: verbal feuding, to detriment of probable 
subject matter; discussion monopolized--others tried 
to redirect it or did not participate 
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Oth€~r comments: n.o serious problems 
In future, define target group and material; clarify 
in advance 
Questions university undergraduate programs; for 
correctional personnel 
Assign a group to assist the planners 

(f) Ihursday, March 15, morning 

}2lenary session 
(1) 26 (2) 7.4 (3) 7.5 (4) 7.2 (5) 7 
Concept of greatest interest: upgrading corrections by 

court scrutiny; legal implications and projected 
impact of court hearings; direction of concepts under 
litigation toward activities outside institutions; 
trend to placing more affirmative duties on adminis
trators; rapid rate of change in the criminal justice 
system; litigation the biggest issue faCing correc
tions today; development of specific process in 
establishing operational procedures; noninterference 
by courts with reasonable actions that can be sub
stantiated; total man must be considered; increased 
advocacy of "due process"; relationship between law, 
management, and corrections 

Use in own work: scrupulous due process; require 
specific statements in Case records; incorporate as 
guides in future planning and policy making; will train 
supervisors to respect constitutional rights of clients; 
will create staff team to review regulations and bring 
them into focus with the law; will stress these matters 
in staff meetings; vulnerability as an administrator of 
an institution 

Comparisons and changes: good, fantastic, more informative, 
more useful, much better, excellent, better organized 
and relevant, far superior, very meaningful, o.k. Change: 
nothing. Liked: interaction, quality of resource people, 
everything, relaxed atmosphere, material, content. Dis
liked: nothing 

Other conunents: society, not corrections, could carry some 
of the brunt 
Acquaint lawyers with casework concepts 
Need time to digest--what next? 
Continue more meaningful programs ltke this one 

Works hOEs 
Litigation: (1) 
Judge's view-

8 (2) 6 (3) 6.5 (4) 6.3 

point: (1) 4 (2) 5 (3)' 6 (4) 5.3 
Parole Revoca-

tion: (1) 10 (2) 6.9 (3) 7.3 (4) 6.8 

(5) 6.1 

(5) 6.8 

(5) 7 
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Concept of greatest interest: balanced actions well
documented usually stand court review; notion of 
sufficient reason for invoking judicial review not 
codified' need better, more comprehensive plan-, . 
ning in terms of legal definitions; documentat~on 
of actions imperative. How to educate the 
judiciary; appreciation of court review process 
vs. action to rectify "wrongs. lI Need for legal 
counsel for corre-ctional staff; parole revocation 
as applied to juveniles; probable-cause hearings; 
need more respect for dignity of clients 

Use in own work: train staff to perform in context 
of reality; preventive measures l:egarding staying out 
of courts. Better proactive defense to redress of 
"wrongs." Will advise director of problems; will 
help assure clients' constitutional rights are 
guaranteed; s~nsitivity to the problem . 

Comparisons and changes: fine, more informat~ve) . 
much better, e~cellent, both format and content qu~te 
adequate--stronger than in first three weeks. Change: 
nothing. Liked: much, participant workshops, every
thing; content, speak.ers, and timing. Disliked: 
little, nothing 

Other comments: time used in control and documentation 
takes away from majority and focusses on minority. 
Can judges appeal to others or continue to see them
selves as gods?··-Establish trust and confidence among 
various members of the system, including lawyers. 
An excellent program-we need more workshops of this 
type 

(g) Thursday, March 15, afternoon 

Plenary session 
(1) 25 (2) 6.5 (3) 6.9 (4) 6.4 (5) 6.8 
Concept of greatest interest: systems approach t~ 

attacking problems; the order--problem, strateg~es, 
manpower, facilities, equipment, operati~ns; change 
in LEAA funding principles; crime analys~s and pro
gram development; necessary coordi~ation ~nd coopera
tion between components; value of Hlspect~on and re
view in programs; programs imposed on organizations 
r~gardless of use; basic crime analysis s~rategy 

Use in own wo~k: clarifying objectives; re~nforce 
planning function to keep decision ma~ing 1inke~ to 
tre problem; MBD the basis of deve1op~ng analys~s 
of potential cases; will be easier to process grant 
applications; defense against critics of non
specificity of programs 
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Comparisons and changes: great:" clearly superior, fabulous, 
outstanding, more balanced, much better--unbelievable, 
superior, super, better. Changes: nothing; could have 
deleted this afternoon's presenter. Liked: good inter
action, enthusiasm of most participants, everything, 
entire program; general decency of group in tolerating 
the address. Dis liked: why this sub j ec t was no t ad
dressed early in the first three weeks, lack of demo
cratization in the group, "electiorieering" in regard to 
persons to represent the group, the presentation, 
nothing 

Other comments: should have preceded MBa 
This session should have been taped 
Should have had topic in first week and built program 
Theme could be expanded by group--push to have a fifth 
week? I 
Staff great, service good, week swift, learning 
pleasant-~-thanks I 

LEAA should do more research and general planning and 
feed information to the states 
(Several critical comments about the speaker) 

(h) Friday, March 16 

"Keynote" session 
(1) 12 (2) 6.S (3) 6.6 (4) 6.7 (5) 7.1 
Concept of greatest interest: special needs of ex-felons; 

corrections should focus on returning inmate to society 
instead of creating a "good inmate"; must probe programs 
and selves for progressive, meaningful change; use of 
ex-con feedback and involvement in planning; need for 
humanizing correctional prRctices; practical political 
issues in use of ex-offenders; underestimating or down
playing untapped skills and abilities 'of ex-offenders is 
contrary to our best interest 

Use in own work: explore with ex-offender organizations 
their ideas for service in his area 

Comparisons and changes: better, tremendous, outstanding, 
very good. Change: nothing. Liked: small workshops, 
everything, total effort. Disliked: nothing 

Other comments: the initial period was difficult for 
the partiCipants 
More time in this session would have been good 
Where to from here?--how can we use our collective 
experience effectively? 

Special ratings 
Overall program: (1) 1 (2) 7 
Evaluation ses-

sion: (1) 1 (2) 4 

(3) 7.5 

(3) 4 

(4) 8 (5) 8 

(4) 4 • (5) 7 
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(i) Daily average ratings on how the fourth week's program 
compared with the first three weeks (on scale of 8): 

Monday 5.5 
Tuesday 6.5 
Wednesday 5.8 
Thursday 6.7 
Friday 7.0 

Average for the entire week: 6.3 

19. Source: Special Interviews with Two Phase III-Only Participants 
(Summaries of questions and replies) 

(a) Why did you attend this week's program? (1) He attended 
the summer wrap-up (i.e., as a "bossl!) and was impressed. 
Also, because of the internationally fine reputation of 
the University of Chicago in the field of public service 
administration. (2) His superior thought the Institute 
might provide him with a valuable training experience. 

(b) What were your expectations? (1) Hould acquire material 
and the benefit of other experience, as well as proper 
planning procedure, 'to implement the management training 
aspect of his mission. (2) Exposure to the NIC concept, 
people, new concepts in corrections. Interested in 
gaining knowledge about correctional institution litiga
tion. 

(c) Did the program measure up to your expectations? (1) He 
went to several appropriate offices on the campus for 
material. Gained from the sharing; can go back and get 
the job done. The program provide.d 85 per cent of what 
he needed. (2) Very pleased. His objective,s were met, 
but he was slightly disappointed that there were so few 
penitentiary people present. 

20. Source: Final Evaluation Instrument 

Twenty-six (70%) of the participants completed the last questionnaire 
before they returned to their homes. The following summarizes the responses 
on their returns: 

(a) Asked how a descriptive digest of the Institute would be 
useful to others in the field, they suggested various ways, 
such as these: 
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Deal with content which received participrults' major 
endorsement 

Institute produced a significant amount of material on 
content and process that could prove helpful 

Useful only to persons involved in planning similar pro
grams 

As an information base or resource for staff training 
and developmen t 

Would be a forum for innovative, high thinking 
Would serve as a catalyst in evoking fruitful thought 

in the va~ious areas covered 
Could generate interest by others in the Institute concept 
An article evaluating the Institute would interest those 

who have not attended 
To acquaint them with the initiation of the Institute 
Would permit the distribution of the major concepts 

discussed 
Would provide information for skeptical candidates for 

future programs 
To diagram format that could be studied and built on to 

arrive at best possible model 
Could focus on the importance of joint faculty-participant 

planning in organizing institutes 
To inform others of attempts tc professionalize correc

tional personnel 
Good insight into organizational problems 

(b) Asked where such a digest might best be: published to 
secure widest readership of the appropriate kind, 
participants suggested: 

ACA. and NCCD journals 
Federal Probation 
Crime and Delinquency 
Journal of Criminal Law 
Corrections Digest 
Education, management, and psychology journals 
Proceedings of NIC 
Political science and criminology 
LEA pUblication 
Sunday editions of major local newspapers 

(c) Ttvelve (46%) participants had not used the IIsteering committeell 

technique in projects or programs of their own. Of the 13 
(50%) who reported that they had used steering committees or 
groups of similar nature, two credited the Institute directly 
as the source of the idea and two others credited the Institute 
partially or indirectly. Thus, at the most, 15% of those 
who responded to this item had adopted the steering committee 
model for their use during Phase II. 

-~. 
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(d) Given the followj.ng preferences concerning future Institub':ls, 
participants' preferences were as shown: 

1st prefe 2nd pref. 3rd prefe 4th pref. 

Separate Institutes 
for criminal justice 

6 ( '15%0) and for management _ 

A single Institute 
with criminal jus
tice portions and 
management portions '8 (35%) 

A single Instituce 
formally treating 
criminal justice, 
with management 
treated informally 8 (32%) 

A single Institute 
formally treating 
management, with 
criminal justice 
treated informally 4 (17%) 

5 (21%) 

8 (35%) 

6 (24%) 

3 (13%) 

6 (25%) 7 (29%) 

5 (22%) 2 ( 9%) 

8 (32%) 3 (12%) 

3 (13%) 13 (57%) 

(e) All respondents wished to be kept informed regarding the 
activities of the NIC. 

(f) Asked how often the parti~ipants thought that criminal justice, 
management, and evaluation concerns had been i~tegrated with .' .. 
each day's theme during the fourth week, here ~s what they sa~d. 

Never 0 
Some of the time 11 (44%) 
Most of the time 14 (.56%) 
Always 0 

(g) With regard to who originated the integration referred to in (f), 
the responses were: 

Participants 
Management dis

cussants 
Session leaders 

Most often 

13 (57%) 

9 (39%) 
4 (17%) 

6 (26%) 

7 (30%) 
9 (39%) 

Least ofte.n. 

4 (17%) 

7 (30%) 
10 (43%) 

(Didn't YJlOVT, or didn It unders tand the: ques tion--2) 
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Note: Other procedures than those described in this section of the 
report were also employed, and other data were collected that have not been 
set forth. Only one other instrument produced evidence that appeared to 
have significance. At the end of the fourth week, a number of faculty and 
staH members and participants who were cogn.izant of the original planning 
ot the Institute were given a questionnaire concerning the purposes the pro
gram had been in.tended to achieve and what happened to the purposes in the 
course of the program. Not all responded, but those who did consisted of 
two staff members, a member of the criminal justice team, a member of the 
management team, and a participant observer from the Government. The views 
of these five displayed some contradictions continuing even after the program 
had ended. Here are brief summaries of their replies to the four questions 
asked: 

(1) What purposes did the planners initially want this 
program to achieve? 
Staff #1: a training model in the field. Government: 
~1'ly visibility for NIC; surfacing of leadership, 

promotion of communication within the system. 
University: perception of criminal justice as a 
system, gain in skills for managing change, p~r
ception of evaluation as an essential tool of 
change management. 

Staff #2: to tr&in middle level correctional p~ople 
in management skills, plus trainhig model, visib ili ty , 
and leadership. 

Criminal jus;ice: to begin creation of a network of 
correctional administrators with professional standards 
and loyalties, increase system knowledge and managerial 
skills of middle level personnel. 

~~nagement: as spelled out in the proposal and detailed 
program content. The program was too ambitious to 
carry out in the time and with the number of people 
involved, although the attc~pt was justified as an 
experimental, pilot program. 

Participant observer: principal focus on improvement 
of management skills, with focus on management of 
change. 

(2) Did these 
Staff Ill: 

changes 
Staff 112: 

factor. 

purposes change in any significant way? 
methodology, yes; purposes, no. There were 

in priority. 
no, except that NIC introduced a "happiness" 

Criminal justice: as the Institute progressed, achievement 
of increase in \<nowledge of the system and managerial 
skills seemed to decline, and the other purpose seemed 
quite remote. 
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Management: primary change was in input by the partici
pants; emphasis on management and organization 
development was reduced and input on the system was 
increased. 

Participant observ'7-r: from his perspective, no. 

(3) Did the progr~~ serve any purposes not contemplated by the 
planners? 
Staff #1: stressed participant purposes unforeseen by 

the planners. 
Staff 112: not really, but they may have been served in 

different ways than were planned. 
Criminal justice: no 
Management: no. Most of the actual purposes served were 

anticipated in the planning. 
Participant observer: no 

(4) What was the reasoning involved in dividing the program into 
three phases? 
Staff #1: thinks he recalls that a three-week program did 

not provide a good basis for testing the model. First a 
recap week was proposed; then, it was proposed that an 
interim work project could have a number of sizeable 
payoffs. 

Staff 112: the first was to be the "content" phase; the other 
two would serve primarily as evaluation techniques. 

Criminal justice: breaking for a work project and coming 
together for a refresher week would consolidate any 
achievements; he though tit worked unexpectedly ·well. 

Management: spelled out in the original proposal. 
Participant observer: thought purpose was to highlight 

each of the three components. They. were not to be "phases," 
but intertwined, melded pieces. ," 
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1. Relationships 

The National Institute of Corrections was still only a drawing board 

reality when Phase I of the Chicago Institute began. NIC depended on Law 

Enforcement Assistance Administration funds and did not have a permanent 

director. NIC's acting director had resigned and its advisory committee 

offered less than a consensus as to its focus. NIC was a creation of both 

LEAA and the Bureau of Prisons. 

The parentage of the Chicago institute and the relationship of its 

staff to LEAA and NIC staff was difficult to sort out at first. 

The Illinois Law Enforcement Comrnissio';l (the state planning agency) 

was unsure of its responsibilities in passing on the Chicago Institute 

proposal and in subsequently monitoring the project grant. 

The Chicago Institute coordinator was accustomed to administering 

federal grants in which, once the grant was awarded, monitoring from Washington 

was largely fiscal in nature with an occasional check on the fulfillment of 

grant conditions. NIC's staff assumed an advisory relationship to the 

conduct of the program, a relationship which, although not unheard of, was 

unanticipated by the Chicago Institute staff. 

It is recommended that information supplementing any NIC request for 

proposal describe the relationship 

a~ of NIC and LEAA to funded projectp 

b. NIC's staff desires to have with the project director 

during and concerning the condur.t of the project, and, 

c. of the state p;Lanning age.ncy to NIC fup.ded projects. 
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2. An Educational Plan 

NIC's advisory committee has suggested tha~ NIC should seek to have 

a substantial influence on the professionalization,of corrections personnel, 

from those in the most senior policy making roles to those who train first 

line supervisors. 

The translation of such high purpose into concrete programs is most 

I 

safely based on the development of an over arching educational plan. When an 

ongoing system such as NIC selects temporary educational systems, it is 

choosing strategies. The more related these strategies are to one another, 

as by an overall design, the stronger and more coherent their impact will be 

on the field. Essential steps in the development and administration of such 

a plan follow: 

a. Articulation of assumptions regarding educational needs. To 

what extent can generic skill needs be identified, greater 

management sophistication for example? Is there a need to 

disseminate correctional concepts related to improvement or 

change in criminal justice programs and/or structures. 

b. Testing the as~mmptions against data gathered regarding actual 

performance. . 
c. Comparison of actual performance data ~ith established or 

desired standards of performance. 

d. Description of gaps between actual and desired performance 

e. Judgment that particular gaps can or cannot be closed through 

educa tional programs. An analys1' s of th f . e causes 0 deficient 

performance is necessa~·. 

f. 

g. 

h. 
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Where there are serious disincentives to adequate 

perf.ormance or where appropr1' ate l' nce t' , v n 1ves are m1ssing, 

performance is unlikely to be affected by education or 

training, unless raising the level of frustration is 

considered desirable. Where such causes are found, NIC 

will hardly have wasted its time. It will have dis-

covered new educational needs in unanticipated places and 

the solving of these needs will be highly beneficial. 

Such discoveries might lead to a series of problem solving 

workshops. 

Where the deficient performance can be identified as 

primarily caused by a lack of information and/or skills, 

an educational program may be quite promising for those 

whose performance is in question. 

Issuance of requests for proposals soliciting educational 

programs precisely aimed at closing or eliminating gaps 

between desired and actual performance or pro~lem solving 

workshops aimed at creating incentives or removing ~is

incentives to desired performance. 

Development of criteria for selection of program or work

shop participants. 

Briefing selected program directors on the ways in which 

their programs or workshops fit into the overarching 

educational plan. 
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i. Linkage of information gathering process desired in each 

temporary system selected to the surfacing of as yet un

identified educabional needs as well as to NIC's other 

functions: the development of an information clearing house. 

the identification of promising leadership, etc. 

There are a number of other models which might be considered in 

developing an overarching educational plan for NIC and the above only 

sketchily illustrates one such model. The following might be of further 

assistance: Innovation in Education, ed. by Matthew B. Miles (New York: 

Columbia University Teachers College Press, 1971), and Cyril O. Houle, 

The Design of Education (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, Inc., 1972). 

SYSTEMS IMPACT EV.ALUATION 

Myron Block 
Systems Impact Consultant 
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A primary focus of the evaluation component of the Summer Institute 

has been to determine the extent to which meaningful changes in the par-

ticipants have occurred as a result of their exposure to this experience. 

The terms internal and external criteria are used to distinguish two 

separate types of training eff.ects. The various dimensions and information 

included under internal criteria relate to the issue of the changes in 

participants which developed during the summer program. Questions related 

to this area would include: What have the participants learned? Did they 

behave differently toward the e.nd of the institute as the result of some 

skill' acquisitions? And, how satisfied were these executives with their 

experience? 

The objective of the evaluation component presented in this section 

presupposes some degree of program success as measured by these internal 

criteria and directs itself toward the problem of determining whether any 

of the learning acquired during the Summer Institute has been transferred 

back to the organizations which the 40 odd participants have represented 

and reflected both in the way they behave on the job and the way in Hhich 

their operations function. The time span required for the investigation of 

these external criteria is necessarily long range to insure. that only rel-

atively permanent changes in job behavior and in the organizational func-

tioning are reflected in the data collected as part of this systems impact 

component of the Summer Institute. 

Ascertaining the extent to which traj,.ning has an organizational impact 

is by no means a trivial pursuit. The int\~I~t of the Summer Institute is to 

produce improvements in a nUlllber of areas within corrections, not simply to 

further the personal knowledge of the already highly educated institute 
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participants. Enough experience exists in the field of training to suggest 

that the desired and anticipated organizational'applicatiol1\ of skills ac

quired during training is no automatic occurrence. Revievls by Campbell, et 

a1. (1970), Miner (1965), and Dunnette and Campbell (1968) all concur that 

the expected retention and job related utilization of the skills and tech-

niques produced through either institutional or residential training pro-

grams have not been substantiated. The need to consider the issue of exter-

nal criteria as an integral part of any serious effort to evaluate a train-

ing institute was demonstrated strongly by Fleishman (1953) who discovered 

in his evaluation that a well established training institute failed to pro-

duce any sort of permanent change in either the attitudes or behavior of the 

participants despite the fact that questions administered directly following 

the program had indicated that the objectives of the curriculum were ful-

filled and tremendous learning had taken place. The program had been suc-

cess fully communicated to the participants but never applied within the 

organization. A related concern discussed by Mosel (1958) and DUl1can (1972) 

is that many systems do not support the expression of the attitudes and 

skills which are taught ill the programs to which they have sent executives. 

In such cases, participation in the institutes is both a waste of money for 

the organization and an emotionally frustrating experience for the person who 

is sent. 

Therefore, this evalt:iation component concentrates on two fundamental 

questions pertaining to the systems impact of the Summer Institute: (1) 

what has been the effect of the training upon the job behavior of the par-

ticipants and the organizational characteristics of the systems they rep-

resent, and (2) how can the institutional approach to training within cor-

V.· =.J 
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rections be llIlodified in the future to better meet the needs of the executives 

within the criminal justice system and the agencies or imn:itutions they 

represent. 

A. Change~ in Job Behavior 

·One objective of the Summer J,nstitute was that the participants might 

improve the performance of certain aspects of their organizational roles as 

a consequence of their experience. A "Work Behavior Profile" was designed 

by the systems impact consultant in order to determine the extent to which 

changes in job related behavior occurred along expected dimensions. (Copy 

of the profile present in the appendi~.) The profile was composed of 38 

questions relating to the follow·ing six dimensions: 

1. Program Development 

2. Training and De.velopment of Staff 

3. Evaluation and ?-esearch 

4. Communications 

5. Leadership Behavior 

6. Group Decision Making 

The questionnaire was administered to all participants at the begin-

ning of the Summer Institute to discover how they typically behaved prior to· 

training, and was subsequently readministered through the mail six months 

following the three week program to learn if any systematic changes of a rel

atively permanent nature have occurred. Since the participants can not be 

objective about themselves and could possibly b~ unawar.e of any changes tly:y 

have made, responses to the questionnaire were also sDlicited from selected 

staff members of each participant at the six month intervals. Thus, informa-

--------- --.~--.-
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tion on the behavior change of the participants was collected from two sep"" 

arate s.ources, members of the Institute and their subordinates. Table 1 

indicat,,\9 the per cent change in behavior reported by both participants and 

subordinates. Change is dete~ined by comparing the responses made at the 

beginning of the Institute with responses made to the ~ame questions six 

months later. 

A positive ch.ange means that the behavior changed in the direction 

intended by the program. A negative change means that behavior has actually 

been modified in ways opposite those desired and anticipated by the staff 

of the Institute. The dimensions and questions were developed on the basis 

of objectives and information provided by the staff. The terminology to be 

used in this report will be as follows: 

over 10% high change 

5 to 10% moderate change 

3 to 5% low change 

The information in Table 1 indicates that the Institute has very 

definitely produced constructive change in the job behavior of its partici-

pants. Particularly interesting is the fact that the subordinates were even 

more aware of the change than the participants themselves. Since the sub-

ordinate questionnaires were returned directly to the systems impact con-

su1tant and complete confidentiality was assured, there is no reason to 

question the reliability of these responses. In the Case of subordinates;. 

they reported the greatest change in the area of "communications," in par-

ticu1ar in the tendency and ability ~f the participants to communicate wLth 

othe,r colleagues in other states, a finding which is not surprising con

sidering the excellent contacts developed during the Institute, and commun-
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Table 1.--Per Cent Change in Job Related Behavior of Institute Participants 

Item Participant Subordinate 
Reported Reported 

-.-------------~-----=-=::.::.:.:--==--

I. Program Development •••••••••••••• 6.2 7.0 

II. Training and Development 
of Staff .... ~ ............... .. ,_ . 5.7 6.1 

III. Communications 

1. With Colleagues in Other 
States ••••••••••••••••••••••• 3.8 13.9 

2. With SupC':riors •• D •••••••••••• -1.5 5.8 

3. With Subordinates •••••••••••• 5.2 12.4 

4. With Other Components in 
the C. J. S •••••••••••••••••• .5 8.9 

5. Total •••••••••••••••••••••••• 1.2 9.6 

IV. Evaluation and Research •••••••••• 3.1 5.4 

V. Leadership ... ., ................ ~ .. . 3.0 7.5 

VI. Decision Making .....••........... 6.0 3.0 
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ications with subordinates, a dimension the subordinates should be quite 

knowledgeable about. 

Moderate change was reported by the subordinates on the other five 

dimensions of work behavior with "leadership" and "program development" 

rank:Lng second and third. The staff of the participants have perceived a 

consistently favorable change in the behavior of their bosses in all areas 

emphasized by the training; a very interesting discovery. While most of 

the participan.t responses were also in the expected direction, they have 

indicated that these changes are primarily low or moderate in degree, with 

the greatest improvements reported in the areas of "program development," 

"decision making," and the "training and development of staff." Although 

there are inconsistencies between the responses of the participants and 

their subordinates concerning the extent of change and the specific dimen-

sions which were most favorably affected, this is not unexpected. The two 

groups of respondents view the behavior of the participants from different 

peTspectives and possess differetlt priorities concerning his activities. 

The crucial finding is that agreement does exist that behavioral change has 

occurred and that it has developed along multiple dimensions, not just a 

few. 

An analysis of the responses to the 38 items which comprise the six 

general factors provides further insight into the extent to which the Summer 

Institute produced behavio'ral change in the work role of the participants. 

The subordinates reported that high or moderate change in behavior occur-

red on 71% of the questionnaire items. High change (over 10% improvement) 

was indicated by them on the follmving specific items: 

---',:" - -- -----_.-
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1. Effectiveness in developing programs 12.5% 

9. Frequency of communication with 

colleagues based in other states 15.8% 

10. Usefulness of these communications 12.2% 

13. Frequency of communications with 

subordinates 12.4% 

15. Frequency of communications with 

representatives of other criminal 

justice system components performing 

different services 10.1% 

30. Regularly provides staff with £eed-

back on their job performance as it 

relates to established objectives 19.5% 

These particular items and those on which moderate change is indi-

cated by participant staff members reflects their pfxception that partir.

ipant behavior has had widespread improvement over the si~ months i~~e-

diately following the Summer Institute. 

The responses of the participants themselves to the specific items 

are, as in the case of the general factors" generally perceived as chang

inn in a positive direction~ but to a lesser extent than indicated by their 

subordinates. High or moderate change in behavior was indicated on 42% of 

the items answered by the pa:rt:i.cipants themselves. High change (over 10% 

~improvement)'was reported on the following specific items: 
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1. Relevance and usefulness of programs 

developed 11.9% 

9. Frequency of Communications with 

Qolleagues in other states 10.7% 

19. Collection of research and evalua-

tion data pertaining to functional 

responsibilit;i.es 15.0% 

26. Maintains close control over activ-

Hies of staff 10.7% 

36. Encourage:; participation by total 

group in decision making 12.2% 

The implication of these findings is that the Summer Institute has 

proven favorable on external criteria as far as its ability to effect some-

what permanent changes in the job related behavior of its participants. 

Both the participants and their staff members have indicated that consider-

able improvement in behavior has occurred in several areas and that moderate 

change in behavior has occurred for many items r~lating to the six job 

factors focused on by the Summer Institute. 

Table 2 also provides the Mean score of all the respondents to the 

first questionnaire administration. Since the follow-up questionnaire was 

not returned by all those informants initially involved, a comparison of 

this total Mean w:tth the initial Mean of those individ.uals for whom both 

time period questionnaires were received is presented. This comparison. re-

veals that the sample was 80 similar to the responses of the total group 

of participants and of subordinates that little concern should be given to 

. .... '.- ,~~~ ..,,~,~~"- """- ,. 
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Table 2.--Responses to Specific Items on the Work Behavior Profile 

Participants Subordinates 

Total % Total % 
M M M Change M M M Change -1 2 1 2 

I. Q 1 5.0 4.9 5.1 4.5 5.7 5.3 5.9 12.5 
2 5.1 5.1 5.4 7.7 5.6 5.5 5.7 4.1 
3 4.1 4.0 3.9 - 2.8 4.9 4.8 5.0 4.1 
4 5.3 5.1 5.6 8.7 5.4 5.3 5.7 8.0 
5 5.3 5.1 5.6 11.0 5.9 5.8 6.1 6.4 

II. 6 6.1 5.6 5.6 6.0 6.0 6.4 6.6 
i 4.8 4.7 5.2 9.4 5.3 5.4 5.7 5.7 
8 4.8 4.8 5.2 8.1 5.4 5.4 5.8 6.0 

III. A 9 3.2 3.1 3.4 10.7 4.3 4.2 4.8 15.8 
10 3.9 4.1 4.1 - 1.4 4.6 4.6 5.2 12.2 

B 11 5.8 5.6 5.5 .- 1.0 5.9 5.4 5.7 7.1 
12 5.8 5.8 5.7 - 1.9 5.8 5.8 6.1 4.7 

r 13 6.0 6.4 6.7 5.2 v 5.6 5.5 6.2 12.4 
14 5.9 5.9 

D 15 5.0 4.9 4.9 - 1.1 5.2 5.6 6.1 10.1 
16 5.2 5.4 . 5.5 2.1 5.4 5.4 5.8 7.6 

E 17 5.7 5.7 5.7 5.8 5.4 6.0 8.7 
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IV. 

V. 

VI. 

Total 
M 

18 5.4 
19 4.2 
20 5.3 

21 6.3 
22 5.8 
23 5.8 
24 6.2 
25 6.0 
26 4.4 
27 5.7 
28 5.7 
29 5.2 
30 4.8 

31 5.3 
32 5.5 
33 5.3 
34 3.1 
35 4.7 
36 5.2 
37 5.2 
38 5.4 
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Table 2.--Continued 

Participants 

% 
M M Chan8e 
-1 2 
5.3 5.1 -3.2 
4.1 4.'7 15.0 
4.9 5.0 1.1 

6.1 6.1 - .9 
5.7 5.9 3.9 
5.8 6.0 3.8 
6.1 6.6 3.6 
5.8 5.9 1.9 
4.2 4.6 10.7 
5.8 6.2 5.7 
5.8 5.8 
5.4 5.3 -3.1 
4.6 4.8 6.0 

5.1 5.4 7.7 
5.3 5.7 8.4 
5.3 5.4 2.1 
2.7 2.7 
4.6 4.2 +8.5 
5.0 5.6 12.2 
5.0 5.2 4.4 
5.3 5.6 5.2 

Sub ordina tes 

Total % 
M M M Change 

-2 1 
5.5 5.5 5.8 6.0 
5.3 5.3 5.6 6.5 
5.3 5.4 5.6 3.7 

6.2 6.2 6.3 2.0 
5.8 5.6 6.0 6.2 
5.8 5.6 5.9 6.3 
5.9 5.8 6.2 6.9 
5.9 5.7 6.1 6.2 
4.9 4.9 5.9 12.1 
5.7 5.8 6.0 5 .. 1 
5.8 5.7 6.0 4.2 
5.4 5.3 5.8 8.5 
4.8 4.7 5.6 19.5 

5.3 5.4 5.7 4.8 
5.3 5.2 5.5 5.6 
5.7 5.3 5.7 7.0 
2.7 2.9 2.7 +(6.5) 
4.4 4.3 4.6 - 7.3 
5.6 5.6 5.9 4.8 
5.5 5.3 5.5 5.5 
6.0 6.1 6.0 - (2.3) 
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the possibility that the responses of the sample which has been reported 

might be atypical. 

B. Reported Changes in the Organizational Characteristics of Par
ticipating Systems 

While an immediate objective of th.e Summer Institute was to change 

the work behavior of participating executives, the ultimate goal is to 

improve the functioning of the organizational systems they represent. 

Modifying an individual's job behavior is frequently attempted because of 

the consequences that a~e expected to follow within the organizations them-

selves. To assess whether the correctional systems have changed since last 

summer's program, a "Profile of Organizational Characteristics" question-

naire was distributed to all participants and their subordinates at the same 

time as the previously described "Work Behavior Profile." (A copy of the 

profile appears in the Appendix.) The instrument was developed by Likert 

(1967) and was adopted for use in this evaluation because of the apparent 

relevance of its eight factors for the objectives and content of the Summer 

Institute. The questionnaire consists of 51 separate items which make up 

the factors identified below: 

1. Leadership Process Used 

2. Character of Motivational Forces 

3. Character of Communication Process 

4. Character of Interaction-Influence Process 

5. Character of Decision Making Process 

6. Character of Goal Setting or Ordering 

7. Character of Control Process 

8. Performance Goals and Training 
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Questions relate to employee perceptions of the functioning of the 

organization as a whole, not of the behavior of particular focal persons 

within the system. As in the case of changes in job behavior, varia-

tiona in job characteristics were determined by comparing tbe replies of 

respondents made during the Summer Institute with the answers given to 

the identi.ca1 items 6 months following completion of the summer prograun. 

Table 3 presents the per cent change in organizational characteristics 

reported separately from participants and from their subordinates for the 

eight factors. 

The data relating to changes in Organizational Characteristics is 

very much like those reported from the Work Beha.vior Profile. Both par-

ticipants and subordinates reported consistently moderate changes in the 

organizational functioning of participant systems in the directions intended 

by the summer program. Participants indicated considerable improvement 

(13.4%) in the goal setting performance of the organization and moderate 

change on five other dimensions; communications (9.2% improved), control 

process (7.6% improved), decision making process (6.3% improved), nature of 

motivational forces (6.3% improved), and training and performance goals 

(6.2% improved). Thus, participants perceived their organizations as 

changed favorably on six of the eight dimensions measured by the profile. 

The. inference appears to be that the Institute has succeeded in effecting 

some changes ~"ithin the correctional systems that were involved. 

The feedback from the subordinates indicated. that while th.ey likewise 

detected improved organizational functioning on . f h 
s~x 0 t e eight factors 

measured, the extent of the change appeared le~s. Th 
~ ey reported moderate 
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Table 3.--Per Cent Change in Organizational Charccteristics of Participant 
Systems Reported for the Six Months Following the Summer Institute 

Item By Parti- By Subordi-
cipants nates 

I. Leadership ................... -3.7 8.1 

II. Motivational Forces .......... 6.3 8.0 

III. Communications ••••••••••••••• 9.2 l.9 

IV. Interaction •........•.••..•.. 2.4 -6.0 

V. Decision Making ....•.. iii •••••• 6.3 3.4 

VI. Goal Settirlg ...•. 8 ••• " ••••••• 13.4 5.8 

VII. Control .......••.•...•••..•.. 7,,6 4.5 

VIII. Perfolll1ance Goals and 
Training ................... 6.2 4.3 

~. 
tl 
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improvement for three organizational characteristics; leadership (8.1% 

improved), the nature of motivational forces (8.0% improved), and goal 

setting performance (5.8% improved) and low improvement for three other 

characteristics: control (4.5% nuproved), performance and training (4.3% 

improved), and decision making (3.4% improved). The dissimilarity 

between participants and subordinates concerning the perception of job 

factors seen as changing most drastically is not surprising considering 

that persons at different job levels within an organization have different 

responsibilities and priorities which make them differentially sensitive 

to changes that might occur. The fact that the participants reported more 

extensive change than did their subordinates was also consistent with ex-

pectations since they were more directly affected by the Institute and ~V'Ould 

also be more aware of any orgaDizational changes which may have subsequently 

developed since they may have either served as catalysts for the changes or 

been directly responsible for implementing them. 

Responses to the specific items which make up the questionnaire pro-

vide additional insights. (See Table 4.) The Mean scores are themselves 

enlightening. Likert has explained that the absolute scores on the profile 

reflect the type of managerial style most typically used within the organiza-

tion. The responses provided by the participants and their subordinates in-

dicate that while there remains much need for continued improvements, the 

managerial styles are quite progressive consid~ring the general exposure that 

most correctional executives have had to management techniques. Many of 

the systems are depicted as adopting principles of participative management, 

or at least utilizing and involving their human resources in a consultive 

fashion. Few of the systems were described as either autocratic or benev-
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Table 4.--Profile of Organizational Characteristics 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 

13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 

27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 

Total 
M 

13.8 
12.9 
13.4 

4.9 
7.3 

11. 7 
13.8 

8.0 
12.6 

8.0 
6.9 
7.2 

13.4 
14.5 
8.3 

13.6 
6.4 

13.7 
13.8 

7.2 
5.2 
9.1 

12.4 
6.8 
7.6 

13.1 

7.0 
6.6 

14.9 
11.8 
13.9 

7.9 

Mean Scores and Per Cent Change* 

Participants 

M 
1 

13.5 
11.9 
13.4 
4.6 
7.3 

11.8 
14.0 

7.9 
11.8 
8.1 
7.1 
7.1 

13.6 
14.1 

7.9 
14.2 

7.4 
14.3 
13.8 

6.1 
4.9 
8,9 

12.6 
6.9 
8.1 

12.9 

7.0 
5.9 

15.5 
12.5 
13.3 
8.3 

M 
-2 

14.4 
14.1 
14.6 

8.2 
9.9 

13.3 
14.5 

7.0 
12.8 

7.9 
7.1 
6.4 

14.1 
14.5 

7.6 
15.0 

5,.3 
15.3 
14.9 
6.6 
5.1 
7.3 

15.6 
6.9 
5.9 

13.1 

5.8 
6.1 

15.1 
12.1 
13.3 

7.1 

% 
Change 

6.9 
18.4 
9.3 

-77 .0 
-37.1 

12.7 
3.6 

11.1 
9.0 
2.3 

5.6 

6.8 
3.1 
4.7 
9.3 

29.4 
7.5 
8.1 
7.1 

-12.3 
17.6 
24.0 

.9 
26.3 
1.4 

:...7.9 
- 2.1 
- 3.0 
- 3.5 

14.3 

Total 
M 

14.5 
13.5 
13.9 

6.3 
7.0 

12.4 
14.4 

6.9 
13.0 
8.1 
6.7 
7.0 

13.6 
14.0 

7.9 
13.7 
6.3 

13.6 
13.8 

7.4 
6.5 
7.3 

14.7 
6.7 
6~4 

14.3 

5.7 
5.6 

15.2 
13.3 
13.0 

7.0 

Subordinates 

M 
1 

14.0 
13.2 
13.1 
6.5 
7.0 

12.3 
14.7 

7.5 
13.6 

8.2 
6.4 
7.1 

14.0 
14.5 

7.6 
13.6 
6.7 

13.0 
It}.l 
6.9 
6.0 
6.8 

15.0 
7.3 
7.1 

13.9 

6.0 
5.6 

14.8 
13.5 
12.9 

7.1 

M 
2 

13.2 
14.4 
14.8 
4.6 
5.9 

13.7 
14.8 

6.7 
13.2 
6.8 
5.2 
6.1 

14.3 
14.7 

8.1 
13.6 

6.4 
13.3 
14,[. 
6.4 
5.3 
8.8 

13.9 
5.9 
6.1 

13.5 

6.1 
6.8 

14.3 
12.8 
13.6 

8.9 

% 
Chang~ 

- 5~7 

9.4 
13.1 
26.4 
6.8 

10.9 
.4 

10.0 
- 2.6 

17 .2 
19.3 
14.2 

2.5 
2.0 

- 6.8 

4.6 
2.4 
1.5 
7.3 

11. 7 
-28.8 
- 6.7 

15.5 
13.2 

- 2.8 

- 1.9 
-22.1 
- 3.3 
- 4.8 

5.3 
-24.9 

, , 
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Table 4.--Continued olently paternalistic. While not directly related to the objectives of the 

= systems impact evaluation, this tangential analysis reveals that the major-, 

Mean Scores and Per Cent Change ity of the participating organizations within corrections are actually 

healthier on the eigh.t organizational factors meaS'ured than most business 
Participants Subordinates 

organizations. 

Total % Total % An analysis of respoI1ses made six months after tot;. summer program 
M M M Chan8e M M M Change 

1 2 1 2 indicates that participants detected a high. degree of change on 32% of the 
V. 33 11.0 11.3 11.6 2.2 9.5 9.5 10.2 7.5 

34 13.3 13.9 13.8 - .9 14.3 13.8 13.0 -5.9 
35 6.6 5.9 5.4 9.5 6.2 5.6 5.0 10.8 
36 11.9 12.6 13.9 10.1.~ 12.6 12.0 13.5 12.0 
37 7.0 7.1 6.4 8.8 7.2 7,,1 7.5 -5.7 
38 8.0 7.1 6.2 13.1 6.7 6.5 6.4 2.3 
39 M.8 14.7 15.4 5.0 14.3 14.0 14.7 5.0 
40 13.1 13.1 14.2 8.7 14.4 14.6 14.2 2.5 

51 items and at least moderate change (5% improvement or more) for 63% of 

all the items. The greatest degree of positive chauge was reported for the 

following items: 

Item Improvement 

% 
VI. 41 7.6 7.9 7.2 8.5 7.6 7.6 7.7 -1.2 

42 7.2 7.1 6.3 10.4 7.8 7.8 6.9 10.6 
43 11.5 10.9 12.2 18.9 12.1 11. 7 12.6 6.9 

2. Extent of subordinate trust and 

confidence superiors 18.4 

VII. 44 13.4 14.2 14.7 3.3 13.2 13.3 15,2 lif·7 45 6.3 6.4 6.8 -6.2 5.7 5.4 5.7 -5.5 46 11.6 11.1 12.4 11. 3 11.0 10.6 1l.8 11.1 47 12.8 12.2 13.4 10.3 13.8 13.7 13.5 -1.4 48 14.2 14.3 16.1 12.6 15.1 14.9 14.9 

6. Effective tapping of underlying mot1.ves 12.7 

8. Development of favorable attitudes 

toward the organization 11.1 

17. Subordinate acceptance. of communications 29.4 
VIII. 49 8.5 8.6 8.1 5.1 8.2 B.O 7.6 5.0 50 12.3 12.4 13.3 6.5 10.4 10.7 10.9 1.4 51 12.7 11.5 10.7 6.5 11.4 10.5 9.7 6.9 

22. Need for supplementary upward communica·-

tions system 17.6 

*Note: The per cent change presented as positive for those items 
where the :hange was in the expected direction. Since the 
scale had ~tem reversals, a reduction in the Mean score rep-
resented a positive change. for certain items. 

23. Adequacy and accuracy of sideward 

communications! 24.0 

25. Superiors understand problems faced 

by subordinates 26.3 

26. Extensive, friendly interaction with 

trust 17.9 
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Item (continued) Improvement 

% 

32. Effective structure for inflU€!Ucing 

other parts of the organization 14.3 

36. Technical and professional knmyledge 

used in decision making 10.4 

38. Decision process facilitates motiva~ 

tion to implement 13.1 

42. Different hierarchical levels strive 

for high performance goals 10.4 

43. Goals fully accepted 18.9 

46. Review and control done at all or-

ganizational levels 11.3 

47. Informal organization supports goals of 

the formal organization 10.3 

48. Control data used for guidance rather 

than punitive policing 12.6 

Responses to these and other items indicate that the participants 

have experienced considerable change in the organ.izations during the six 

months following the Summer Institute with the greatest impact in the areas 

of communications, interpersonal relations and trust, concern with and 

quality of goals, and the quality of the decision process. 

\\111ile the subordina.tes had not perceived as much change within these 

organizations, they did Qort a high degree of change on 28% of the items 

and at least a moderate degree of change for 45% of the 51 items 

---------------__ ri:: _._ 
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administered in the profile. Those areas of the organization which were 

seen by subordinates as improving the most are fl re ected in the items. 

Item 

3. Superiors display supportive behavior 

toward others 

4. Subordinates feel free to discuss 

important things about their jobs 

with superior 

6. Underlying motives tapped 

8. Development of f.;tvorable attitudes 

toward the organization. 

10. Each member feels respcn~ibility for 

Improvement 

% 

l3.l 

26.4 

10.9 

10.0 

the achievement of organizations goals 17.2 

11. Favorable, cooperative attitudes toward 

other members of the organization 

12. Much satisfaction derived throughout 

the organization 

21. Upward communications 

24. Friendlin.ess between superiors and 

subordinates 

25. Superiors understand problems. faced by 

subordinetes 

35. Decision makers aware of problems of 

others in organization 

36. Technical and professional knowledge 

used in decision making 

19.3 

14.2 

11. 7 

15.5 

l3.2 

10.8 

12.0 
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It~(continued) Improvement 

% 

42. Different hierarchical levels strive 

for high performance goals 10.6 

44. Concern for performance and control 

throughout the organizations 14.7 

46. Re.view and control done at all 

organizational levels 11.1 

These maj or changes indicate that the subordj.nates find their or-

ganizations more supportive and better in communications while the 

employees are seen as having better attitudes toward the system, greater 

commitment to its goals, and are in general more satisfied. 

The first two sections of this systems impact evaluation have 3ub-

stantiated the fact that rather consistent improvements occurred in both 

the behavior of the participants and the functioning of the organizations 

they belong to. One limitation in interpretation is that the information 

merely indicates what changes developed, on the average, during the six 

months following the Summer Institute. Mean scores are simply measures 

of central tendency, they provide no insight into the nature of the under-

lying distribution. If the Mean scores were from bell shaped distributions, 

a conclusion would be that most participants found themselves and their 

organizations moderately changed since last su.mmer. An alternative pos

sibility could be that the Mean scores reflect a widely varying bimodal 

distribution such that the moderate Means are actually the consequence of 

two separate trends, one group of participants who were very strongly 

affected by the Institute and a second group which remained unaltered. 

ir 
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Since it would be very ugeful to know whether the initial findings are due 

to moderate improvements uniformly affecting most participants or some 

dichotomy with certain persons benefiting far more than others, the next 

two sections will describe methods by which information was collected to 

provide answers to these questions. 

C. A Comparison of Organizational Systems, 

One approach has been to investigate whether persons from different 

types of correctional organizations differentially benefited from the 

Summer Institute. In particular, comparisons were made between persons 

belonging to systems providing adult servic·;;'5 and those concentrating on 

juvenile services. A second comparison focused on whether the primary 

function was institutional, parole, or community services. One further 

analysis determ.ined whether the locus of the participatory agencies, city, 

state, or countY,had any bearing upon the extent to which changes developed. 

Table 5 summarizes separately the extent to which participants and 

their subordinates from both adult and juvenile oriented organizations re-

ported change in work behavior and in organizational characteristics. The 

data indicate that subordinates in both adult and juvenile services reprrt 

moderate and rather equal degree of change on both dimensions; work be-

. . I h t' t~cs For the participants, however, havior and organ1zat10na c arac er1S ~ • 

while both types pe~ceived moderate change in the characteristics of their 

organizatipns, those representing adult systems did not feel they changed 

to any appreciable extent whereas juvenile oriented participants felt that 

they had experienced a moderate degree of change. Although the other re

sponses indicate that changes in behavior were perceived by their subordin-
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Table 5.--Comparison of Changes for Participants Engaged in Adult Versus 
Juvenile Services 

Item 

I. Program Development •• 
II. Training and Devel-

opment of Staff •••• 
III. Communications ••••••• 

IV. Evaluations and Re-
search ............. 

V. Leadership 
VI. Group Decision Making 

Overall ••••••••• 

Item 

I. Leadership ••••••••••• 
II. Motivational Forces •• 

III. Communications ••••••• 
IV. Interaction •••••••••• 
V. Decision Making •••••• 

VI. Goal Setting ••••••••• 
VII. Control Process •••••• 

VIII. Perfo1:ll1ance and 
Training ••••••••••• 

Overall •••••••• 

Extent of Change in Work Behavior 

Participants 

Adult Juvenile 

3.4 11.6 

.5 12.1 
-4.7 6.8 

4.0 4.3 
2.1 4.2 
3.2 3.0 

.85 6.1 

Subordinates 

Adult 

7.6 

8.0 
12.7 

4.8 
8.4 
1.8 

6.9 

Juvenile 

5.0 

1.9 
8.3 

6.6 
7.2 
-.2 

5.2 

Extent of Change in Organizational 
Characteristics 

Participants 

Adult Juvenile 

-8.7 4:4 
10.3 -5.0 
8.2 7.8 
6.8 -.2 
5.7 3.9 

10.0 18.1 
3.0 10.7 

4.3 6.1 

5.6 l;·.8 

Subordinates 

Adult 

1.9 
22.2 
-6.3 
21.2 
2.6 

14.4 
9.6 

9.6 

6.3 

Juvenile 

16.0 
15.7 

3.2 
4.6 
3.3 

16.5 
12.6 

2.9 

7.9 
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ates and changes occurred in the organizations themselves, the adult par-

ticipants were apparently unaware of their changing roles. The evidence 

suggests that both types of participants benefited sufficiently to 

justify representat:ton in any future Institutes, but that special attention 

should be directed toward assisting those from aQu1t systems to be 

conscious of possible behavior changes and their organizational conse-
.. 

quences. Particularly interesting is that the participants felt they had 

changed very little in communications, program development, training and 

development, and leadership while their subordinates reported that much 

change had occurred. 

A comparison of participants on the basis of involvement in either 

institutional, paL'ole, or community related f1lnctions indicates that some 

differential impact has occurred. Participants of institutional systems 

benefited the most of the three types of organizations. Both the parti-

cipants and subordinates from institutions reported moderate or better 

change on 67% of the work behavior dimensions. Participants reported that 

the organization also changed on 63% of the 8 factors and subordinates 

claimed changes for 88% of the factors. Representatives of parole systems 

also reported considerable change, although to a lesser degree than did the 

institutional types. Participants and their subordinates report moderate 

or better. improvements on half the work behavior dimensions and more than 

half (63 and 75 per cent) of the organizational characteristics. Com-

munity service participants, however, appear to be relatively unaffected 

on many of the dimensions measured. Relative to the institutional and 

parole related participant9, the effects were quite small and suggest either 

that executives involved in community activities within corrections be 
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excluded from any future Institutes or else that the curriculum be modified 

so as to be more meaningful for these pa.rticular types. (Table 6) 

An analysis of systems impact on the basis of state, city, or 

county affiliation of participants also reveals that the Institute had 

differential effects. The summer program proved very effective as a means 

of changing the behavior of the city based participants (participants 

report moderate or better improvements on 66% of work behavior dimensions, 

subordinates on 88%). While state based parti.cipants did less well, 

participants did feel they changed at least moderately for 50% of the 

categories and their subordinates perceived such improvements on 66% of 

the 6 dimensions. In comparison county affiliated participants reported 

significant change on only one dimension, evaluation and research, and 

their subordinates perceived no improvements at all. City based par-

ticipants experienced substantial improvements (over 10%) in program de-

velopment, communications, and evaluation and research and their staff felt 

that their leadership and their training and development activities also 

improved m_re than 10%. (Table 7) The implication is again that any further 

Institutes must either select more discriminately in the future by screen-

ing out county affiliated persons from the potential participants or else 

modify the program so that it becomes more relevant or at least more 

effective in achieving i~s objectives. 

In the context of perceived changes in organizational systems, all 

three types were seen by both participants and subordinates as changing 

moderately subsequent to the convening of the Summer Institute. 

These three special analyses which disti~gui~hed between systems 

have indicated that the Summer Institute was differentially effective in 
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Table 6.--Comparison of Changes for Participants Involved in Inst:':"utional, 
Parole, and Community Services 

Extent of Change in Work Behavior 

Item 
Participants Subordinates 

Ins ti tu- Parole Commu- Institu- Parole tional nity tional 

I. Program Development •• 4.8 17.4 - .9 4.1 7.5 
II. Training and Devel-

opment of Staff. ••• 12.5 6.2 -2.8 6.5 2.2 
III. Communications ••••••• 8.3 -6.5 -0.6 11. 7 6.1 

IV. Evaluations and Re-
search ... co ••••••••• 2.8 8.7 3.1 9.3 -3.2 

V. Leadership ••••••••••• 7.7 -1.3 2.6 6.3 6.4 
VI. Group Decision Making 7.6 -2.2 1.1 4.1 -3.1 

Overall ••••••••• 7.4 1.4 .73 6.9 5.5 

Extent of Change in Organizational 
Characteristics 

Item 
Participants Subordinates 

!nstitu- Parole Commu- Institu- Parole 
tional nity tional 

I. Leadership ••••••••••• -1.2 7.7 -11.6 15.6 12.5 
II. Motivational Forces •• 4.4 .4 12.1 17 .1 24.9 

III. Communications ••••••• 11.8 10.5 5.2 3.9 1.1 
IV. Interaction •••••••••• 7.8 -1.2 .4 8.7 17.2 

V. Decision Making •••••• 10.1 10.8 - 2.0 8.1 3.4 
VI. Goal Setting ••••••••• 19.4 16.2 7.6 22.1 21.1 

VII. Control Proces~ •••••• 15.0 - .9 5.3 8.6 20.8 
VIII. Performance and 

Training ••••••••••• 3.8 12.9 3.8 6.7 21.3 

Overall •••••••• 8.9 7.3 2.0 9.7 11. 7 

Commu-
nity 

19.5 

18.2 
19.7 

19.9 
18.7 

2.9 

15.8 

Connnu-
nity 

10.4 
7.7 

.9 
4.2 
5.7 
3.6 
4.1 

-22.1 

1.3 
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Table 7.--Comparison of Chang~s for Participants on the Basis of Locus: State, 
City, County 

I. 
II. 

III. 
IV. 

V. 
VI. 

I. 
II. 

III. 
IV. 

V. 
VI. 

VII. 
VIII. 

Item 

Program Development •• 
Training and Devel-

opment of Staff •.•• 
Communications ••••••• 
Evaluations and Re-

search ............. 
Leadership ••••••••••• 
Group Decision Making 

Overall .•••••••• 

Item 

Leadership ••••••••••• 
Motivational Forcep •• 
Communications ••••••• 
Interaction •••••••••• 
Decision Making •••••• 
Goal Setting ••••••••• 
Control Process •••••• 
Performance and 

Training ....•...••• 

Overall ••••••••• 

State 

6.0 

6.5 
2.3 

-5.6 
3.1 
5.8 

3.5 

State 

-.9 
1.8 
8.4 
4.5 
1.6 
9.3 

10.5 

1.7 

5.7 

Extent of Change in Work Behavior 

Participants Subordinates 

City County State City 

13.3 - 2.6 3.8 18.8 

2.8 2.1 5.1 15.6 
17.1 -16.2 8.4 14.1 

24.4 12.5 8.8 10.4 
3.1 3.2 13.9 11.6 
6.1 - 6.0 3.3 4.6 

9.2 - 3.6 7.7 11.3 

Extent of Change in Organizational 
Characteristics 

Participants Subordinates 

City County State City 

-8.5 .7 14.3 2.0 
5.3 11.8 13.8 13.1 

13.6 2.8 -2.1 2.7 
2.8 2.7 9.4 -5.5 

13.5 13.8 2.9 3.7 
14.8 21.3 16.4 2.8 

.9 9.9 5.9 1.3 

14.6 6.7 5.2 11.0 

8.0 7.5 5.9 4.8 

County 

3.2 

2.6 
(4.4) 

4.2 
4.0 

(7.9) 

• 7 

County 

8.6 
27.9 
3.6 

22.7 
5.4 

22.9 
13.6 

2.2 

9.2 
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producing change but has succeeded in creating substantial improvements in 

both the behavior of the participants and the functioning of their 

organizational systems for the large majority of those who attended. 

D. Field Trips 

Personal visits to the job locations of a sample consisting of twenty 

per cent of the participants provided further insight concerning the extent 

and variability in systems impact which developed between organizations. 

Information was systematically acquired through interviews with the par-

ticipants and several members of their staffs. In addition to providing 

direct access to subordinates, the trips enabled the que.stioning of par-

ticipants within their natural environment where they might feel more 

comfortable about responding directly and forwardly. Responses made in 

interviews conducted at the training location would be more susceptible to 

biasing since there exists both the influence which develops from a strong 

awareness of how other participants feel and a greater need to say what 

they think is expected. 

A considerable portion of the visit was directed tOvTard the topic of 

the work projects. To some extent, it cpu1d be argued that a participant's 

degree of seriousness concerning the work projects is a sensitive indicator 

of his or her r.eaction to the Institute in general, and that the success 

of the work project reflects the quality of the learning and the supportive-

ness of the qrganization for that system. From this perspective, the 

differential fate of the work projects at the various locations was 

directly responsible for the initiation of some specially developed project. 
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(Of those 65% who reported on a project, roughly 54% were very effective, 

30% were moderately effective, and 16% were unsuccessful.) 

The unsuccessful programs all appeared to have been undermined by 

one major obstacle, lack of support from above. While othe~ parts of 

these systems, including both peers and subordinates, reacted favorably 

to the projects, it became clear that failures developed whenever superiors 

decided that the projects were inappropriate in either timing, expense, or 

objectives. It must be mentioned that in other instances, superiors also 

refused to lend support, but were willing to approve the projects under the 

stipulation that the participants would bear full responsibility should any 

complications or crises develop. It is very unfortuante that several 

bosses proved unsupportive for many of the ideas which developed out of 

the summer experience. ~1Lis feedback indicates that even more of an effort 

should be made during any future institutes to gain the involvement and 

commitment of the participants~ superiors for both the principles that are 

presented and the changes that are subsequently attempted. 

Roughly half of the participants visited had implemented projects which 

could be described as moderately successful or better. While a few pro-

l jects had actually been in the works prior to attendance at the Summer 

Institute, most were precipiated by the program itself and even those which 

had already begun were typically modified in both scope and method of 

iml?lementation as a cons~quence of the experiences during the three weeks. 

A general conclusion concerning the work projects is that they were 

responsible for producing a significant organi4ational change within the 

systems of approximately half the partir.ipants visited and that the nature 

of the changes were highly diverse, some focusing on improvements in the 
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internal operations of the organizations while others related to changes 

in the external functions or services that were provided. 

A second objective of the field interviews was to determine whether 

any other organizational changes had occurred since the summer which 

could be identified by the participants and their staff members. Most 

field trips indicated that some additional changes had bee.n detected in 

addition to the specific work project. Certain changes were particularly 

prevalent.. Improved and more frequent professional communications with 

correctional personnel in other states, generally with reference to the 

personal contacts made during the Institute, were reported from 87% of the 

sample. Many participants remarked that they actually considered the con- r 
tacts developed and the opportunity to discover how their operations com-

pared with the functioning of others in different locations to be the two 

most invaluable attributes of the whole Institute, those aspects which 

could not have been made available locally through some state or in house 

training arrangement. 

In nearly 40% of the field visits, subordinates indicated that 

their bosses (the participants) were more self confident and aggressive 

following the summer experience. The process of being selected as a par-

ticipant and having so many resources made available for their benefit has 

had the effect of communicating a feeling of importance to the par-

ticipants. The format of the Institute, with its focus on the ability of 

participants to be change agents and effect changes within their systems~ 

also contrj.buted to this feeling of self determinism. Given these fu'::.tors, 

t 
it is really not surprising that conffdence and aggressiveness have been 

unanticipated consequences of participation in the Summer Institute. Another 
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feeling showed by subordinates, no doubt largely influenced by the introduc-

tion of the work projects, is that their bosses have become more innovative. 

Participants' relationships with the~~ staffs were also quite 

favorably affected. Frequent references were made to the improved com-

munications with staff that had developed following the summer program. 

Subordinate respondents also felt they were being better utilized as re-

sources, that their morale has improved as a result of being treated dif-

ferently, and that group techniques were being more effectively employed 

within their departments in the planning of goals and making of decisions. 

The use of groups to increase the involvement of staff members and the 

quality of their contributions has been a direct consequence of favorable 

participant reaction to the group experiences they wr.!re exposed to 

throughout their training. Many participants fe1t,that if the approach 

had been effective for them, it could also have a. strong impact upon their 

staff members; and they were apparently quite correct. 

In addition to these systematic changes in behavior which were re-

ported during field interviews, particip~nts made constant mention of the 

cognitive improvements they had experienced. Most of those persons who 

attended the program report that they are now more knowledgeable, that they 

have acquired many new ideas, that they have developed a greater apprecia

tion for the need to change, that they know their staff members and bosses 

better as a result of activities which resulted from the program, and that 

they know more about themselves. The primary impression created from the 

field trip experiences has been that many changes have occurred within the 

systems as a result of the Summer Institu~e; some intended, some un-

intended, most favorable. While some persons and some systems have benefited 
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more than others, the overall conclusion appears to be that the Summer 

Institute has indeed produced some meaningful system changes, a conclu-

sion which both the participants and the systems impact consultant found 

surprising considering what appeared to be the intiial reactions to the 

experience. It seems that some participants in retrospect have dis-

covered much of value in the Institute which had been overlooked in their 

initial reactions to it. 

What should this systems impact information suggest about the 

utility of the Institute for Criminal Justice Executives as a concept? 

All of the participants interviewed recommended that the Institute be con-

tinued in future years. While they differed in what they perceived to be 

the quality of the program as it currently is designed (25% described it 

as the best program they have ever attended and 25% thought it was 

considerably less effective than others they had experienced), all felt 

that its present and potential value justified its being repeated. The 

changes that occurred in the job behavior of the participants and in the 

organization characteristics of the systems they belonged to reinforce 

this conclusion that the concept has been worthwhile. Significant impact 

within the organization appears to have developed as a consequence of the 

summer program. 

Participants made several suggestions which they felt would improve 

the effectiveness of any future institutes. The most prevalent recommenda-

tions were as follows: 
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1. Make better use of the participants as resour.'ce 

persons (this was done during the fourth week). 

2. Make more use of small groups to increase both 

the involvement of the participants and what 

they may learn. 

3. Allow for more frequent interaction between par-

ticipants along functional lines. 

4. Reduce the length of time that the participants 

must attend a session (three weeks too long to 

be away at one time). 

5. More careful screening so that participants are 

more homogeneous in their need for training. 

6. Spend some time on the problem of dlanging or 

getting the support of other parts oj: the criminal 

justice system. 

Other suggestions wlLich the field consultant recognized as a conse-

quence of the systems evaluation include: 

1. Spending more time involving the bosses of the participants 

and committing them to the objectives of the Institute. 

2. Eliminating certain types of participants, or more 

preferably, making the Institute meaningful for all 

of the diverse types who are included. 

3. Determining in advance the extent of previous training 

which potential participants have experienced and the 

nature of their additional needs in the area. 
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4. More emphasis on the development of participant 

ability to serve as change agents within their 

organizations. 

5. Eliminating those few participants who occupied lower 

levels than the majority and possessed fewer 

managerial responsibiliti.es. 

Such modifications should help to improve the effectiveness of 

the program and generate more favorable reactions from the participants. 

The first Institute has produced some significant systems changes and 

future ones could prove even more beneficial. 
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PROFILE OF ORGANIZATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS 

',' • 

Instructions I 
, 1 ariable (item), please place ~n ~ 

On the lines below each organizat~ona v , t h' ch 4n your eXt:>,' t:nce , 
, ) t th" po~n w ~ ,... - .. -

in the interval {between the hnes a -', ( now) Treat 8:h Hem 
describes your organization at the present tl.me n ~ to that at th\"tht~·. 
e.s a continuous variable from the extreme at one en , 

.-'- -'-' -or~~lUltlonal 
coriaMa 

1. Lclll!CrlIh/p processes 
used 
fl. Ex!ent tn which 

$U(lcriors h:wc con
fidcnce IInu tru~t 
In .'fUborJillalc.r 

b. Extent to which 
$U"ortlinat~~, In 
tum, IL:lvo con
fittenco nnu t.n.r.st 
In NpCt/ot3 

c, Extent to which 
IUpcriOrs dhplay 
supportive be
hovlor toward 
atlacn 

Have no confidcnco 
nnd trust in suhorui
nates 

Hnve conti('l;('Crldlng 
cOllfic1.'nl·e ;\fIcl trust, 
such 11S master h:lS in 

Sull~t:1ntI1111)lIt not 
t'OUlplett' t1lOficlen("C 
and trust: still \\ i,lIes 
to \;<'ep ~'Ontrul of de-

Clmplcte confidcnce 
01111 t~st In 011 mnt-
tctS 

sC\"V:1llt 

~~~~~~-LcW~'nnS~~LL~~1 
I Sull,t;lIItinl hut not Completo conlidenco 

r..J Hnve sllh~""ient con- d I-'-t I1a\'e no con.lucnce complete conuucnt"C an,~, 
. fidence nndlrust, and trust in SllpCrlOrs t... ~n·1 tms! 

~ . 
Disp)ay no supportive 

such as scrv:.nt 11= to M U 

m:L,ter 

Display suppurtlve 
bdmvior quite gt!n

er.!lIy 

Di.~pby suppprtive. 
behavior fully and In 

.Usit~tioru behllvior or virtually 
nooe 

Di'play supportive 
behavior in conc.le
sccndin~ JOanner 
lind situations only t , 

~~~~~i~-LJ-~~~~~'~'~~~ 

Subordinates feel 
completely free to 
discllss thin~s about 
the job with their 

Subordinntes fecI 
mther free to dl~cuss 
thin~s about the lob 
with their superior 

Subordinates do not 
feel very free to dis
cuss things about the 
job with their superior 

Subordinate~ do not 
£eel at all frec to dis
cuss things about the 
job ..... ith their 
superior 

d. Extent to which 
$Upcriors behave 
10 thaI suborui
paWs fcc) free to 
d15c:uss Important· 
things nboutthelr 
jobs with their Im
lIIedlnto superior 

. superior r 

3. Ellent to which 
II'Uinculalc superior 
In solving job 
p.!oblcm, r,cnerdly 
.nrol to gct sub
onllnates' Ideas 
and opinions and 
snalce COI'L~tructivlj 
os:: of them 

I. Charncter of motiva
tlonD I forces 
II. UDderlying motives 

tapped 

b. ~f':In/lcr in which 
mut/vcs are uscu 

i 
, Always gets Ideas aod 
i opinions nnc.lnlways 
. tries to make con-
~ structlve usc of them 

J 

Physicnt security, 
economic nceds, and 
lOme usc of the de
IIro for IlntU5 

....... 
FI!ar, t1lr(':aI.~. pUllhh
men t, ;IOU OCC3Sir>1\al 
rew:m,U 

I 

Usually gets Ideas 
and opininns and usu
ally lrics to make 
constructive usc of 
them 

£conom!::: necOs nnd 
modernte usc of cgo 
motives, e.g., desire 
for status, amliation, 
and achIevement 

n"wunls anu some 
uctuulur l'0knti.11 
punil;hml'nt 

Sometimes gets Ideas 
and opinions of sub
ordinates in solving 
job problems 

EconomIc needs nnd 
consldernble use of 
cg'o :JOd .other major 
motives, e.g., desire 
for new experiences 

new:",I" o~'t~,,'onal 
puubhu"'lIt, ami 
som" invulvrment 

Seldom gets ideas 
:mu opinions of sub
ordin:ltcs in solving 
job problems 

Full use of economic, 
ego, :lOd other major 
motives, as, for exnm
pIe, motivation.ll 
forces nrisin~ from 
greup gO:l1s -

I 

El'UlUmlic rcwaf.1·. 
II:L ... ·cl nn rolOl" ,,'3, 
tiun ~y,tc'm uC'wl"ped 
thruu,.;h p.ortidp .• hun; 
grnuJlp:lrtidl'.cliun 
ant.! iuvolwml'ut in 
settin/-: 1~ ... ls, illIl'tUV. 
fl1J:: mcthcKI~, al'l'r~is
ln~ I'lOl-:rc,s tow.ml 
goals, (·tc. 

I , 

1 

z 

3 

7 
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'1:1 . Klnu. IIf allitnc'~5 
clrvclnped tOWJrd 
org3nv~t1ioll anu 
Us !;O~1I 

tl. Extent to which 
Dlot/Yllt/onal for~ 
connlct with or re
Inforce one another 

Allitudef arc ~tro"):ly 
favlllahle ·nnel pro
viue powerful.,timn
latlnn tn "ch~villr 
Impft'm,'nlin~ urg:lIIl
r.allon'. gu.,1s 

~farkcd ('Orcnicl of 
forCl.'S suo,t.lntiaily 
rcducing thUle mo
tivatioual fnrces leau
IIIJ:: to behavior in 
IUpporl of the or
gani7.ation's go~ls 

J I , 1 

AltillllJ,·s IIslIally are 
favur.II,I" ami SIIP
port IJclmvioc imple
lIIelll ill/: urgalli,,:t
li(Jn'~ /:ClaLt 

Confiict often exists; 
oe<::lsionnlly forces 
will rciuf.lrce cach 
othcr, at least par
tially 

AtlituUt·s arc ~Imc
times hll,tlle nllli 
~'t11l1ler 'II Off.:.Uli7.l
tion', /-:r~lls anu are 
1{,mt.·!iIlU·S fn\,lIr.llIl<: 
tn tho nr~'\III~'lt inn's 
J:'l:ll'l and "upl'mt the 
bch:<\'ior ncce:<.'I.'lry to 
achieve them 

Some conniet, but 
often moth'alional 
forC<!S ..... iII minforL'C 
each other 

. ~.-- .... 
ft. Amounl uf rc

IpOnsluillty fclt by 
oach mrmber of 
org~nl7.l1tfon for 
Ichleving fjrganiza
lioo', goah 

,. Altitudes toward 
other members of 
the orga!i1!z.,t/on 

Personnel at alllr.vels 
feci rcal responsihility 
for organi7.ltion's 
g"al~ aud hehave in 
ways to 1m plemcllt 
them 

Favorahle, coopern
live attitudes through
out the organi7.ntion 
with mutual trust and 
confidence 

Subst~ntial propor
tion of personnel, 
especially at higher. 
Ic~vcl<, fepl r('<pon
sihilily :lnd generally 
behave in W:I)'s to 
achieve the organiz3-
tlon'. goals 

Cooprrative, reason
ablv fa\'orah!c alli
tuu'cs toward others 
in or~uni~.1Iion; may 
be some competition 
betw~'Cn peers with 
resulting )lOstility and 
IOmC condcsel.'n~ion 
~ward subordinates 

I 

Man:ll;erial personnel 
usually feel respon
sihility; rnnk nnu file 
usually frcl relatively 
little: re:;ponsibility 
for achieVing organ
wHon's goals 

Subservient nttHudes 
toward superiors; 
competition for status 
resulting in ho~lility 
fownrd peers; conue
scension toward sub
ordinates 

Altitude .• u,uaUy aro 
hn'tile ~n,1 cou11I,·c 
to 0~ani/.1Iion·s go.~1.s 

MotlvaUunnl furces 
gcnerally rciuforl'C 
each nthl·t in a sur.
stun'llal and cumula
tive nL:lnncr 

High levels of man
ngemc·nt fc~1 rc'pon
.~ihility: lower levels 
feel less; rank and llIe 
fed Ii II ,/! and often 
welcome opportunity 
10 beh:lve In ways to • 
defcat orgnnizatio:l's 
goals 

Subservient nttitudes 
towned superiors 
coupled with hosti)
ity; hostility toward 
peers anel contempt 
fur sunoruinates, dis
trust Is widespread 

I 

'~I ~~~~~~~~~~I 
,. Satisfaction de

rived 

3, Cha-;';clt.'~ 01 cammu
olcntlon proc~~. 
G. Amouilt of illtcr

Iction nnd com
munlC:ltion Ilimed 
II achlcving or
ganiution's ohlce
tlv~ 

b. Dircctlon of in
formation now 

c. Downward com
mun{carin.!1 

Relatively hl~h sntis
Cactinn throughout 
the organi7.ltion with 
regard tn memher-

\ .hip In the organi7.a
.Uon, supervision, and 
lone'. own achIeve
:lIleI1ls 

I 
Very little 

Downward 

'. " 

(I~ Where inltl- lIlitiafed at alllevcls 
lied 

Some dis.;atisf~ction 
to mudr:roltcly high 
snlbfaclion with re
gard 10 IOl'mbcrship 
in the or~nnizalion, 
supervbion, ami onc's 
own nt'llievements 

Little 

Mo~t1y downwarcl 

Pattcrned en com
muniNtion [rom top 
bUI with snme initia
tIve at lower levels 

Di.<satisfaction to 
moc.ler~tl! sati<faction 
with regnrc.l to mem
bership in the o;g~oi
z:Jtion, supl'rvision, 
and onc's own 
achIevements 

Quite. bit 

Down lind up 

Primilrily:lt top or 
p:lllcmeo un com
munication from top 

U~ually dissatisfac
tion with IIIl'mbership 
in the organiz:ltion, 
with ~upc",'ision, and 
with one's own· 
IIchlevements 

Much with both 
lndlviuu:ll~ nnd 
gtoll(l$ 

Down, up, nnu with 
p~"('n 

At top of or!:ani7.:l
tilln nr 10 implement 
tup oitcctivo 

I I ·r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

(2) F.d('nt tf,) I'rovitlc minimurn of 
which mpe- infunn.ctilln 
rlON willill!:ly 
_hare infurma-

(';1\''', '1Ilumlinates 
onlv infurm.llion 
'1I1~'riur [c·c·l, liley 
n,'t·c) 

Cive, infomcntion 
n.,'('c:" aOlI ~",wen 
lIIu,t rlu,:.'liun~ 

S .. ·k~ to f.:ivc sub
ordi,,;cl,·, all r,,',·v.lnt 
'1I(""lIalioll :11111 all 
IlIi .. nllatinn lI",y want 

tilln wil" ~u,,· 
oullO .• les r-~~~~~~J-~--~~--i--L--L--L __ L--L~L-J-~L-L-.I~~~ 

8 

9 

---, 

10 

11 

12 

13 

I.e 

15 

10 
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Ccnerally ::Icccptcd, 
but If nol, openly 
and cnntlitlly I}ucs
ti",U'u 

Often ilcCf'ptcd hut, 
if nllt. mny or m::ly 
not he openly I}ues
tI", ... , I . 
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Somt! acceplNl and 
lOme viewed wilh 
lu~picion 

Vit'w,-tl with srCol! 
JU~I)klon 

(3) l-:Xtcnt to 
which COm!

munlclltlons 
aro IICt'Cptcd 
by I .. horeli. 
~leJ 

tl. UpwlIrd commun'" 
cation 

I • 

'"---~.-- ....... -----...-... .,. _ .. _------
, .,' r .11 

--.... _._-- .. __ I 

(1) AtI!'l}ullCY oE 
upwaru com-
munlcatlon 
~llneor
lanlr.ltlon 

(2) Sllhordin~tcs' 
led/n,c: of t~
.ponsil.i1ity for 
inltlatlnlt ac
cur;l!e "pw:ud 
communica_ 
tion 

(3) For('os I~Qd
fnlt to accu-

, llltc or uis
torted upw:lrd 
InforDl:llion 

(4) Accurncyof 
opwnrd com
munlClllion 
vinlino 

(5; 1'\('c(1 for sup
plcmentMY 
upwa ru ('o:n
mWlfcaUoa 
system 

Very little 

1 

None lit all 

Virtllnlly no forcc.~ to 
distnrt Clnt! pOIVerful. 
forccos to co~mu
nicate aCCl1r':ltcly 

I ' 
Accurote 

No need for nny sup. 
pl"D1cntary ,'ystem 

I 

UrnIted , 
Rcbtlvely little. usu. 
ally communicates 
-Illtered" infnrma. 
tlon anu nnly when 
requested; I'lI:1Y"Yf!l" 
the boss 

Occa'lnnnl forces to 
dillort olnn~ with 
mnny forces to com
munic:ate nccurOllcly 

I , I I I 

Informntion that hl)ss 
wnnts to ht'ar flows; 
other informntinn may 
be Iimlto'd or QU

t1ml!lly givc~ 
I ! 

Slillht nt'cel for sup
pk'mcnl:lry systt'm; 
suggt'~tion systems 
Dl:Iy be used 

I 
Somo 

Some to modcr:ite de. 
gree of re~'Ponsibility 
to initiate accurato 
upward communica. 
tion 

Many forces to dis
tort; also forces [or 
hor.c~t communication 

Inform;tion that hoss 
wnnt.; to hear flows; 
other infnrm~tinn is 
restricted ::Ind fillered 

Upll'nt<! communica
tion orlen supple. 
mented hy Sll~~c\tlon 
£ystem and similar 
du\l!ccs 

A great de31 

Considerable re.~pon
sihility f .. II and much 
Initiative; group 
communicates oll 
relevant Information 

Powerful forces to 
dislort infonmtion 
amI. deceive superiors 

Tends 10 be 
inaccurate 

I .-/ 

Crc:lt .... "tl til ,upp1,,: 
ment upwurd commu. 
nieaUon by 'py sy~. 
tern, su~gl'Stion sys
tcm, ond similar 
dcvlCt'S 

•• Sidoward commu. 
nICllUon. Its nde
quacy lind a('Curacy 

~~~~~~~~~~'J 
Usually poor \x-(,::lllse Fairl,v poor becnu::e F . ood 1 

I. Psychologicnl 
c1osclle~ of supe. 
riors tp su Lordi. 
nntes (I.e •• friend. 
linc~!> behvl'cn su
periors :lnd sub
ordinates) 

(1) Ho,,: wcll 
docs superior 
1:nowand 
untlcr.lnnd 
proLI,'rns 
laced by sub. 
ordlnatesf 

(2) lIow IlCCU. 

rate are the 
pc,c"l'tion~ hy 
''''I',·tlo" nlld 
l,j!.ordlll.llcl 
01, .Id, u:lt~r7 

f . b air to S Good to excellent o compt'tillon e· of competition 00-
twccn peers, corre- tween peers 
.ponding ho~tilily 

'tu~s-Ua~ll~y-V-e~ry""c~'oLs-e~ .... -L .... ~--1-.... L--l---L""L---L--l---L--1---L-~--~ __ -L-, __ I 
Fairly dOle 6!n be mcxleratcly I For apart 

Knows lind under
stnnds proLlcms of 
suhorclinates \lery well 

Often In error 

Knows :lnn under
st:tntl~ problems of 
$uburoinates quite 
weD 

.L 

OCt('llin error on 
some points 

, I 

I 

I 

closo II proper roles 
arc kept 

Ira,; some knowledge 
a'1d unclerstanding of 
proJ,lerns of subordi_ 
I1:Itcs 

Moderately accurate 

H:1S no knowledge 
or undt'r>!alllling of 
prohlems of su~rdi
fI:llcs 

Usually quite accu
rate 

!~ 

18 

I 
19 

20 

21 

24 

2S 

26 

.c, C!," " :. r .. r i"ter. 
a('IIII'"11.0111 Ill''; 

pmct H 

.... _-_ .. -
O. Anlollllt .md c!,Jr. 

GC'ler uf illt(of~CO
lion 

E,I/,·,,,i·,!,). frir.ndly 
inll'r:I('liu" \\It II hi~h 
tlt',c:rCI' of ('IlJIli"~nce 
::Iud trlllt 

Moderale interOlction 
(In''n walh fair • 
nlllClllllt "f confidcnce 
OII11IIn1lt 

Little interaction 
~",I u,"ally wilh Sllme 
('lllld~""''''i,," by 
:,lIp,.·riur\i {">oJ( ,lIlil 
('.lIIlion fly ~ullllrdi. 

Liltl" interJClion OInd 
ahvJys wilh ft:OIr and 
Jbtrust 

----..... ------------__ .... L-

rLVl ... ,.; ~,~ 

Pagu Four 

b. Amount (If coop
cr:lIl\IU teamworlc 

• ,j present 

f. Elit!'nt to which 
JUIIO,.linal,·,~ ('nn 
fnnlll'm'" thr ~nul!. 
1n,·,I'OII,. nnd ne. 
tlvlty uf tlu'lr (mils 
and d"I~"ln\l'l1t.~ 

Very sulJ\t:llltinl 
nmollnt Illrllll~hnut 
the' 'lr~nni/.1tion ,. 

A mn,l('rate nmollot 
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Nunc 

) 

(1) AM ae!'n hy NOlie Vlrtu:Illy none Moderate amount A great de::l1 

I .uperlon 

(2) /U5I:('1I by 
.ularlfllill::llc.~ 

[-d, A';;ount of actual ._ .. 
InOuence which 
IUpcriors can exer
cise over the goals. 
activity. and 
methods of tllcir 
units and depart. 
ments 

•• Elitcnt to which I1II 

elTcctlvc structure 
exists er.'lbUng one 
~rt of org:lniz:I' 

. tion to exert influ· 
ence upon uther 
po.tU 

5. Chander (If decision· 
making proces,; 
G. At wbt Icvel in 

organl~.1t1on :lr~ 

decisions (omlally 
mode?' 

b. })ow :lolt·q U~ Ie lind 
o~:uralt! is the In
ionnaticn nv~i1-
Dbl.., for <lcd'ion 
ma1..in~ nt Illc plnCfl 
wlu:rc Illc UC'ci.f;Oru 
Grc mOllc? 

None eu"pt through 
","romml nr;.:nni1a
tilln" or via tlllioniza. 
tic ... 

I 

, 
Liltle except through 
uinronnalor).:noI1.1-
lion" Vi' viii lIniolli7.1· 
tion 

I 

I 

Moderate amount 
holh dircctly ::In,1 via. 
unlonii'"H6n (where 
It rsis1.<) 

Su b.tnntial amount 
hoth dirt'clly nnd via 
Ulaioni/alinn (where 
it ~·d'L') 

Bcli~~ed to be ;u~" ---~f;,ue''';t~' to--~;;;;;:-" 'Moder:lle to suhst.'ln.-· .. - SuuSl:I';Uul but ulten 
st.1nliJ1 but actually what more thnn mod- tial, especially for done indirectly. as. 
moderate unless c:I- ernte. especially for higher levels in or· for example. by supe· 
pncity to e,xcrcise higher levels in or- ganizntion rior bUilding crrective 
se\'cre pwtishmcnt Is ganizalion Interaction·innuence 
prc~cnt system 

I 
J1fghly eITeetive struc~ 
ture t'~ists enahling 
excrdse of innuence 
in all directions 

Bulk of deci~lons at 
top of organimUon 

Informatinn Is gen:' 
crolly illatle'l'mle and 
innt·cur .lte 

Mo(lerntelyeffectlve 
structure 
exists; inHuence ex
erted Inrgcly through 
vertlcallines 

Policy at top. many 
decisions wilhin pre· 
scribed framcwork 
l!lade Dt lower levels 
but usually checked 
with top before action 

. .. . 
Information Is nften 
somewhat inadc'luate 
aoJ IO:lccurale 

Llmit~d Cllpacity 
exists; innucnce 
exerted Inrgcly via 
vertical Hnes and 
primarily downward 

I ,. 

Broad polley deci
sions at top. more 
specific decisioDs lit 
lower levels 

R<.'nlonal.lyadeqllate 
~nd accurate infonna
Uon ovailable 

EITedlve structure 
virtually not present 

Decision making 
widely done Ihrough. 
out organization. nl· 
though weH inte· 
gmted through link· 
Ing process provided 
by overlapping gmups 

nelnliv('YY compll'le 
nnd ilcl'lIml" inrurma-
tion llv"ilal.le I':ls('d 

, both 011 IO('a'ure· 
menl11111t1 dncicllt 
How of inronllulion 
In organi7.:Ition 

28 

31 

" 

I 33 

~-L_-'--L_-'---1_..1-_I-....-L..--''--L..--J'--L.._l.--L_.L-''''''''! _ ... ,_ ........ --'_/, ... _ 34 

c. To wl,~t c~t~ot 
Dre dl'chilln moakcrs 
IIwaw I" pml'. 
... ·lns. l';ortkul.llly 
thlKe nt lower 
level. ill Ihe organ-
17.',tion? 

d. Extent to which 
!tochnic;ol nntl pro
r,·~sion.11 knuwledge 
Is use,! in dcci.inn 
maling 

e. Ar~ ol,·,'hi"n. mndo 
nt 11o~ I"~I 1"veI 
In tll~ ur;.:.lnit;llion 
a< fJr:l< 
(l) A\·.,il.,hilily 

of Ih,· IIIn,t 
n,I"'III:lI<' nno! 
;u:curJh! in .. 

forlll.lli"l1 
Ix'aring, un 

Cenerally quite well 
aware of prulolems 

I 

Used only if pos,e.lScd 
at highc~ Icvcls 

Ov(·rt.ppill~ groups 
nnd !~ro"p dl'(·j,inn 
pru,',"'"'' h'lIt1 III 
pll\h ct""j,illo<i to 
p"illl wi ... ,,· i"fonn.,. 
tum 1\ nlll .. 1 ,ul"qu,lt" 

I 

Mcxlerately 2w?-re of 
proh","u 

Much of what Is avail· 
::Ible in higher and 
middle Ic\'c!s is used 

Some "'",Irney fur 
JI'I'i,iollS to Io.:.made 
:It Iti~h~r I"\'rh tlloln 
WJII'(\,' fllU\t ;!,It'qu"h: 
.1I1t1 ,,,.THrall! ;nCucrn3-
1I01l1·,hl, 

Aware of some. un· 
IlWllte of others 

Milch IIf whnt is 
OIv.lilnlolc in hi~l\('r. 
midJI,·, undl';wcr 
levels is used 

n"d~inns orten m:lde 
.It 1"vl'ls npl'rrd.lbly 
l,i~l ... r thall I"vd~ 
"I ... ,,· 1\I,,,t nd"'luatc 
.• lId 'lI'I'\lrJI~ in· 
lunn.llion r,hls 

Oftcn arc un:lware. or 
only partl:illy aw:ue 

Mnsl of "'h'lI is :lv;lil· 
alole nnywh~re wilhin 
the orgilnization is 
used 

D,·"hinn1I1slIaHy 
lIIade:.t "'\'l'I~ "P'" 
p",,·i.,h1y hi;.:I"'r than 
1,·\,..1, wl ... r(.' IOmt 
n""'I"al" ,,,,,I ;ICCU· 
r;lh'lIIfurIiMtiun 

36 

~, 
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P<lIJC .Five 

(~) 11,,: Illlltiva
lionn I COrlo;c
qll~lI('C'S (I.e., 
clC1c~ !l,e cle
chlun-making 
pro~'C'l~ help 
to crc:lte the 
1lCCi:'~'ry mo
tiV~tiClns In 
those persons 
who II:lve to 

--- -~;~ 
(";Irry out the 
dcruion?) 

,. To Wllllt c.,h"tlt 
are suhonlin.,tcs 
Involvt'clln t1C1:i
slons rcl.,tct! to 
tllCir work? 

" Is d~'f:lsion making 
b:lscd on lI1:1n-to-
1I1:1Il or grOllp pat
tern of opt·mtion? 
DOt'S It eneullr:lge 
or cllwCIIIfi'ge 
tc:llnworlc? 

O. Character of goal 
I lelting or oruering 
I •• Manner in which 

u$U:llly done 

b. To whnt extent do 
the different hier
archie:.1 levels tend 
to ~trive for high 
pcrfonnance goals? 

c. Are tllen: forces to 
acct'pt, rcsist, or 
reJeel gOllls? 

'to Ch:1racter of control 
pl'Oi:es~es 

4, At wll:lt hierarch
Ical levds in or
ganl7.alion cloes 
m:1jor or primllry 
concern exist with 
regarcl to the pe:
(onn3nee or the 
C"C",'r •• ' (nn''''"n? 

h. Jlnw accurate an: 
the measurements 
and Infonllntion 
used tu ~uide and 
perConn the con
trol function, lind 
to w1l:1t ext('nt do 
(on'Cs e.,M III tho 
or~:lnl7.ntion to uis
tort antl Cat-iCy this 
Informatinn? 

c, E'll'nt to ..... hich 
the n!\;t·\V and 
control functions 
IIrt' conc,·ntr;It,·u 

Stlh,t:lIItial ronln1> .. -
lilln hy ,led~lUn-!nak
ill~ pr<J(,I"~t·s 10 rna
tiv~tklll to ilJll'l~ment 

Not lit all 

~':ln-ta-m:m only, 
clisrour.lges teamwork. 

Exc('pt In emer
gencies, gOllls arc 
usually e~!:lb1ished 
by mOlln-; of group 
pnrtidp:ltion 

J 
IliAh goals sou~h! by 
nil levels, with lower 
le"e b ~ornctimes 
prt'~sing for hilther 
gonls than lop levels 

I ! 

COllIs lire overtly ae
ccpteu hut lire cov-

. ertly resi5led strongly 
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Sumt' c'Ontrihtllion by 
Jed.iull m~kin!llo 
mnti":ltlon to im[llc. 
ment 

Never Involved In 
dccislorl1; occasion
ally consulted 

Man-la-man almost 
entirely, UJsc.'Ouragcs 
tellmwork 

Goats :are sel or 
orclNs Is~ued II f!er 
discll.l~ion with sub
ordinates of problems 
anu plllnned action 

I I 

Iligh gonls sollght by 
higher levels uut with 
occ,1sion:u rc~is!ance 
by lower levels 

Co:ll~ ore overtly 
Dccepted but often 
covcrtly resisled to ~t 
le:Ist a lI1ooerote d~ 

))~ci'illll makln~ 
c."ntrillUtc5 rcl.ltivcly 
little' nlutivation 

Usu:lUy are con
sulted uut oruin:lrily 
nol involved in the 
dccl~kln mnl:ing 

Bolh m:m-to-mllrl 
lInu group, plIrtiaUy 
encour"gc~ ICllmwork 

I 
! I 

Orders Issued, op
portunity to comment 
mayor may not exist 

I I 

High goals sought by 
top and often re
sistecl rnoucrlltcly by 
subordinates 

·ConIs nre overtly lICo
c-cpted bUI at times 
with some covert re
sistllnce 

" 

DI'l'i'illlllll~killl: 
cOlltrlhlltC\ littll' or 
nuthln:.: 10 tl"'IUa
tiv~li,," tn il1;I'I"l1l1'nt 
the "ed~illll, u\II'llIy 
ylcltlll '1\Iv~·r..u mo
Uv"lIon 

Are Involved fullv In 
aU ucd\iun~ rcbied 
to thl'ir work 

T..:ugcly h~scd on 
~roup pattern, en
coura/:cs tC:lmwork 

Orden Issued 

High goals pTe~sed 
hy top. Ilenernlly rc
si:.!cd hy ~uborui
n"tes 

COllis are fully nc
cep!ed both o\,f'rtly 
nnd covertly 

gree 

t~I~~~~~--~'~I~.-~I~_~~t~ __ ~~~~~~~~~~~ 

AI the very lap only 

I' '. 

Primarily or largely 
II the top 

Primorily lit the top 
but somo shared 
feeling of rc.~pomibil
Ity lelt al midule 
Dnd to II lesser c:\tent 
al lower levels 

Concern for per
Connance of control 
functions likelv 10 be 
felt throllgh,lIf't oro' 
ganiz.alion 

~~~~~~~,~~~f.~~-L~-L~Ll 
Slron~ pressures to Some prL'S'urc to Fal(ly strong fn;(~s 
o\J!.lin cnmjlll'lc :mu protect sl'lf Jnd col· exht tn ubtort llncl 
:lccumte i,,[onnation leagues and IlL'nco fllt-ify: hence mCll,. 
~o );\li,le own behavior some prcs~urcs to dis- urcnll'nt\ ancl in-
llUU 1)(:1I:l\'ior of own tnrt; infonn~tinn is Iorm'ltion arc nftcn 
allll fl'latctl work only modcr~tr1y rom- inc.~"npll!tc IInu in-
~ruul'\; hencll in- plete lind cont:lillS :lccurlltc 
{'\flll.ltion and mcas- some illac.'Curacics 
un'lIwn!s i"IIt! to be 
~ullll'let\ OInu lICCU-
r:lto 

Ili~hl}' C\)n~'<'lIlr"tecl 
in tnp m.tna~('IllL'nl 

n-d~tivl·ly hkl,ly ({In
~'clltmlt~l, wllh ~ome 
url"~ateu l,,,,trullo 

, mitltllc lind hm('r 
levels 

Mn,h'r~tc cllm'r\w~f{l 
(kll,~.\ticm (1£ rl''''icw 
,HId ~'llIIlrul (lrm'e~scs; 
lu\\ I'r '" wl·1I as 
hi)!ht·j. I,'VI'\' ['erfonn 
the.o b,Ks 

Vl!ry strllll~ rll" t , 
'!~ht to ubtor! nl,,1 
£lIMfy; 1I~ a cnn\c. 
'qucnt:c, mC:l~\1rc·. 
menl~ ~nd inrurma
tiOIl arc usunl1y in
completu :lnu dtem 
In~ccurale 

nevlcw ~nd ront rol 
clOIIC 1I! an I",·..t, lVith 
1(lwer IIll1h ,It 11111 .. , 

illtp",ill~ llHHl' \·I~()r. 
Oll~ II'~"'W~ .Incl 
lil:litcr ~·lIlItrlll, Ih.1n 
~ul' mallJIlC'I1Il'II' 

40 

·"~1 
-'I 

u 

t>rofillJ of or!Je'lnizlltional Characteristics 
Pago six 
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tI.. EttC'nt to wl,ich 
lIMTt.' Is nn IIIrllnrt:l! 
C~:lnl/:llilln pn'S
C'lIt DIllI ~l/flI)(/ft. 
In/( ur opr<hin); 
J:ool~ of furm~1 or. 
,~nl7"!lon 

..--' 

Infmmol or~ani;:lI;on 
[In''''nl a"d "1'1~"in); 
I\oal~ n! f"mMI ;It
~anl'/:ttiulI 

I II fun :';I-;'rr..,; I i~_, tiun 
""I.III)'l'rc"'·lIt and 
parti.llly rc~i,!lns 
gc~1'" 

Informal orWlni7.:ltfo~~ 
mny Ix: p,e'('111 lind 
may "illlL'r ~1I\'r0rt 
or (,arti:llly " ... i~t 
gt~ll1 II! fonnalllt
g"nlzolill" 

I 

Inforlll.11 allli r .. nn:.1 . 
(.r.~a"ll.~tiull nu" hili! 
alit! tl,,· ':lnll'; 1"'lIe .. 
gll.ucial (ur!:,·\ "1,>
purl t·/rllr!.~ In ;uhit.vn 
organilution', goals 

I I I 

•• Ellcnt to which ---:-:d::--~-:---:--------------------"""""""" ........ ------=~ 
Use for policing and Useu for polidng Used for polidnlY U d f 

conlrol d~t~ (c,",' In punitive m~nne~. ' ,I I d t.o ~ or sclf-~lIiu-., ~-ollp,cu wit I rewar wllh empha~ls usu- d f d aocounting, nra- d ance an or COOr i-I· _n ,;un/<hment, II d b ducU\ity, co~I, .. 1I Y on rCW~r ut nated prohlem solv-
~tc,) are Im.d for lOme times punitively; with some plin/'h- ing and ~uiJancej 

I used somewlmt for ment: used for !'uid· I sed I 
Ie f-guil.b.nce or guitbnce I,.U! I'n ae- "no u punitivc y 

t I u ance In accord \\;th 
group pro I ern cord with orders d 
I<llving hy man- or er~: some usc also 
_gers amI non- for seU-guiu~nce 
IUprrvisory em-
ployees, or Iii sed 
by IlIpcr/or~. in a 
punitive, policing 
IIlIInner 

8. Pcrfonnlln('C gools 
.no Irallling 
•• l..,,·c! of pcrfonn_ 

_nct! ~0.'1\ which 
.uIX·rlolS srek 10 
hn\'c or~.1ni~:1tion 
.chleve 

b, Exten! tn which 
)'011 ha VI! !>ren 
give. the ldllu of 
m.ln'hAenll·nt Irain
ing YOlllbirc 

c. Adequacy of train. 
hlg relOlIr~'Cs pro
vided 10 ~,.\hl you 
In training your 
JUbo"UJnatcs 

Have received no 
man:lgemt'nt training 
of kind I uesi.ro 

Training resources 
provided nrc excel
lent 

1 

Seek very high goals 

H~ve received !ome 
manngement training 
oC kind I Jesire 

Tr.i.inlng resources 
proviut'd lIrll very 
good , 

" , ..... -.. '. 

Seck high gOllls 

Have received quite 
a bit of management 
trllining oC ~;ind I 
desire 

'Training resources 
prOVided lire good 

., 

Hove received" grent 
deal oC management 
trllining of kind [ 
desire 

Truin!ng resource, 
provided lire I,nly 
fllirly good 

. r 

48 
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APPENDIX A 

PARTICIPANTS LISTING 

SUMMER INSTITUTE FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE EXECUTIVES 

July 9-29, 1972 

ANDERSON, Robert O. 
Associate Warden. 
Federal Youth Center 
Ashland, Kentucky 41101 

ANDERSON, Rufus S. 
Lieutenant 
Detroit Police Department 
1300 Beaubien 
Detroit, Michigan 48226 

AXELROD, Alb ert 
Superintendent 

Phase I 

Highfields Residential Group Center 
Hopewell, New Jersey 08525 

BAER, Margaret 
Regional Supervisor of Parole 
California Youth Authority 
30 Van Ness 
San Francisco, California 94102 

BANET, George B. 
Branch Chief 
Office of Probation 
Courts of New York City 
New York, New York 10007 

BRIGHT Robert 
Administrator 
Adult F~eld Services 
Department of Corrections 
160 North LaSalle Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60601 
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BUSHER, Mary E. 
Probation Office 
Cleveland Municipal Court 
2001 Payne Avenue 
Cleveland, Ohio 44114 

CARTER, Patricia M. 
Commanding Officer 
Youth Aid Bureau 
Schenectady Police Department 
301 Clinton Street 
Schenectady, New York 12305 

CHEVERS, Wilda 
Branch Chief, Office of 

Probation 
2 LaFayette Street 
New York, New York 10007 

COLLINS, William P. 
Director, Probation Department 
St. Lawrence. County 
P.O. Box 269 
Canton, New York 13617 

COOK, Jay R. 
District Supervisor III 
State of Florida 
Department of Health and 

Rehabilitative Services 
P.O. Box 327 
Ft. Walton Beach, Florida 32548 
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CORROTHERS, Helen G. 
Superintendent 
Women's Reformatory 
Arkansas Department of Corrections 
Room 138 
Capi tol Building 
Little Rock, Arkansas 71644 

COWLEY, Bi.ll 
Chief Probation Officer 
Family Court Division 
Madison County Courthouse 
Huntsville, Alabama 35801 

DAVALLOU, Paul H. 
Assistant Superintendent & Director 

of Treatment 
St. Albans Correctional Facility 
Box '''B'' 
St. Albans, Vermont 05478 

DAY, Leopa! F. 
Director of Community Services 

for the Adult Authority 
Indiana Department of Corrections 
804 State Office Building 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204 

DOllSON, Craig D. 
Staff, National Institute of 

Corrections 
Bureau of Prisons 
101 Indiana Avenue - N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20536 

DODSON, James M., III 
Chief, Court Counselor Services 
18th Judicial District 
P.O. Drawer T-5 
Greensboro, North Carolina 27402 

DOUGHERTY, John F. 
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Chief, Probation and Parole Department 
Berks County 
6th and Court Streets 
Reading, Pennsylvania 19601 

,~------- -------~--.- .. 

GOODE, John E. 
Chief, Jails and Corrections 

Division 
Office of Sheriff 
Jacksonville Police Department 
400 East Bay Street 
Jacksonville, Florida 32201 

GRUENSFELDER, Robert C. 
Director, Adult Correctional 

Institutions 
St. Louis County 
Route 1 - Box 63 
Chesterfield, Missouri 63017 

HILSON, Robert C. 
State Director 
Department of Juvenile Servic(~s 
6314 Windsor Mill Road 
Baltimore, Maryland 21207 

HOGAN, William T., Jr. 
Chief, U.S. Probation Officer 
945 U.S. Post-Office and 

Courthouse 
Boston, Massachusetts 02109 

IMHOFF, Dale S. 
Chief Probation Officer 
Shawnee County Adult Probation 

Service 
Room 201 - Shawnee County 

Courthouse 
200 East 7th Street 
Topeka, Kansas 66603 

LINDE, Llewellyn H. 
Chairman, Adult Correctional 

Commission 
Department of Corrections 
310 State Office Building 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155 

LITTLE, Robert 
Deputy Director--Youth Services 
State of Michigan 
300 S .. Capital 
Lansing, Michigan 48926 

.-~.--------.--~-.-~.--... ,~~ .. ~ .. - .... ~ ..• ~.~ ... ------------.------ ----------

LOTTER, Franklin M. 
Assistant Superintendent 
Milwaukee County House of Correction 
8885 South 68th Street 
Franklin, Wisconsin 53132 

LUMPKIN, Cliff 
District Supervisor 
Division of Youth Services 
P.O. Box 82 
DeFuniak Springs, Florida 32433 

MAG HAN , Jesse L. 
Director of Training 
Department of Corrections 
State of Louisiana 

_ Box 44304, Capital Station 
llaton Rouge, Louisiana 70804 

MAHONEY, James 
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Staff, National Institute of Corrections 
Bureau of Prisons 
101 Indiana Avenue - N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20537 

MITCHELL, James C. 
Youth Custodial Director 
Valley View Boys School 
Department of Corrections 
St. Charles, Illinois 60174 

MIXDORF, Lloyd W. 
Assistant Superintendent 
Wisconsin School for Boys 
Box WX 
Wales, Wisconsin 53183 

MURPHY, Patricia S. 
Training and Drug Abuse Coordinator 
Division of Parole & Prob,ation 
Executive Plaza II - C 104 
Hunt Valley, Maryland 21031 

NAPPER, Guy T. 
Administrator, Receiving Home 

for Children 
Department of Human Resources 
1000 Mt. Olivet Road, N.E. 
Washington, D.C. 20002 

PICClfu~O, Vincent M. 
Director of Court Services 
Fairfax County Courthouse 
Fairfax, Virginia 22030 

PLATT, John R. 
Corrections Superintendent 
Valley View Boys' School 
P.O. Box 376 
St. Charles, Illinois 60174 

SCOTT, Herbert, Jr. 
Superintendent 
Illinois State Penitentiary 
Joliet Branch 
P.O. Box 400 
Lockport, Illinois 60441 

TANKSLEY, C. Winston 
Chief of Corrections 
328 State Services Building 
Denver, Colorado 80203 

TOWERS, Harry W. 
Assistant Director 
Delaware Division of Adult 

Corrections 
Smyrna, Delaware 19977 

UNTERBRINK, Lynn D. 
Superintendent 
Forestry Camps and Schools 
Juvenile Division, Department of 

Corrections 
400 Armory Building 
Springfield, Illinois 62706 

WILLIS, James C., Jr. 
Departmental Training Coordinator 
South Carolina Department of 

Corrections 
P.O. Box 11159 
Columbia, South Carolina- 29211 

WOODS, Norbert V. 
Director of Professional Training 
New York State Department of 

Correctional Services 
Twin Towers, 99 Washington Avenue 
Albany, New York 12210 
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APPENDIX B 

ADMINISTRATORS 

SUMMER INSTITUTE FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE EXECUTIVES 

July 26-27, 1972 

ANDERSON, Al 
Deputy Director 
Rehabilitative Services 
California Youth Authority 
30 Van Ness 
San FrancislCo', California 

CANNON, Joseph G. 
Deputy Commissioner 
Department of Corrections 
310 State Office Building 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155 

CARLSON, Norman A. 
Director 
Bureau of Prisons 
HOLC Building 
101 Indiana .\venue - N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20537 

CARPENTER, Allen 
Criminal Justice Specialist 
Illinois La~y Enforcement CO)ttmission 
150 North Wacker Driv2 
Chicago, Illinois 60606 

CLAPP~, Charles L. 
Special Assistant to the President 
White House 
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue 
Washington, D.C. 
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CLEMENTS, Hugh 
Deputy Director 
South Carolina Department 

of Corrections 
4444 Broad Rivp~ Road 
P.O. Box 766 
Columbia, -South Carolina 

COUGHLIN, Joseph S. 

29202 

Assis tant Director _ 
Department of Corrections 
400 Armory Building 
Springf::~eld, Illinois 62706 

COX, Martin B. 
Regional Director 
Bureau of Field Services 
Pensacola, Florida 

FORSYTHE, Peter W. 
Director 
Office of Youth Services 
300 South Capital 
Lansing, Michigan 48926 

HERSHMAN, Roland C. 
Superintendent 
Wisconsin School for Boys 
Box WX 
Wales, Wisconsin 
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JOZWI.I\K, Lawrence A. 
Super.intendent 
Milwaukee County House of Corrections 
8885 South 68th Street 
Franklin, Wisconsin 53132 

KUTAK., Robert 
NIC Advisory Council 
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Kutak, Rock, Cohen, Campbell, and Peters 
1700 Woodman Tower 
Omaha, Nebraska 68102 

McCAULEY, Roland 
Deputy Administrator 
Division of Corrections 
P.O. Box 669 
Madis on, ~.,ris cons in 53711 

MEESE, B. G., Dr. 
Cohief 
institution Services Division 
Department of Human Resources 
District of Columbia Government 
Washington, D.C. 

PAGE, Bob 
Deputy Director 
Jails and Prisons Division 
Jacksonville, Florida 32201 

PAPPAS, Nick 
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration 
633 Indiana Avenue - N.W. 
Wnshington, D.C. 20530 

l!ETTIBONE, John M. 
Director 
Division of Parole and Probation 
Suite C-l04 
Executive Plaza Two 
Hunt Valley, Maryland 21030 

PtI..ALEN , Joe 
Staff, NIC 
Law Enforcement Assistance Admn. 
633 Indiana Avenue - N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20530 

PHILLIPS, Donald E. 
Executive Director. 
Adult Authority 
State Department of Correc

tions 
804 State Office Building 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204 

REVELL, E. Guy 
Executive Director 
Adult Authority 
State Department of Correc

tions 
894 State Office Building 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204 

TAYBACK, Matthew, Dr. 
Assistant Secretary for Health 

and Mental Hygiene 
State Office Building 
Room 701 
301 West Preston Street 
Baltimore, Maryland 21201 

VICKERS, E. Newton 
Judge 
Third Judicial District 
Shawnee County Courthouse 
200 East Seventh Street 
Topeka, Kansas 66603 

WALLACE, John A. 
Director of Probation 
Courts of New York City 
2 Lafayette Street 
New York, New York 10007 

WAYSON, Billy 
Staff 
National Institute of Correc-

tions 
Bureau of Prisons 
101 Indiana Avenue - N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 
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PARTICIPANTS LISTING 

INSTITUTE FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE EXECUTIVES 

ANDERSON, Robert O. 
Associate Director 
Federal Youth Center 
Bureau of Prisons 
Ashland, Kentu¢ky 41101 

ANDERSON, Rufus 
Lieutenant 
Detroit Police Department 
1300 Beaubien 
Detroit, Michigan 48226 

AXELROD, Albert 
Superintendent 
Highfields Residential Group 

Center 
Hopewell, New Jersey 08525 

BANET, George B. 
Branch Chief 
Office of Probation 
1109 Carroll Place, 
New York, New York 

BRIGHT, Robert 
Administrator 

Bronx 
10456 

Adult Field Services 
Department of Corrections 
160 North LaSalle Street 
Chicago, [llinois 60601 

BUSHER, Mary E. 
Cleveland Municipal Court 
Probation Department 
2001 Payne Avenue 
Cleveland~ Ohio 44114 
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CHEVERS, Wilda A. 
Branch Chief 
Office of Probation for the 

COlJrts of, New York City 
66 Court Street - Room 1202 
Brooklyn, New York 11201 

COLLINS, William P. 
St. Lawrence County Probation 

Department 
County Office Building 
P. O. Box 269 
Canton, New York 13617 

COOK, J. Robert 
District Supervisor III 
Division Youth Services 
Bureau of Fi81d Services 
P. O. Box 327 
Ft. Walton Beach, Florida 32548 

CORROTHERS, Helen G. '.ta .. ii.I',....j)J ....... ~fe~ .. ')""~ .. ;.jj"_7& .. ri-. 
~ .. .,.4t'*3',+_--Superintendent, Womer,'.,ii#s 

Reformatory 
Arkansas Department of Correc

tion 
Room 138, Captiol Building 
Grady, Arkansas 71644. 

COWLEY, William M. 
Madison County Family Court 
Madison County C.ourthouse 
Room 308 
Huntsville, Alabama 35801 
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COX, Ma.rtin B. 
Region I Director 
Diyision of Youth. Services 
Bureau of Field Serv:l:ces 
P.O. Box 12295 
Pensacola, Florida 32501 

DAVALLOU, Paul H. 
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Assistant Director-Commun±ty Co:r.rections 
Vermont Department of Corrections 
State Office Building 
Montpelier, Vermont 

DAY, Leopa1 F. 
Director of Community Services for tne 

Adult Authority 
Indiana Department of Corrections 
804 State Office Building 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204 

DODSON, III, J. Hanley 
Chief Court Counselor Services 
18th Judicial District 
P.O. Drawer T-5 
Greensboro, North Carolina 27402 

DOUGHERTY, John F. 
Chief 
Berks County Probation and Parole 

Department 
6th and Court Streets 
Reading, Pennsylvania 19601 

FREY, Fred 
Associate Warden 
United States Penitentiar~ 
Harion, Illinois 62959 

GOODE, John E. 
Chief 
Jails and Corrections Division 
Office of Sheriff 
Jacksonville Police Department 
400 East Bay Street 
Jacksonville, Florida 32201 

GRUENSFELDER, Robert C. 
Director 
Division Adult Correctional Institutions 
St. Louis County 
Route 1, Box 63 
Chesterfield, Hissouri 63017 

. HILSON, Robert C. 
State Director 
Maryland Department of 

Juvenile Services 
6314 Windsor Mill Road 
Baltimore, Maryland 21207 

IMHOFF, Dale S. 
Chief Probation Officer 
Shawnee County Adult Proba-

tion Service 
Shawnee County Courthouse 
Room 201 
200 East 7th Street 
Topeka, Kansas 66603 

LINDE, Llewellyn H. 
Chairman 
Hinnesota Department of 

Corrections 
Adult Correctional Commission 
310 State Office Building 
St. J1au1, Hinnesota 55055 

LITTLE, Robert 
Deputy Director 
Office of Youth Services 
State of Youth Services 
300 South Capitol Avenue 
Lansing, Michigan 48933 

LOTTER, Franklin M. 
Assistant Superintendent 
i1i1wa.ukee County House of 

Correction 
8885 South 68th Street 
:Franklin, Wiscolnsin 53132 

LUMPKIN, Cliff L. 
Dis tric t Supervisor 
Division of Youth Services 
P.O. Box 82 
DeFuniak Springs, Florida 32433 

HAGHAN, Jesse L. 
Chief Training Officer 
Department of Corrections 
State of Louisiana 
Box 44304, Capital Station 
Baton Rouge, Louisian~ 70804 
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HITCHELL, James C. 
Youth Custodial Director 
Valley View Boys School 
Department of Corrections 
P. O. Box 356 
St. Charles, Illinois 60174 

HIXDORF, Lloyd W. 
Assistant Superintendent 
Hisconsin School for Boys 
Box HX 
Wales, Hisconsin 53183 

NAPPER, Guy T. 
Administrator 
Receiving Home for Children 
Department of Human Resources 
1000 Ht. Olivet Road, N. E. 
Washington, D.C. 20002 

PICCIANO, Vincent M. 
Director of Court Services 
Juvenile and Domestic Relations Court 
Fairfax Ccunty Court House 
Fairfax, Virginia 22030 

PLATT, John R. 
Corrections Superintendent 
Valley View Boys School 
P. o. Box 376 
St. Charles, Illinois 60174 

SCOTT, Herbert, Jr. 
Superintendent 
Illinois State Penitentiary 
Joliet Branch 
P. O. Box 400 
Lockport, Illinois 60441 

TANKSLEY, C. Winston 
Warden 
Colorado State Reformatory 
Box R 
Buena Vist, Colorado 81211 

UNTERBRUnc, Lynn D. 
Superintendent 
Department of Corrections 
Forestry Camps and Schools 
400 Armory Building 
Springfield, Illinois 62703 
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WILLIS, James C., Jr • 
Assistant Project AdminL,trator 
Institutional Operations-

O.S.Il.A. Division 
South Carolina Department of 

Corrections 
4322 Broad River Road 
Columbia, South Carolina 29210 

WOODS, Norbert V. 
Director of Professional 

TraiTLlng 
New York State Department of 

Correetional Services 
Building #2 State Campus 
Albany, New York 12226 
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APPENDIX D 

FIELD OBSERVATIONS 

INSTITUTE FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE EXECUTIVES 

As part of Phase I of the Institute for Criminal Justice Executives 
field visits to correctional settings in Illinois were planned. The 
intent of the field observations was to provide participants with on-
site experiences at various components of the criminal justice system. It 
was assumed that a participant observing programs of system components dif
ferent from his own (a juvenile probations director visiting an adult insti
tution) would learn about another component of the system and that a parti
cipant observing a program in the same component as his own (a warden of an 
adult institution visiting an adult institution) would learn about tech
niques and practices outside his home state. It also was assumed that a 
learning experience outside the classroom would break the potential monotony 
of a single environment for Phase I. 

ences: 
Several factC'rs created less than optimal field observation experi-

1. The short lead time for the entire program meant that field 
sites had to be chosen hastily. 

2. Lack of biographical data on participants in advance of Phase 
I meant that field sites had to be chosen without considera
tion of what participants would like to observe (or might need 
to nbsel"vl'). 

l. /\ I Iii I (: IIlHH t"1I(l1ll H('l!t'dlil l' n' j ('go'll L'd lIt' Jd nll/H' I"V:I Li.tH1H t 11I1l'H 

Lo wCt'kendH and eVl'n.Lngs. 

4. No one on the project staff was able to devote his attention 
exclusively to field observation planning. 

Primarily through the cordiality and responsiveness of several indi
viduals in Illinois corrections, nine field observation sites were 
arranged: 

Institutional Sites: Valley View Boys School, St. Charles, Illinois 
(minimum security, juvenile) 

Vienna Correctional Center, Vienna, Illinois 
(minimum security, adult) 
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Conununity Treat
ment Sites: 

Law Enforcement 
Site: 

Technical Devel
opment Site: 
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Cook County Jail, Chicago, Illinois 
(county jail, adult) 

Probation Officer Case Aid Program, Chicago, 
Illinois (probations, juvenile) 

The DEPOT, Chicago', Illinois (referral 
and treatment, families) 

Safari House, Chicago, Illinois (halfway 
house, Illinois Drug Abuse Program) 

Black P. Stone Nation, Chicago, Illinois 
(tour of 1m .. income neighborhood conducted 
by gang officer) 

Chicago Police Department (ride-alongs with 
officers) 

Stateville Computer Center, Stateville, 
Illinois (computer center of the Illinois 
Department of Corrections Division of Research 
and Long-Range Planning) 

Participants signed up for field observations on the evening before 
the classroom sessions began. Brief descriptions of each field site were 
provided, and participants were told that they must visit either Vienna 
Correctional Center or Valley View Boys School and either Cook County Jail 
or the Stateville Computer Center. (As the program progressed, the Parti
cipant Steering Committee indicated that the required field observations were 
causing some dissention within the participant group and all field trips were 
made optional.) 

All participants visited at least one field :site; many visited several. 
In order to evaluate the field experiences, each p'articipant was asked to 
complete a questionnaire concerning each field.site he visited and a separate 
questionnaire about the field observations in general. Thirty-three of the 
thirty-nine participants (85%) returned the general information questionnaire. 
Similar percentages returned the questionnaires de,aling with the individual 
field sites they Visited; these returns will not' be sununarized here because 
the information was collect.ed primarily for the hosts at each field site. 

The general information questionnaire contained four items: 

1. Rate the extent to which the field observations fulfilled the 
objective of supplementing lecture and discussion materials. 
[Responses were to be marked on a ten point scale with 1 

1 " ' equa to not at all" and 10 equal to "very well."] 
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2. Please number in order of preference (1 is "most preferred") 
the types of field observations you think most valuable: 
( ) Institutional Visit, ( ) Community Treatment Program, 
( ) Law Enforcement, ( ) Visit Emphasizing Technological 
Development, ( ) the Courts. 

3. To what exteht do you think the time and effort expended on 
field observations could have been ~ profitably used 

a. for other planned activities 

b. as free time to allow such activities as informal 
meetings of participants or reading 

[Responses to a. and b. were to be marked on a ten point 
scale, with 1 equal to "not at all" and 10 eql~;:;.l to "to a 
great extent."] 

4. Do you believe field observations should be included in future 
institutes? [Responses were to be marked on a ten point scale, 
with 1 equal to "definitely not" and 10 equal.to "absolutely."] 

Space also was provided for any comments the participants wished to 

Information provided through responses to the general information 
questionnaire indicates that, more often than not, the field observations 
did supplement classroom material, were ~ profitable expenditures of 
time than another planned activity or free time, and should be included in 
future institutes. Additionally, participants indicated a preference for 
the following types of field experiences (listed "most valuable" to "least 
valuable"): community treatment programs, institutional visits, courts, 
In\\' enforcement, and technological developments. 

Through their writtcll comments, the participants provided some useful 
insights Into dwnges that might be made in planning ficld experiences for 
future lnstltutes; the four comments listed below reflect the opinions of many 
participants: 

1. Field observations should be integrated with classroom materials 
with classroom discussion of the field experience both before 
and after it occurs. [One-half hour of classroom time was 
specifically devoted to discussion of field experiences.] 

2. More information about the field site should be provided in 
advance of the field V~SJ..C (e.g., what to look for, unique 
aspects of the field site, etc.). 
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11 " , 0 rovide more than tours 
Field site hosts should be asked t. p 10 ld be sufficient 

1 11 i ces T~me s 1 u 
or "sIlOw-and-te 1 exper en • ld 'te's treatment meth-
to allow investigation of , the fie d s~oblem solving methods. 
odology, management techn~ques, an p . plannine field 
Utilization of field resource persons :n 
observations would have facilitated th~s. 

. . hould be voluntary • 
Participation i~ field observat~ons s 

I' ted above would be relatively easy t~ 
All of the sugge:tio~s ~s, d ate planning time. Add~-

incorporate in future lnst~tutes, ~~ven a :qu cerning the participants, 
tional1y, with sufficient advance lnformat~onb~on to plan field observations 
it would be possible, and educationally v: ua e~he operations of one or 
with enough variety for participants to 0 serve 
more criminal justice system components. 

APPENDIX E 

WORK PROJECT DIARY INSTRUCTIONS 

SUMMER INSTITUTE FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE EXECUTIVES 

The purpose of this record is to keep track df significant information 
only. "Significant information" relates to the outcomes of your project, 
whether successful or unsuccessful. Since it may be difficult to know at 
any point in time what information Hill prove to be significant, j.t is 
suggested that you maintain brief notes about all these points, so that you 
can recapture any information you may need. Stunmarize routine data by 
some appropriate time~period: weekly or biweekly. Set down the essential 
facts about major problems, decisions, actions, and consequences. A~
written record is not necessary. Bring t11e record with you when you return 
to the Institute for th.e final week. 

The record should contain information about the following matters. 
Show dates of entries: 

1. Status of the problem upon return. to your agency after the three
week Summer Program. 

2. Problem aspects: 

a. Definition of the problem and relevant sub-problems and 
"side" problems. 

b. Statement and analysis of pertinent facts, opinions, 
assumptions. 

c. Statements of ideas for resolving problem(s) and alternatives. 

d. Additional light gained through investigation and progress 
toward E;olution(s). 

e. Evaluation of any of the foregoing. 

3. Geal aspects: 

a. Statements of specific goals to be selected, including sub
goals. 

b. Changes in goal statements as a result of further analysis, 
changing circumstances, progress, or unanticipated obstacles. 
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c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 
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Plan of action for achieving goals, including identifica
tion of anticipated difficulties. 

Role of others in tlie plan; with sub ..... plans to secure 
their cooperation, motivation, etc. 

Time-schedule for all parts of the plan. 

Tasklists, checklists, and other aids to accomplishing 
behavior required. 

Achievement aspects: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

Essential steps in the process--what, happened? 

'? Resistences encountered--how overcome. (If not OVerCQlme, 
what are the effects?) 

Measurement of gains--sub-goals accomplished, degrees or 
percentages of progress toward goals. 

Consequences of actions along the way. 

Nature of achievements upon completion of project. 

5. New problems and further goals, projects, and plans. 

6. Your own appraisal of what you have gained or learned from the 
entire experience. 
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APPENDIX F 

WORK PROJECT DIARIES 

INSTITUTE FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE EXECUTIVES 

RUFUS ANDERSON 
Development of training program ai:flled at reducing citizen complaints 
against police officers 

PEGGY BAER 
Reorganization of California Youth Authority Resources 

GEORGE B. BANET 
"Resource Coordinating Team Model" in probations 

WILDA CHEVERS 

Development of better communications between branch offices of proba
tion in New York City 

BILL COLLINS 
Implementation of computer services for probation work operations 

BOB COOK 
Training program with supervisors of newly-merged State-County intake, 
probation, and parol~ offices 

HELEN CORROTHERS 
Development of treatment programs for woman's unit of a prison where 
custody is the present goal 

BILL COI..JLEY 
Establishing juvenile counseling centers in high delinquency areas 

MANLEY DODSON 
Coordination and communication within the IIJuvenile Justice ll system 

JOHN DOUGHERTY 
Use of volunteers in probabion work 

JOHN GOODE 
Crisis intervention program to reduce inmate population :Ln the Jackson
ville, F10rida jail 

BOB HILSON 
Program to provide maximum security facilipies 
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DALE IMHOFF 
Development of an in-servi~e training program for probations personnel 

LEW LINDE 
Development of parole revocation plan consistent with due process 
requirements of the Morrissey decision 

BOB LITTLE 
Phasing out a Boys Training School and developing in its place a 
community-based program 

CLIFF LUMPKIN 
Training program with supervisors of newly-merged State-County intake, 
probation, and parole offices 

JESS MAGHAN 
Re-orientation of personnel for move into new Woman's Correctional 
Facility in Louisiana 

JIM MITCHELL 
Development of standards for counselor effective.nss in Boys' correc
tional institution 

LLOYD MIXDORF 
Development of on-going training programs for counselors in Wisconsin 
School for Boys 

HERB SCOTT 
Creation of an inmate advisory council 

HARRY TOWERS 
Project aimed at developing better coordination among the component 
agencies of the criminal justi;!e system 

LYNN UNTERBRINK 
Development of leadership patterns and analysis of job functions for 
staff personnel 

JIM WILLIS 
Training in safety program 

NORBERT WOODS 
Training program for corrections personnel 

APPENDIX G 

RESOURCES 

CHICAGO INSTITUTE FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE EXECUTIVES 

Phase I 

Faculty and Staff 

Myron Block, Assistant L'rofessor 
Northwestern University School of Management 
Systems Impact Consultant 

John Furcon, Industrial Relations Center 
The University of Chicago 
Nanageme.nt Component 

William Griffith, Associate Professor 
The University of Chicago 
Department of Education 
Evaluation Component 

Edward Marcus, Graduate School of Education 
The University of'Chilcago 
Evaluation Component 

! 
Edward McGehee, Industrial Relations Center 
The University of Chicago 
Hanagement Component 

Norval Morris) Professor and Director 
I 

Center for Studies in Criminal Justice 
The University of Chicago 
Criminal Justice Component 

Philip H. Nowlen, Director 
Center for. Continuing Edu~ation 
The University of Chicago 
Project Coordinator 

Fred Pearson, Industrial Relations Center 
The University of Chicago 
Hanagement Component 
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Howard Sulkin, Industrial Relations Center 
The University of Ch~cago 
Management Component 
(Currently, Dean, School of New Learning, 
DePaul University, Chicago) 

Marvin Veronee, Industrial Relations Center 
The University of Chicago 
Management Component 

Other Resources 

William J. Bauer, Judge 
U.S. District Court, Northern District of Illinois 
"Sentencing" 

Peter Bensinger, Director 
Illinois Department of Corrections 
"Politics of Reform" 
(Currently, Executive Director, Chicago Crime Commission) 

Julius Getman, Professor 
Indiana University 
"Unionization in Corrections" 

Russell Levy, Director 
Division of Research and Long-Range Planning 
Illinois Department of Corrections 
"A Correctional Information System" 

Ben Meeker, Chief 
U.S. Probation Officer 
Northern District of Illinois 
lIl?ending Legislation" 
(Currently,-- Administrator, Center for Studies in 
Criminal Justice, The University of Chicago) 

Richard Singer, Law School 
University of Cincinnati 
"Correc tional Law.!! 
(Currently, Co-Director, Commission on Correctional 
Services and Facilities, American Bar Association) 

Frank Zimring, Associate Professor 
The University of Chicago Law School 
"Evaluation and Measurement in the Criminal Justice System" 
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Phase III 

Faculty and Staff 

Myrcin Block, Assistant Professor 
Northwestern University, School of Management 
Systems Impact Consultant 

Gene Fox, Industrial Relations Center 
The University of Chicago 
Management Component 

John Furcon, Industrial Relations Center 
The University of Chicago 
Management Component 

Edward Marcus, Graduate School of Education 
The University of Chicago 
Evaluation Component 

Norval Morris, Professor and Director 
Center for Studies in Criminal Justice 
The University of Chicago 
Criminal Justice Component 

Philip M. Nowlen, Director 
Center for Continuing Education 
The University of Chicago 
Project Coordinator 

Fred Pearson, Industrial Relations Center 
The University of Chicago 
Management Component 

Marvin Veronee, Industrial Relations Center 
The University of Chicago 
Management Component 

Participants 

Albert Axelrod, Superintendent 
Highfields Residential Group Center 
Hopewell, New Jersey 
"Guided Group Interaction" 

Lew Linde, Chairman 
Adult Correctional Commission, Minnesota 
"Purole Revocation" 
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Robert Little, Deputy Director 
Office of Youth Services 
Michigan Department of Corrections 
"Politics" 
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Vincent Picciano, Director of Court Services 
Fairfax County, Virginia 
"Ethics" 
"Family Psychotherapyll 

John Platt, Superintendent 
Valley View Boys School~ Illinois 
"Behavior Modification lf 

Herbert Scott, Superintendent 
Illinois State Penitentiary, Joliet Branch' 
"Negotiation Processes" 

Other Resources 

James Bannon, Inspector 
Detroit Police Department 
"Response to the New Careers Programll 

\\1illiam Bauer, Judge 
u.S. District Court 
Northern District of Illinois 
"A Judges Viewpoint" 

Peter Bensinger, Executive Director 
Chicago Crime Commission 
"The National Institute of Corrections: Past, Present, Future" 

Stanley Brodsky, Professor 
Univ~rsity of Alabama 
Department of Correctional Psychology 
"A Systems Perspective" 

Fred Frey, Associate Warden 
United States Penitentiary 
Marion, Illinois 
"Administrators in Litigation" 

John Ginther, Associate Professor 
The University of Chicago, Department of Education 
"Research" 

\\1illiam Hogan, Chief 
U.S. Probation Officer, Boston 
"A Judge's Viewpoint" 
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Paul Ka1~, D~rector 
National Council on Crilne a.nd Delinquency 
Homewood, Illinois 
"Prevention of Violence and Riots" 

Edmond Lester, New Careers Development Progra~ 
Wright Institute, California 
"The New Careers Program" 

William D. Messersmith, Regional Director 
Community Services Division 
U.S. Bureau of Prisons 
"Response to Planning in the Criminal Justice System" 

Patricia Meyer 
Court Services, Fairfax County, Virginia 
"Family Psychotherapy" 

Patricia Hurphy, Consultant 
Robert Bell Associates 
Baltimore, Maryland 
"A Funny Thing HappenNl on the Way to My Work Project" 

David Rothenblerg, Executive Director 
The Fortune Society, New York 
"Help for the Ex-Inmate i

: 

Richard Singer, Co-Director 
Commission on Correctional Services and Facilities 
American Bar Association 
HDevelopments in the Law Since July, 1972" 

George Trubow, Director 
Inspection and Review 
Law Enfor~ement Assistance Administration 
"Crime Specific Pl.;mning" 

Robert Wohlgemuth, Comnunity Centers Coordinator 
Illinois Department of Corrections 
"Community Relations" , 
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APPENDIX II 

TEXTBOOKS PROVIDED PARTICIPANTS 

SUMMER INSTITUTE FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE EXECUTIVES 

July 9-29, 1972 

BITTNER, EGON, Ph.D., BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY 
The Functions of the Police in Modern Society. 
"A Review of Background Factors, Current Practices, and 
Possible Role Models." National Institute of Mental 
Health Center for Studies of Crime and Delinquency. 
DHEW Publication No. (HSM) 72-g103, (Formerly Public 
Health Service Publication No. 2059). 

HOOD, ROGER AND SPARKS, RICHARD 
Key Issues in Criminology. World University Library, McGraw-Hill 
Book Company, New York-Toronto. 

Library of Congress Catalog No.: 77-90231 

HOOVER, JOHN EDGAR, DIRECTOR, FBI 
Crime in the United States. Uniform Crime Reports for the Un':~.!d 
States. Printed Annua11y--1970. 

HARLOW, ELEANOR, INFORMATION ANALYST, NCCD, AND 
Weber, J. Robert and Cohen, Fred, Consultants 
Diversion from the Criminal Justice System. National Clearinghouse 
for Mental Health Information. National Institute of Mental Health, 
Center for Studies of Crime and Delinquency, 5600 Fishers Lane~ 
Rockville, Maryland 20852. 

KATZENBACH, NICHOLAS deB., CHAIRMAN THE COMMISSION 
The Cha11,9nge of Crime in a Free Society. "A Report by the President's 
Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice." 
Foreword by Nicholas deB. Katzenbach. 

U.s. Government Printing Office, Washington: 1967. 

WOLFGANG, MARVIN E.; PIGLIO, ROBERT M.; SELLIN, THORSTEN 
Delinquency in a Bir~h Cohort. Foreword by Norva1 Morris, Director 
Center for Studies in Criminal Justice, Chairman, Editorial 
Committee. University of Chicago Press, Chicago 60637. 
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WOLFGANG, M~RVIN E.; FIGLIO, ROBERT M.; SELLIN, THORSTEN (CONTINUED) 

International Standard Book No.: 0-226-90553-5, Library of 
Congress Catalog No.: 75-187929. 

ZIMRING, FRANKLIN E., THE LAW SCHOOL, UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO 
Perspectives on Deterrence. "Crime and Delinquency Issues: 
A Monograph Series." -

National Institut~ of 
and Delinquency, 5454 
Publication No. 2056. 
Welfare. 

Mental Health, Center for Studies of Crime 
Wisconsin Avenue. Public Health Service 

U.S. Department of Health, Education and 

MORRIS, NORVAL AND HAWKINS, GORDON 
The Honest Politician's Guide to Crime Control. The University of 
Chicago Press, 1969, Chicago 60637. 

Struggle for Justice. Hill & Hang, New York, 1971. "A Report 
on Crime and Punishment in America." Prepared for the American 
Friends Service Committee. 

Library of Congress, Catalog No.: 76-170942 

Approved Drafts:* 

BURGER, WARREN E., CHAIRMAN 
Advisory Committee on the Prosecution and Defense Functions. 
Standards Relating to Providing Defense Servi~. American Bar 
Association Project Minimum Standards for Crimfrtdl Justice. 

The Volume contains the Tentative Draft of July 1967. The 
standards in it were approved by the ABA House of Delegates in 
February 1968, and may be cited as "Approved Draft, 1968." 

LUMBARD, J. EDWARD, CHAIRMAN 
Special Committee on Minimum Standards for the Administration of 
Criminal Justice. Appellate Review of Sentences. March 1968. 
Ameri~an Bar Association Project on Minimum Standards for 
Criminal Justice. 

SOBELOFF, SIMON E., CHAIRMAN; REITZ, CURTIS R., REPORTER 
Advi~ory Committee on Senten'.:.g and Review. Criminal Appeals. 
Speclal Committee on Standardd for the Administration of Criminal 
Justice, October 1970. 

REARDON, PAUL C., CHAIRMAN; SHAPIRO, DAVID L.; 'REPORT,ER . 
American Bar Association Project on Standards for Criminal Justice. 
Fair Trial and Free Press. Ad'isory Committee on Fair Trial and 
Free Press, March 1968, American Bar Association. 
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SCHAEFER, WALTER V., CHAIRMAN; LAFAVE, WAYNE R., REPORTER 
Advisory Committee on the Criminal Trial. Standards Relating to 
Pleas of Guilty. March 1968. American Bar Association Project 
on Standar.ds for Criminal Justice. 

MURIW1, ALFRED P., CHAIRMAN ARES, CHARLES E., REPORTER 
Standards Relating to Pretrial Release. Special Committee on 
Minimum Standards for the Administration of Criminal JustiCe, 
September 1968. 

SOJl\~LOFF, SIMON E., CHAIRMAN; MILLER, HERBERT S., REPORTER 
Standards Relating to Probation. American Bar Association Project 
on Standards for Criminal Justice, February 1970. 

JAMESON, WILLIAM J., CHAIRMAN 
Special Committee on Standards for the Administration of Criminal 
Justice. Standards Relating to The Prosecution Function and the 
Defense F~nction. Advisory Committee on the Prosecution and 
Defense Functions, March 1971. 

S013ELOFF, SIMON E., CHAIRMAN; LOW, PETER W., REPORTER 
Standards Relating to Sentencing Alternatives and Procedures, 
September 1968. funerican Bar Association Proejct on Standards 
for Criminal Justice. 

SOBELOFF, SIMON E., CHAIRNAN; REITZ, CURTIS R., REPORTER . 
Standards Relating to Post-Conviction Remedies. Amerlcan Bar 
Association Project on Minimum Standards for Criminal Justice. 
Recommended by tite Advisory Committee on Sentencing and Review. 

* Approved drafts may be secured through 
Office of Criminal Justice Project 
Institute of Judicial Administration 
33 Washington Square West 
New York, New York 10011 
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ITEM 

A. Personnel 

l. Salaries 

a. C. Ran1et Lincoln 
b. Philip M. Nowlen 
c. Kathleen K. Dickhaut 
d. Norva1 R. Morris 
e. William S. Griffith 
f. Howard Su1kin 
g. Fred Pea.rson 
h. Bruce Hunt 
i. Wallace Loriergan 
j. Robert Weaver 
k. Josephine Pompey 
1. Edgar S~vanson 
m. Edward McGehee 
n. John Furcon 
o. Donna Tanzer 
p. Rogene Fox 
q. Ernestine Hardy 
r. Marvin Veronee 
s. Secretary 
t. Graduate students 

Total Salaries 

APPENDIX I 

INSTITUTE FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE EXECUTIVES 

Budgeted and Actual Expenses 

(Based on Budget as Revised March 5, 1973) 

BUDGETED 
EXPENSE 

$ 1,450.00 
7,175.00 
1,900.00 
3,157.00 

206.00 
2,159.00 
2,322.00 
1,493.00 
2,271. 00 

867.00 
383.00 
790.00 
757.00 
960.00 
140.00 
238.00 
88.00 

1,423.00 
4,440.00 
1,680.00 

S 33,899.00 

$ 

ACTUAL 
EXPENSE 

1,450.00 
7,175.00 
1,900.00 ,.., 
3,157.00 \0 ,.., 

206.00 
2,158.80 
2,322.27 
1,492.80 
2,270.52 

867.20 
382.35 
789.88 
757.00 
960.04 
139.65 
238.07 
88.42 

1,422.50 
4,436.98 
1,218.00 

S 33,432.48 
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ITEM BUDGETED ACTUAL 
EXPENSE EXPENSE 

A. Personnel (continued) 

2. FICA, Retirement 

Faculty salaries $ 1,203.00 $ 1,142.55 
Non-faculty salaries 2,945.00 3,396.97 

4,148.00 Total FICA, Retirement $ $ 4,539.52 
Total Personnel $38,047.00 $37,972.00 

B. Professional Services 

1. Instructor Consultants 2,000.00 2,331. 25 
2. Program Evaluation Consultants 12,908.00 11,501.96 I-> 

\0 
3. Field Work Consultants 3,500.00 3,500.00 N 

4. Preparation Time 4,000.00 2,400.00 

Total Professional 
Services'- , 

22,408.00 19,733.21-

C. Travel and Subsistence 

Travel 

1. Instructor Consultants 2,500.00 2,018.25 
2. Program Evaluation Consultants 1,500.00 943.64 
3. Field i-lork Consultants 750.00 500.03 
4. Participants and their superiors 19,600.00 12,498.43 

Total Travel 24,350.00 15,960.35 

''i1 ~ !"I !-, r-i Ii ~ li i"I r==i if II r-J !J r'-' . r-=-'I . r==-"1 '~. 't-=: , I 1 t ,:( I ~ l .:J ~ 
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ITEM 

C. Travel and Subsistence (continued) 

Subsistence 

1. Instructor Consultants 
2. Program Evaluation Consultants 
3. Field Work Consultants 
4. Participa~ts and their superiors 

.Total Subsistence 
Total Travel and 

Subsistence 

D. Equipment and Supplies 

1. Development, printing of 
announcement brochure and 
applications 

2. AnalySis, computer format-
ing of application data 

3. Type\vriter rental 
4. Rental of calculator 
5. Telephone Service 
6. Postage 
7. Participant name badges and 

table signs 
8. Participant materials 

a. Ruled pads 
b, Pens 
c. Printing and duplication 
d. Books and preprinted materials 
e. Certificates of completion 

Iota1 Participant Nateria1s 

BUDGETED 
EXPENSE 

$ 1,250.00 
750.00 
375.00 

31,000.00 

59.00 
62.00 

1,000.00 
1,355.00 

200.00 

$ 33,375.00 

1,000.00 

100.00 
410.00 

64.00 
784.00 
500.00 

80.00 

2,676.00 

$ 57,725.00 

$ 838.32 
546.05 
184.07 

24,815.49 

42.68 
35.08 

1,183.78 
1,234.72 

104.95 

ACTUAL 
EXPENSE 

$ 26,383.93 

895.84 

21.39 
344.00 

0 .. 00 
353.23 
245.13 

111.90 

2,601.21 

$ 42,344.28 

I-> 
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ITEM 

D. Equipment and Supplies 
(continued) 

9. Audio-Visual equipment 

a. VTR 
b. Audio tape recording 
c. -Other equipment 

Total Audio-Visual 

10. Classroom space 
11. Evaluation supplies 

a. Field work questionnaire 
b. Corrected analysis of field 

reports 
c. Reproduction of tests and 

_i.ns trumen ts 
d. Computer processing of data 
e. }liscellaneous supplies 
f. Evaluation component of -

final report 

Total Evaluation Supplies 

12, Miscellaneous office supplies 

Total Equipment and 
Supplies 

$ 

BUDGETED 
EXPENSE 

1,090.00 
855.00 
240.00 

$ 2,185.00 

6,150.00 

500.00 

350.00 

1,000.00 
405.00 

75.00 

600.00 

2,930.00 

1,400.00 

$ 

$ 18,279.00 

942.68 
850.63 
168.50 

$ 

0.00 

0.00 

1,126.36 
0.00 

47.00 

600.00 

ACTUAL 
EXPENSE 

1,961."81 

4,705.70 

1,773.36 

984.65 

I-' 
\0 
-P-

$ 13,998.22 
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ITEM 

E. Indirect Costs 

F. Matching Funds 

Superiors salaries 
Participants salaries 

Total Matching Funds 

TOT.AL PROJECT AMOUNT .. 

BUDGETED 
______ EXPENSE 

$ 2,496.00 
50,000.00 

AHOUNT REQUESTED FROM LEAA 

~: 

$ 18,872.00 

52,496.00 

$207,827.00 

$155,331.,00 

ACTUAL 
EXPENSE 

$ 2,982.72 
52,986.30 

$ 18,837.55 

$ 55,969.02 

$188,854.28' 

$132)885.2~ 

I-' 
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